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This thesis investigates two theoretical consequences of a point of typological
variation, namely, the presence/lack of Determiner Phrase (DP) in a language. I argue
that the availability of Argument Ellipsis (AE) is directly tied to the lack of DP in a given
language, and that (numeral) Classifier Phrases (CLP) and DP cannot co-occur in the
same language.
In chapter 2, building on Bo!kovi"’s (2008a, 2012) claim that languages without
articles lack DP, I investigate the status of DP in Mandarin Chinese (MC). I examine
previous literature and show that claims regarding the existence of DP in MC are not
supported and provide evidence that the DP projection is indeed missing from the
nominal structure of MC. In chapter 3, I examine the null argument paradigm in MC and
argue that the phenomenon of AE, in which the argument is elided in the PF component,
is independently attested in MC. In chapter 4, I propose a new theory of AE, where the
licensing condition on AE is tied to the absence of DP. In other words, AE may only
occur in languages without the DP projection. I propose that the lack of DP makes VP
(rather than vP) a phase in these languages. As a consequence, the direct object of the
verb, which is the complement of a phase head, may be elided in the PF component,
resulting in the phenomenon of AE. In chapter 5, I explore the second consequence of the
lack of DP: its relation with numeral classifiers. Examining various languages, I establish
a correlation between the existence of a numeral Classifier (CL) system and the lack of
DP, which states that numeral CLPs do not co-occur with DP in the same language. I also
examine CLP systems in Japanese and MC as case studies to capture certain differences
in their nominal domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Come, let us go down and confuse their language
so they will not understand each other.
That is why it was called Babel—
because there the Lord confused the language of the whole world.”
(Holy Bible, Genesis 1: 7, 9)

1.1 Linguistic Variation and Language Typology

Languages can differ in many ways. One of these differences, for example,
concerns the need for articles in an episodic sentence like in (1), taken from Bo!kovi"
(2010). While English requires the presence of an article in (1a) (cf. *Stone broke
window), the Serbo-Croatian (SC) sentence in (1b) does not. (In fact, SC does not have
overt articles.) Mandarin Chinese (MC) behaves like SC, as in (2).

(1) a. The stone broke the window.
b. Kamen je razbio prozor
stone

is broken window

‘The stone broke the window.’

1

(2) Shitou dapo-le
stone

chuanghu

break-asp window

‘The stone broke the window.’

The question is: are these differences merely superficial? Can it be that SC and
MC are in fact like English in having articles that just happen to be phonologically null
(articles would then be universal and present in every language)? Or are there structural
differences among languages in this respect, in which case the presence of articles is
subject to parametric variation across languages? This issue will serve as a starting point
of inquiry in this dissertation as a potential area of typological variation.
Similarly, it is also well known that languages differ in whether they allow
productive use of null arguments. While English does not allow null subjects in tensed
clauses, as shown in (3a), Spanish does, as in (3b). One common explanation for the prodrop parameter is that this is due to the rich agreement paradigm in Spanish (cf.
Taraldsen (1978)).

(3) a. John knows [ that *(he) has been seen by Mary]
b. Jose sabe [ que (el) ha sido visto por Maria]
Jose know that he has been seen by Maria
‘Jose knows that he has been seen by Maria.’

2

However, it is also clear that such an analysis cannot be the whole story and
certainly cannot capture the null argument paradigm in Japanese, Korean, and MC, since
these languages completely lack subject/object agreement but allow null arguments even
more freely (including object positions) than languages with rich agreement systems, as
in (4). (cf. also Huang (1984))

(4) a. Zhangsan hen

xihuan Lisi. Wangwu ye

Zhangsan very like

hen xihuan e

[MC]

Lisi Wangwu also very like

‘Zhangsan likes Lisi. Wangwu also likes (Lisi).’
b. Jose sabe [ que Maria *(lo)
Jose know that Maria

ha visto ]

him has seen

‘Jose knows that Maria has seen him.’

The question is how to properly identify and characterize the nature of these null
arguments in languages like MC, whatever their licensing condition is. Is the null object
in (4a) in MC a pro, similar to the null subject in Spanish in (3b)? There are cases that
suggest that it may not be a pro, as shown in (5). (5a) allows the so-called sloppy reading,
which means Lisi also like Lisi’s mother. (5b), with an overt pronoun, only allows the
strict reading; it does not have the sloppy interpretation.

(5) a. Zhangsan xihuan ziji-de mama. Lisi ye xihuan e
Zhangsan like

self-gen mother Lisi also like

‘lit. Zhangsan likes his mother. Lisi also likes e .’

3

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

b. Zhangsan xihuan ziji-de mama. Lisi ye xihuan ta
Zhangsan like

self-gen mother Lisi also like

‘lit. Zhangsan likes his mother. Lisi also likes her .’

she
(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

Moreover, why does MC allow such free omission of arguments in the absence of
agreement while most other languages don’t? What is the licensing condition on such
argument drop? This represents another instance of linguistic variation and will also be
the subject of inquiry in this dissertation.
Lastly, it is also commonly observed that languages differ with respect to the
requirement of (numeral) classifiers. Consider (6). For count nouns like pen, the noun can
be directly modified by numerals in English, as in (6a). MC, on the other hand, requires
the presence of numeral classifiers, even when the noun is countable, as in (6b,c). What is
the function of classifiers and why do some languages require their presence but others
don’t?

(6) a. three pens
b. san-zhi
three-CLpen
‘three pens’

bi
pen

c. *san

bi

three pen
‘three pens’

In this thesis, I will argue that the three instances of cross-linguistic variation
discussed above, namely, (a) the presence/absence of articles, (b) free omission of
arguments in the absence of rich agreement, and (c) the requirement of numeral
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classifiers, are not separate instances of arbitrary coincidences. Rather, it will be argued
that they are inter-related. The phenomena in (b) and (c), the availability of free argument
drop and the requirement of classifiers, will be argued to be tied to the notion of articles
in (a).
To be specific, following Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012), it will be argued that DP is not
universally projected. Rather, languages may be parameterized as to whether DP is
syntactically projected. It will be proposed and argued that (1) the absence of DP is a
prerequisite for the possibility of free argument drop, termed Argument Ellipsis (AE) and
that (2) numeral classifiers and articles are mutually exclusive, hence cannot co-exist in
the same language. In other words, the existence of numeral classifiers in a language will
entail the absence of articles/DPs, which in turn makes AE possible in that language. The
two instances of cross-linguistic variation in (b) and (c) will thus be tied to (a).

1.2 Organization of the thesis

The organization of this dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2, building on a
series of cross-linguistic generalizations in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012), I examine the issue
of whether DP is syntactically present in the nominal domain of MC. I examine previous
literature and argue that the claims regarding the existence of DP in MC are not wellmaintained and that the DP projection is in fact missing in the structure of MC. After
arguing for the lack of DP in MC, I proceed to discuss two theoretical consequences of
this, namely the possibility of AE and its relation with Classifier Phrase (CLP).

5

In chapter 3, I examine the null argument paradigm in MC. Using different
constructions, I argue that, in addition to other elliptic constructions, such as VP(or vP)ellipsis or sluicing, the phenomenon of AE, in which the argument is elided in the PF
component, is independently attested in MC. The availability of AE in MC is claimed to
have theoretical implications for the theory of AE. It will be shown that previous
approaches to AE cannot be extended to MC, calling for a new theory of AE.
In chapter 4, I examine the theory of AE. I review previous approaches to AE
(including, but not limited to Oku (1998), Li (2006, 2008), Saito (2007), and Ohtaki
(2011), etc) and argue that they have some empirical problems and do not cover the MC
data. Furthermore, I propose a new theory of AE, where the licensing condition on AE is
tied to the absence of DP. In other words, AE is only available in languages without the
DP projection. Japanese, Korean, Turkish, American Sign Language (ASL), and MC are
all claimed to be languages lacking DP (cf. Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012)). It will be proposed
that the lack of DP makes VP (rather than vP) a phase in these languages. As a
consequence, the argument/direct object of the verb may be elided in the PF component,
resulting in the phenomenon of AE. Several other elliptic constructions and some
theoretical implications of the proposed analysis will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.
Chapter 3 and 4 are thus centered on the first theoretical consequence of the lack of DP:
the possibility of AE.
In chapter 5, I explore the second consequence of the lack of DP: its relation with
the notion of numeral classifiers. Examining various languages, I establish a correlation
between the existence of the numeral Classifier Phrase (CLP) and the lack of DP, which
states that numeral CLPs do not co-occur with DP in the same language. It is also argued
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that CLP and DP are fundamentally different and cannot be considered to be notational
variants. I also examine CLP systems in Japanese and MC as a case study to capture the
differences in their nominal domains. The lack of DP in MC, as argued in chapter 2, is
thus a deciding factor for the existence of AE and CLP in MC.

7

Chapter 2

On the lack of DP in Mandarin Chinese

2.0 Introduction

In this chapter, I will examine the notion of Determiner Phrase (DP), the
Universal DP Hypothesis (cf. Abney (1987)), and its application to Mandarin Chinese
(MC). I will investigate the structure of the traditional noun phrases (TNP) and examine
whether the postulation of a syntactic projection DP in MC may be substantiated or not.
As a starting point, building on the paradigm in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012), who argues that
languages without articles do not have DP, I show that MC exhibits some fundamental
syntactic and semantic differences from languages with overt articles. These differences
will serve as the starting point of inquiry. If the Universal DP Hypothesis holds and the
obvious lack of articles in MC is attributed to phonology (i.e. a phonologically null D),
can all these differences be captured based on whether D is phonologically realized (as in
English) or not (as in MC)? Or, can languages differ with respect to the existence of DP,
and it is this structural, rather than phonological, difference that leads to all these
asymmetries (the DP/NP Parameter approach of Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012))? In this
chapter, I am going to take the second alternative and defend the idea that there is no DP
in the structure of MC. It will also be argued that this no-DP approach not only can
accommodate data/evidence that have been provided in favor of the DP approach but also
provides a superior explanation for a number of phenomena.
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The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, in section 1, I briefly examine
the characterization of DP, as in Abney (1987), and summarize some of his main
arguments that determiners actually head their own functional projections above the
traditional NP. In section 2, I examine the paradigm in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) and show
that, with respect to all the syntactic and semantic differences between languages with
and without articles pointed out by Bo!kovi", MC patterns with languages without
articles. This leads to the suggestion that DP is not syntactically present in MC. I then
give three pieces of supporting evidence that DP is indeed missing in MC. In section 3, I
discuss the relatively free word order in the nominal domain in MC. In section 4, building
on a paradigm in Despi" (2011), I argue that MC behaves like Serbo-Croatian (SC) in the
relevant binding examples. In section 5, building on an observation in Aoun and Li
(2003), I argue that there is a correlation between (the absence of) articles and
coordination involving relative clauses and that this shows that DP is indeed missing in
MC. Having argued for the lack of DP in MC, in section 6 I provide further arguments
that Abney’s (1987) original arguments for DP may not be applied to MC. Lastly, in
section 7, I focus on MC internal evidence and examine previous proposals that have
been made in the literature regarding the existence of DP in MC and argue that the
arguments do not go through. Section 8 concludes the chapter.

2.1 Determiners as projections

In this section, I will examine the notion of Determiner Phrase (DP) in the sense
of Abney (1987) and summarize some of his main arguments that (a) there is a
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(functional) head above the traditional noun phrase and (b) determiners head this
functional projection.

2.1.1 The Determiner Phrase (DP) and the Universal DP Hypothesis

Traditionally, words like “the, this, that, a/an,” etc have been classified as a word
class called determiners. In the early generative grammar, they were analyzed as
occupying the specifier position of NP (cf. Jackendoff (1977)), as in (1).

(1) [NP DET [N’ N0 ] ]

This position itself was not associated with a particular categorial label. Rather, it
emphasizes more the relationship the elements located in this position bear with the noun.
Therefore, it is not surprising that it was assumed that this position may be occupied by
more than one category. Determiners, possessive pronouns, and possessor phrases were
all analyzed as occupying this position, as in (2).

(2) a. determiner in [Spec, NP]:

[NP the [N’ [penguin]N ] ]

b. possessive pronoun in [Spec, NP]:

[NP his [N’ [penguin]N ] ]

c. possessor phrases in [Spec, NP]:

[NP the boy’s [N’ [penguin]N ] ]

While it is not surprising that the position [Spec, NP] may be filled with words of
different grammatical categories, it is also expected, under the generalized X-bar theory,
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that these words/constituents should have the same phrasal status. Therefore, it is
surprising that it appears that the position [Spec, NP] may be filled with both heads (as in
(2a)) and phrases (as in (2c)). However, a central idea in the X-bar theory that heads
project to phrases opens another possibility that these heads are actually heads of their
own projections. This is one of the reasons for the development of the DP analysis
pursued in Abney (1987), namely that determiners should be analyzed as occupying the
head of a functional category D. (2a) will then have the structure as in (3).

(3) [DP [the]D [NP [penguin]N ] ]

2.1.2 Abney’s (1987) arguments for DP

Abney (1987) gives other reasons/motivation for the DP analysis. First, he
observes that in some languages the same agreement paradigm is observed in both the
clausal domain and in the nominal domain. This well-known parallelism between the
nominal domain and the verbal/clausal domain (Chomsky (1970), Szabolcsi (1983)) is
illustrated in (4). According to Abney’s DP-hypothesis, D is the nominal equivalent to
INFL1.

(4) a. [DP POSS [det]D [NP [penguin]N ]]
b. [IP SUBJ [Aux]I [VP [swim]V ]]

1

See also Bo!kovi" (2012) for a similar idea that if a language lacks DP, it will also lack TP (the clausal
counterpart of DP). However, see Szabolcsi (1983) for arguments from Hungarian that D should be the
nominal equivalent to C (complementizer).
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One of the languages discussed in Abney (1987) is Yup’ik, a Central Alaskan
Eskimo language, in which noun phrases agree with their possessors, as shown in (5),
taken from Abney (1987, p.28). What is important here is that (a) the agreement on the
noun is the same morpheme as the one found on the verb and (b) the subject of the noun
phrase takes ergative case, the case of subjects of transitive verbs.

(5) a. angute-m
man-ERG

kiputa-a-!

a’. angute-m kuiga-!

buy-OM-SM

man-ERG river-SM

‘The man bought it.’
b. angute-t

‘the man’s river’

kiputa-a-t

b’. angute-t

‘the men (pl.) bought it.’
c. angute-k

kiputa-a-k

kuiga-t

‘the men’s (pl.) river’
c’. angute-k

‘the men (du.) bought it.’

kuiga-k

‘the men’s (du.) river’

Szabolcsi (1983) also provides evidence that noun phrases in Hungarian exhibit
agreement pattern as the one found in verb phrases/sentences. One clear example of this
sort is that noun phrases agree with their possessor in person and number and the
possessor receives nominative case (except in some cases where the possessor gets dative
case), just like the subjects of sentences. The examples are shown in (6), taken from
Szabolcsi (1983).

(6) a. az
the

en

kalap-om

I.nom

hat-1sg ‘my hat’
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b. a
the
c. a
the

te

kalap-od

you.nom

hat-2sg ‘your hat’

Peter

kalap-ja

Peter.nom

hat-3sg ‘Peter’s hat’

However, there are two potential problems with the argument noted above. First,
agreement paradigms show a wide variety of variation cross-linguistically. Thus, the
agreement paradigm between determiners and nouns in Serbo-Croatian (SC) is the same
as the one between adjectives and nouns. Clearly, determiners are not adjectives.
Therefore, the fact that possessors have the same agreement pattern as subjects does not
necessarily entail that they are the equivalents of subjects in the nominal domain. Second,
while Abney (1987) assumes that D is the nominal equivalent of INFL (cf. also Bo!kovi"
(2010)), Szabolcsi (1983) argues that D should be the nominal equivalent of
C(omplementizer) (see also footnote 1). There are also proposals that D should be the
equivalent of v0 (cf. Alexiadou (2001), among others). The fact that it is hard to establish
the parallelism between the nominal and the clausal domain weakens the argument here,
suggesting that such parallelism may not exist.
Another argument, Abney (1987) claims, is that the postulation of a functional
head above NP provides a simple account that captures the seeming dual-status of
gerundive constructions. Gerunds behave like noun phrases (and not like sentences) in
their distribution. This is shown in (7), taken from Abney (1987).
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(7) a. *Did [that John built a spaceship] upset you?
Did [John] upset you?
Did [John’s building a spaceship] upset you?
b. *I wondered if [that John built a spaceship] had upset you.
I wondered if [John] had upset you?
I wondered if [John’s building a spaceship] had upset you.
c. *I told you about [that John built a spaceship].
I told you about [John].
I told you about [John’s building a spaceship].

On the other hand, gerunds also behave like verb phrases in that they can take
accusative complements, which is different from noun phrases given that nouns do not
take accusative complements2. The examples are shown as in (8).

(8) a. Halil’-in
Halil-gen

kedi-ye

yemek-!

ver-me-dig-i

cat-dat

food-acc

give-neg-gerund-3sg

‘Halil’s not giving food to the cat’
b. John’s sending him a present

Abney (1987) argues that the seemingly dual-status of gerundive constructions
receives a simple account under the postulation of a functional head above NP. Regular
NPs and gerundive constructions differ minimally in the categorial status of the
complement of this functional head. The functional head takes an NP as its complement
2

Some gerunds also have accusative subjects.
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in regular NPs and takes a VP as complement in gerundive constructions. This is
illustrated in (9). This supports the idea that there is a functional head above NPs.

(9) a.

XP

Gen

b.

X’

X

XP

Gen

NP

X’

X

VP

Having argued for the existence of a (INFL-like) functional head in noun phrases,
Abney (1987) further argues that determiners in fact head this functional projection. His
arguments mainly come from Hungarian, which differs from English in that lexical
determiners and possessors can co-occur, as shown in (10) and (11).

(10) *John (’s) the/some/each/this hat

(11) Peter ezen/valamennyi/mindket kalapja
‘Peter’s this/each/both hat’

Under the common assumption that possessors are in specifier positions, the
Hungarian example in (11) leads one to conclude that determiners are located precisely in
D, which has been argued to be the INFL-like functional projection in the nominal
domain. These two arguments together amount to saying that determiners head the
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functional projection DP on top of NP3. Abney’s (1987) and Szabolcsi’s (1983) work
contributed to the important assumption that there is a syntactic position categorially
labeled as D. Given that this assumption can capture the parallelism between the nominal
and the clausal domain and that its existence can be derived from the underlying
assumptions of the generalized X-bar theory, it is natural to assume that the Determiner
Projection (DP) should be syntactically present in every language, a claim central to the
Universal DP Hypothesis. In fact, this is what Abney (1987) argues for: “the noun phrase
is headed by an INFL-like category in many languages, including English, and probably
universally.” (Abney 1987, p.38)
If DP is universally present, then of course it should be present in MC, too. The
question is: is this true? Alternatively, can we find some systematic, prima facie
differences between MC and languages with articles? This question will be evaluated in
the next section.

2.2 The generalizations in Bo!kovi" (2012)

It is well known that languages may differ in numerous ways. Hence, there are
many ways to look at language typology and establish classifications based on different
criteria. One common criterion in language typology, for example, concerns word order
(i.e. whether a language has SVO, SOV, OSV, or other possible combinations). Another
potential criterion, for example, concerns whether a language has (overt) wh-movement
3

As to the English-Hungarian asymmetry, Abney (1987) attributes it to the additional constraint that
applies in English, but not in Hungarian, as stated in (i).
(i) AGR in D does not co-occur with lexical determiners.
Since possessors are manifestations of agreement in nominal domains, (i) means that lexical determiners do
not co-occur with possessors. Such constraint, Abney argues, does not apply in Hungarian.
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or not (cf. Cheng (2006) and references therein). Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) argues that the
presence/absence of the DP projection may serve as a window into language typology; in
particular, languages may be classified based on whether a language has the DP
projection or not. Bo!kovi" shows that this has many theoretical and empirical
consequences. Some of them will be discussed below.
It is noted in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) that there is a fundamental difference in the
structure of traditional noun phrases in languages with and without articles, which
concerns a number of syntactic and semantic generalizations where the presence/lack of
articles in a language plays a crucial role (for instance, whether a language allows left
branch extraction or whether a language allows Sequence of Tense reading). These
generalizations thus cast doubt on the Universal DP Hypothesis. If the DP projection is
universally present and the difference is merely attributed to phonology (i.e. with DP
being phonologically null in some languages), it is hard to imagine how the nullness of
DP should have an effect on the availability of Sequence of Tense reading, for example.
On the other hand, if the two language types differ in syntactic structures in that one has
DP but the other does not, then it is reasonable that these languages might have different
syntactic constraint and different interpretations (under the assumption that semantic
interpretation is calculated based on the syntactic input.)
As will be discussed below, MC, interestingly, behaves like languages without
articles in many respects. This is not surprising, since MC, obviously, lacks overt articles.
I will examine Bo!kovi"’s generalizations below and argue that they can be used as
(indirect) evidence that there is no DP in MC. One thing to be noted is that some of the
generalizations in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) are one-way generalizations, so we should not
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take the fact that a generalization does not apply to MC as an argument that MC counts as
an exception to the generalization. I will take Bo!kovi" (2012) as a starting point and
discuss the generalizations there. Among the 19 generalizations, only 13 are relevant for
MC, as discussed below4. I will first discuss the ten generalizations for which MC
provides direct support and then proceed to the other three.

2.2.1 Negative Raising

The first generalization concerns the licensing of strict clause-mate Negative
Polarity Items (NPIs) in negative raising (out of finite clauses) contexts, as stated in (12).

(12) Languages without articles disallow negative raising (in terms of strict clause-mate
NPI licensing), and languages with articles allow it.

For example, English has articles and it allows licensing of strict clause-mate
NPIs in negative raising contexts, as shown in (13). (13a,b) show that the phrase in at
least 2 years is an NPI and it requires negation. (13c) shows that in at least 2 years
requires a clause-mate negation; it cannot be licensed by a negation in the higher clause.

4

The generalizations in (i) below do not apply to MC simply because MC (a) is not a multiple-wh-fronting
language, (b) does not have clitics, (c) does not have head-internal-relative clauses, (d) is not a
polysynthetic language, (e) is not a negative concord language. Therefore, they do not concern MC.
(i) a. multiple-wh-fronting languages without articles don’t show superiority effects.
b. only languages with articles may allow clitic doubling.
c. head-internal-relative clauses are island sensitive in languages without, but not in those with articles.
d. polysynthetic languages do not have articles.
e. the negative concord reading may be absent with multiple complex negative constituents only in DP
negative concord languages.
f. second-position clitic systems are found only in NP languages.
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However, in negative raising contexts, such as with believe-type verbs, in at least 2 years
is licensed even when the negation is in the matrix clause, as in (13d).

(13) a. *John has visited her in at least 2 years.

(cf. Bo!kovi" (2010))

b. John hasn’t visited her in at least 2 years.
c. *John doesn’t claim [CP that Mary has visited him [NPI in at least 2 years]].
d. John doesn’t believe [CP that Mary has visited him [NPI in at least 2 years]].

The relevant generalization states that languages without articles, differently from
article languages such as English, do not license strict clause-mate NPIs even in negative
raising contexts. This generalization is a two-way correlation so the availability of
negative raising can be used to identify whether a language has articles or not5.
If there is no article (and hence no DP) in MC, then it is predicted that the
corresponding counterpart of (13d) should be ungrammatical in MC. This prediction is
borne out, as shown in (14) below6 (see Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012)).

(14) a. *Zhangsan zuotian
Zhangsan

hua-le

ban-mao-qian

yesterday spend-asp half-cent-money

‘intended: Zhangsan did not spend any money yesterday.’
b. Zhangsan zuotian

meiyou hua

Zhangsan yesterday not

ban-mao-qian

spend half-cent-money

5

The generalization is deduced under the DP/NP system in Bo!kovi" and Gajewski (2011). The reader is
referred to this paper for discussion.
6
There is a complication here. Some speakers have different judgments and consider both (14c,d)
grammatical. It is suggested in Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) that, for these speakers, these NPIs may be a
weaker type of NPIs than strict clause-mate NPIs in English.
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‘Zhangsan did not spend any money yesterday.’
c. *Zhangsan meiyou xuancheng Lisi zuotian
Zhangsan not

claim

hua-le

ban-mao-qian

Lisi yesterday spend-asp half-cent-money

‘Zhangsan does not claim that Lisi spent any money yesterday.’
d. *Zhangsan meiyou renwei Lisi zuotian
Zhangsan not

think

hua-le

ban-mao-qian

Lisi yesterday spend-asp half-cent-money

‘Zhangsan does not think that Lisi spent any money yesterday.’
e. Zhangsan
Zhangsan

renwei Lisi zuotian
think

meiyou hua

Lisi yesterday not

ban-mao-qian

spend half-cent-money

‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi did not spend any money yesterday.’

(14a,b,c) shows that the item in question, namely the minimizer ban mao qian
‘half-cent-money’, is an NPI that can only be licensed by a clause-mate negation.
Negation in the matrix clause cannot license an NPI in the lower clause, as in (14c). So
far the Mandarin facts pattern with the English facts. However, while (13d) is
grammatical in English, its counterpart in MC is bad, as in (14d). According to the
generalization in (12), this suggests that MC does not have articles (and thus no DP). MC
thus patterns alike with other languages that lack articles in disallowing licensing of strict
clause NPI in negative raising contexts. (14e) is used as a control to show that NPIs in the
lower clause can be licensed as long as the negation appears in the lower clause.

2.2.2 Adnominal Genitive
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It has been noted in Willim (2000) that many DP languages (including English,
Dutch, German, Catalan, etc) allow two nominal arguments to appear in genitive forms,
where the genitive may be realized as a clitic/suffix or via a dummy P. On the other hand,
languages without DPs do not allow two genitive arguments. The contrast is shown in the
example in (15), taken from Bo!kovi" (2008), which leads to the generalization in (16).

(15) a. Hannibals

Eroberung

Hannibal.gen conquest

Roms

[German]

Rome.gen

‘Hannibal’s conquest of Rome’
b. *podbicie
conquest

Rzymu

Hannibala

[Polish]

Rome.gen Hannibal.gen

‘Hannibal’s conquest of Rome’

(16) Languages without articles don’t allow transitive nominals with two genitives7.

MC, behaving alike with languages without articles, also does not allow two
genitives, as shown in the example in (17a). Of course, a single argument is allowed, as
in (17b,c). To express the intended meaning of (17a), the internal argument will be
headed by a PP, as in (18).

7

The generalization in (16) only concerns true nominal arguments, not possessives and also not inherently
Case marked elements. Moreover, languages like Japanese are also ignored because Japanese
independently allows multiple identical case marking constructions. This type of contextual case plays an
important role in Chapter 4, see especially section 4.2.2.
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(17) a. *yiemanren-de Roma-de

zhengfu

barbarian-gen Rome-gen conquest
‘barbarian’s conquest of Rome’
b. yiemanren-de zhengfu

c. Roma-de zhengfu

barbarian-gen conquest

Rome-gen conquest

‘barbarian’s conquest’

‘the conquest of Rome’

(18) yiemanren [dui Roma] de
barbarian

to

zhengfu

Rome gen conquest

‘barbarian’s conquest of Rome’

The ungrammaticality of (17a) shows here MC patterns alike with other articleless/DP-less languages, adding another piece of support that DP is not present in MC.

2.2.3 Majority Superlative Reading

The third generalization concerns the so-called majority superlative reading. The
relevant example is shown in the German example in (19) and the Slovenian example in
(20). (Note that Slovenian is an article-less language.) The majority reading is only
available in (19), but not in (20). The relevant generalization from Bo!kovi" (2008),
citing #ivanovi$ (2007), is stated in (21).
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(19) Die meisten Leute
the most

trinken Bier

people drink

(#ivanovi$ (2007))

beer

‘More than half of the people drink beer.’ (majority reading)
‘More people drink beer than any other drink.’ (plurality reading)

(20) Najve$ ljudi
Most

pije

pivo.

people drink beer

‘*More than half the people drink beer.’ (majority reading)
‘More people drink beer than drink any other beverage.’ (plurality reading)

(21) Only languages with articles allow the majority superlative reading.

To illustrate the difference between the two readings, consider the following
scenario in (22), in which there are 4 drinks and 10 people (from A to J). When a person
(represented as a letter) appears under a drink, it means that person drinks that drink. One
crucial assumption here is that one person can have more than one drink.

(22) a.
Beer

Coke

Milk

Water

A, B, C, D

E, F, G

H, I

J
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b.
Beer

Coke

Milk

Water

A, B, C, D, E, F

G, H

I

J

(22a) represents the canonical case of the plurality reading. In this scenario, more
people drink beer than any other drinks. We know that the plurality reading is present
because this scenario does not generate the majority reading (i.e. no drink has more than
half of the drinkers). (22b) represents the canonical case of majority reading. In this
scenario, more than half of the people drink beer. However, in this case, the plurality
reading is also true, since it is also true that more people drink beer than any other drinks.
To tease apart the two readings, we need the scenario in which the scenario can only be
true for the majority reading, but not the plurality reading. This is shown in (23).

(23)
Beer

Coke

Milk

Water
A, B, C, D,

A, B, C, D, E, F

B, E, G

C, F, H, I
E, F, G, H

In the scenario in (23), there are 6 people who drink beer, so it is true that more
than half of the people drink beer (the majority reading). However, it is NOT true that
more people drink beer than any other drink (the plurality reading), since water has more
drinkers than beer. Even though (23) only allows the majority reading, the claim is that
the German sentence in (19) can be uttered in the scenario in (23) since (19) is ambiguous
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between the two readings. This is consistent with the generalization that only languages
with articles allow the majority reading8.
If MC does not have articles, then it is expected that MC will NOT have the
majority superlative reading, departing from German and English. This prediction is
borne out, as shown in (24). The sentence in (24) cannot be uttered in the scenario in
(23), which only allows the majority reading (like Slovenian). The fact that MC patterns
with other DP-less languages adds supporting evidence that there is no DP in MC9.

(24) Zuiduo
most

ren

he

pijiu

people drink beer

‘Most people drink beer.’ = ‘More people drink beer than any other drink.’
" ‘More than half of the people drink beer.’

2.2.4 Focus Morphology

Some languages have overt focus morphology with negative constituents. The
morphology may be realized with focus elements expressing even or also, as shown in
the SC example in (25), taken from Bo!kovi" (2012). Bo!kovi" (2012) shows that, while

8

The English sentence “Most people drink beer” also allows the majority reading. Unlike the German case,
it only allows the majority reading, but not the plurality reading. (The plurality reading may be obtained
only from “the most X…”) Again, this is consistent with the generalization in #ivanovi$ (2007) and
Bo!kovi" (2008) that only languages with articles allow the majority superlative reading.
9
The generalization in (21) can be paraphrased as the “if…then…” relation in (ia,b) below.
(i) a. If a language has the majority superlative reading ! it has articles/DPs.
b. If a language has no articles/DPs ! it does not allow the majority superlative reading.
Even though I take the absence of the superlative majority reading in (24) as indication that MC does not
have DP, it should be noted that this is just an indirect evidence. The generalization does not say “If a
language does not have the majority superlative reading ! it has no articles/DPs.” In other words, the
generalization in (21) actually allows a language with articles/DPs not to have the majority reading.
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DP languages may have (but do not necessarily require) a focus marker with negative
constituents, the focus marker is required in NP languages, as stated in the generalization
in (26).

(25) a. n+i+ko
neg+even+who

b. i+ko
even+who

‘no one/anyone’

(26) Negative constituents must be marked for focus in NP languages.

MC patterns alike with NP languages in that negative constituents always come
with focus elements, as shown in (27) below. When the polarity element stays in its base
position, as in (27a), there is no polarity reading (but only the question reading). The
negative/polarity element shei ‘who’ must be fronted and co-occur with the focus element
dou ‘all’ in (27b) to get the polarity reading.

(27) a. Zhangsan bu renshi shei
Zhangsan not know who
‘Who doesn’t Zhangsan know?’
‘#Zhangsan does not know anyone.’
b. Zhangsan shei dou bu renshi
Zhangsan who all

not know

‘Zhangsan does not know anyone.’
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The same restriction holds for negative elements appearing in other positions as
well, as shown in (28) and (29). The polarity element is nali ‘where’ in (28) and
shenmeshihou ‘when’ in (29). As shown below in the (a) examples, when the elements
occur in their base position without dou ‘all,’ the sentence only has the question reading.
To get the polarity reading, they must co-occur with the focus element dou ‘all,’ as
shown in the (b) examples. This is consistent with the generalization that negative
constituents must be marked for focus in NP languages.

(28) a. Zhangsan yao

qu

nali?

Zhangsan want go where
‘Where does Zhangsan want to go?’ / ‘#Zhangsan wants to go anywhere.’
b. Zhangsan nali

dou

Zhangsan where all

yao

qu

want go

‘Zhangsan wants to go anywhere.’

(29) a. Zhangsan shenmeshihou yao
Zhangsan when

chi fan?

want eat rice

‘When does Zhangsan want to eat rice?’ / ‘#Zhangsan wants to eat rice anytime.’
b. Zhangsan shenmeshihou dou yao
Zhangsan when

chi fan

all want eat rice

‘Zhangsan wants to eat rice anytime.’

2.2.5 Quantifier Scope
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As is well documented in the literature (see Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2011) for
an overview), languages differ with respect to whether they allow the so-called inverse
scope in sentences with two quantifiers (or two scope taking elements), as shown in (30),
where everyone can take either narrow or wide scope with respect to someone. While this
is possible in English, many languages do not allow this reading. Bo!kovi" (2012) in fact
argues that there is another DP/NP generalization here, given in (31).

(30) Someone loves everyone.

(31) Inverse scope is unavailable in NP languages in examples like (30).

As is well known (cf. Huang (1982) and many others), MC has long been claimed
to be a scope-rigid language where logical scope relation is reflected in linear order.
Therefore, the corresponding sentence of (30) in (32) does not allow the inverse scope
reading, patterning alike with other NP languages.

(32) You yi-ge

ren

xihuan mei-ge

have one-CL person like
‘Someone loves everyone.’

ren

every-CL

person

(OKsomeone>everyone, Xeveryone>someone)

Some remarks are in need here about what is meant by “inverse scope is
unavailable in NP languages”. One of the central claims in Bobaljik and Wurmbrand
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(2012) is that there is no QR/scope-rigidity parameter and that inverse scope is possible
even in the so-called “scope rigid” languages like Japanese and German. Bo!kovi" (2012)
restricts (31) to constructions where scope-bearing subjects and objects appear in their
unmarked base order. So in active sentences with two quantifiers appearing in their base
order, such as (30) and (32), there is an asymmetry as to whether the object can take
scope over the subject. English allows this, but MC does not. The reader is also referred
to Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2012) for discussion of inverse scope.

2.2.6 Radical pro-drop

The phenomenon of radical pro-drop is defined in Bo!kovi" (2010) as productive
argumental pro-drop of both subjects and objects in the absence of rich verbal agreement.
It is different from the Spanish-type pro-drop, which is licensed by rich verbal
morphology. Bo!kovi" claims that this former type of pro-drop is possible only in NP
languages, as stated in the generalization in (33).

(33) Radical pro-drop is possible only in NP languages.

It has long been observed (Chao (1968), Li and Thompson (1981), Huang (1984),
among others) that MC allows productive pro-drop in the absence of any verbal
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agreement, as shown in (34), in which both subjects and objects can be dropped10. MC
thus conforms with (33) as an NP language.

(34) a. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi. [ e ] ye
Zhangsan like

Lisi

xihuan Wangwu

also like

Wangwu

‘Zhangsan likes Lisi. (He=Zhangsan) also likes Wangwu.’
b. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi. Danshi Wangwu bu xihuan [ e ]
Zhangsan like

Lisi

but

Wangwu not like

‘Zhangsan likes Lisi. But Wangwu does not like (him=Lisi).’

2.2.7 Number Morphology

It has been observed in Gill (1987) that there might be a correlation between
obligatory number morphology and the availability of articles. Such generalization is in
fact established in Bo!kovi" (2012) and given in (35). In examples like (36), the noun
hon-o ‘book-acc’ does not have any number morphology and, yet, the noun can receive
plural interpretation. The claim is that this is possible only in NP languages. DP
languages require obligatory plural morphology for the plural interpretation.

(35) Number morphology may not be obligatory only in NP languages.

10

The paradigm of radical pro-drop and Argument Ellipsis (AE) will be examined in chapter 3 and 4,
where I discuss the distribution and theory of AE. Here I simply note that MC patterns alike with other NP
languages in allowing radical pro-drop.
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(36) Kinoo

Susumu-ga

hon-o

yonda

(Japanese)

yesterday Susumu-nom book-acc bought
‘Susumu bought a/the book/books yesterday.’

MC also does not have obligatory number morphology. In fact, it may well be the
case that MC does not have number morphology at all11. As a result, the corresponding
sentence of (36) in MC, namely (37), may also receive plural interpretation, patterning
alike with other NP languages.

(37) Zhangsan zuotian

mai-le

shu

Zhangsan yesterday bought-asp book
‘Zhangsan bought a/the book/books yesterday.’

2.2.8 The interpretation of possessors

This generalization is based on an asymmetry between MC and English that was
originally discussed in Partee (2006) who observed that English and MC differ in
whether there is a presupposition that Zhangsan has exactly three sweaters. According to
Partee (2006), such exhaustive presupposition is present in the English example in (38),
but not in the MC example in (39). Based on a large language sample, Bo!kovi" (2012)
establishes the generalization in (40) below.
11

It should be noted that the so-called plural marker in MC –men ‘PL’ may not be a real plural marker.
Similar to the Japanese case of –tachi ‘PL,’ the use of –men is very restricted. For example, –men can only
be used with humans, but not with non-human or inanimate objects and has in fact been treated as an
associative marker, where a certain relation can be established between the speaker and the nouns bearing –
men (cf. Chao (1968), Li and Thompson (1981); see also Cheng and Sybesma (1999)).
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(38) Zhnagsan’s three sweaters

(39) Zhangsan-de
Zhangsan-gen

san-jian

maoxianyi

three-CL sweater

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters’

(40) Possessors may induce an exhaustivity presupposition only in DP languages.

2.2.9 Focus Adjacency

It is well known that languages differ in how focalization is realized. For some
languages, movement is required to express focalization. In these languages, there is a
difference regarding whether the focalized element has to be adjacent to the verb. The
contrast is illustrated in the Bulgarian example in (41) and the SC example in (42), taken
from Bo!kovi" (2012), with focalized elements marked in capital letters. The
generalization regarding focus adjacency established by Bo!kovi" is given in (43).

(41) a. *KARTINATA

Ivan

podari

na

Maria

painting-the (foc) Ivan give-as-present to

Maria

‘Ivan gave Maria the painting as a present.’
b. KARTINATA

podari

Ivan na Maria

painting-the (foc) give-as-present Ivan to
‘Ivan gave Maria the painting as a present.’
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Maria

(42) JOVANA (Petar)
Jovan-acc

savjetuje.

Petar-nom advises

‘Petar is advising Jova.’

(43) Elements undergoing focus movement are subject to a verb adjacency requirement
only in DP languages.

Bulgarian is a language with articles. Therefore, it is subject to the condition in
(43): the moved focused element has to be adjacent to the verb, hence the contrast in
(41a,b). SC is an NP language and the element undergoing focus movement does not
have to be adjacent to the verb, as shown in (42).
For MC, it has been claimed that the lian…dou… ‘even all’ construction involves
focus movement of the focalized object, which appears between lian and dou. (Compare
the base order in (44a) and the moved order in (44b)). As shown in (44b) below, the
focalized element does not have to be adjacent to the verb, patterning alike with NP
languages. Even the focused dou ‘all’ can be separated from the verb by bu ‘not.’ (44b)
shows that the restriction on focus movement in (43) does not apply to MC. This is
expected if MC is a NP language.

(44) a. Zhangsan bu

gan chi niurou

Zhangsan not dare eat beef
‘Zhangsan does not dare to eat beef.’
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b. Zhangsan lian

niurou dou bu gan

Zhangsan even mouse all

chi

not dare eat

‘Zhangsan does not even dare to eat beef.’

2.2.10 Classifiers

This generalization will be discussed in detail in chapter 5 where it will be argued
that determiners and numeral classifiers are mutually exclusive. Here I just introduce the
generalization as in (45) below.

(45) Numeral Classifier systems occur only in NP languages.

As is well known, MC has a rich numeral classifier system and almost every noun
needs to co-occur with a matching classifier when modified by a numeral, as in (46). This
puts MC together with NP languages (but not with DP languages) with respect to (45).

(46) a. san-ben
three-CLbook
c. *san-zhi
three-CLpen

shu
book
shu
book

b. san-zhi
three-CLpen
d. *san-ben
three-CLpen

bi
pen
bi
pen

As shown above, in all the generalizations discussed, MC behaves alike with
other NP languages. Having examined the generalizations that hold for MC as an NP
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language, I will discuss the remaining generalizations in the following sub-sections. The
three generalizations to be discussed below all involve 1-way correlation. Therefore, the
fact that MC does not fall into the group of NP languages with respect to these
generalizations does not count as an exception.

2.2.11 Left Branch Extraction

It has been noted in Uriagereka (1988), Corver (1992), and Bo!kovi" (2005) that
the presence of determiners/articles seems to play a role in the availability of left branch
extraction, as shown in (47). They establish the correlation in (48).

(47) a. *Extensive/That1 he saw [ t1 cars].
b. Skupa/Ta1
expensive/that

je vidio [ t1 kola]
is seen

car

‘He saw expensive cars.’

(48) Only languages without articles may allow left branch extraction.

MC does not allow left branch extraction, as shown in (49) below.

(49) *henguide/lusede/na-liang1 ta kanjian-le [ t1 chezi]
expensive/green/that-CL

he see-asp

‘He saw expensive/green/that car.’
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car

As stated in the paper in Bo!kovi" (2008a), this is a one-way correlation. The
generalization does not force all languages without articles to allow left branch
extraction. So the fact that MC does not allow left branching extraction is still consistent
with the generalization. In fact, Bo!kovi" (in press b) notes that agreement is also needed
to license left branch extraction. This will explain the impossibility of left branch
extraction in MC, given that MC does not have agreement.

2.2.12 Adjunct Extraction from TNP

It has been noted in Stjepanovi" (1998) that SC and Russian allow extraction of
adjuncts out of the traditional NPs while Bulgarian does not, as shown in (50). Based on
this, Stjepanovi" (1998) makes the generalization in (51) regarding adjunct extraction (cf.
also Bo!kovi" (2005, 2008a, 2012)).

(50) a. Iz

kojeg grada1 je Ivan sreo [ djevojke t1 ]

from which city

is Ivan meet

(SC)

girls

‘From which city did Ivan meet girls?’
b. *Ot

koj

grad1

from which city

Ivan

sre!tna [ momi$eta t1 ]

Ivan

meet

(Bulgarian)

girl

‘From which city did Ivan meet girls?’

(51) Only languages without articles may allow adjunct extraction out of TNPs.
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For MC, there are some complications. The adjuncts in the form of a PP, as
shown above in (50), almost always appear in the form of a relative clause modifying the
head noun in MC, as shown in (52a). Extraction of such adjuncts out of the TNP is
disallowed, as in (52b).

(52) a. Zhangsan yujian-le [[ cong na-ge
Zhangsan meet-asp

chengshi lai

from which-CL city

de] nuhai]

come DE girl

‘lit. Zhangsan met girls who come from which city?’
b. *[ cong na-ge

chengshi lai

from which-CL city

de]1 Zhangsan yujian-le [ t1 nuhai]

come DE Zhangsan meet-asp

girl

‘From which city did Zhangsan meet girls?’

Since the constructions involved here are very different from the counterpart in
(50), (52) may not be the exact case to be tested. MC in fact may not have PP adjuncts
modifiers of nouns. Furthermore, just as in the case of left branch extraction, the
generalization in (51) is a one-way correlation, so the ungrammaticality of (52b) in MC,
if it is indeed the correct construction to be tested, does not contradict the generalization.

2.2.13 Scrambling

The last generalization to be examined in this section concerns the availability of
(Japanese-style) scrambling, as shown in (53), from Bo!kovi" (2008).
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(53) Only languages without articles may allow scrambling.

Bo!kovi" (2008) defines scrambling as Japanese-style scrambling, which is
different from German-style scrambling in that only the former, but not the latter, allows
long distance scrambling out of finite clauses and exhibits radical reconstruction effects.
Under this definition, German does not have (Japanese-style) scrambling, so the
existence of articles in German is not a problem to the generalization in (53).
For MC, it has been noted that MC does not have the Japanese-style scrambling
and shows less freedom in terms of word order. One pair of example is given in (54) and
(55). While Japanese allows the wh-element to be scrambled out of the scope of its
licensor (the interrogative C), such option is not allowed in MC. This shows that MC
does not have the Japanese-style scrambling.

(54) a. John-ga
John-nom

[ dare-ga

dare-no

shasin-o

katta

ka ] sitteiru

who-nom who-gen picture-acc bought Q

know

‘John knows who bought some pictures of who.’
b. [dare-no shasin-o]1

John-ga [ dare-ga

who-gen picture-acc

t1

John-nom who-nom

katta ka] sitteiru
bought Q know

‘John knows who bought some pictures of who.’

(55) a. Zhangsan zhidao [shei
Zhangsan know

mai-le

shei-de

zhaopian]

who buy-asp who-gen picture

‘Zhangsan knows who bought some pictures of who.’
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[Oku (1998), p.154]

b. *[shei-de zhaopian]1 Zhangsan zhidao [ shei mai-le
who-gen picture

Zhangsan know

t1 ]

who buy-asp

‘Zhangsan knows who bought some pictures of who.’

Similar to the case of left branch extraction and adjunct extraction out of TNPs,
(53) is a one-way correlation. So the lack of scrambling in MC is not a problem. (i.e. the
generalization does not force every DP-less languages to allow scrambling.) In fact, it is
noted in Bo!kovi" (2004b) that morphological case marking is also needed for the
availability of Japanese type scrambling (for the simple reason that it is needed to
distinguish grammatical roles). Given this, the lack of scrambling in MC is expected
since MC does not have morphological case markers.

2.2.14 Interim conclusion

In the sections above, I have examined the DP/NP generalizations proposed in
Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) and discussed how they fare with respect to MC. The systematic
and fundamental differences discussed above pose a challenge to the Universal DP
Hypothesis. To be specific, if DP is present in every language, it is hard to imagine why
the phonological realization of a functional head will result in so many semantic and
syntactic differences. (i.e. how does the phonology of a certain head has influence on the
syntax and the semantics in general?) On the other hand, if the presence/absence of the
DP projection can be a typological variation, then there is a way to capture these
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differences in a systematic way. (Bo!kovi" (2012) in fact shows that the generalizations
in question can be derived under the DP/NP analysis.)
As for the case of MC, it was shown above that with respect to every
generalization that is testable/applicable, MC behaves like other NP (non-DP) languages.
This provides indirect evidence that MC is an NP language and that the DP projection is
missing in MC. In the next 3 sub-sections (2.3 to 2.5), I will provide further evidence that
directly argues that the DP projection is indeed not present in MC.

2.3 Against the Existence of DP in Mandarin Chinese I – the free word order

The systematic differences between languages with and without articles give us a
starting point to doubt the universality of DP. The similar behavior of MC with other NP
languages further suggests that DP is not present in MC. In this section, I will provide
further evidence that MC indeed does not have the DP projection. The evidence comes
from the relatively free order in the nominal domain, as discussed below.
Bo!kovi" (2009, 2012, in press a) observes that adjectives, demonstratives, and
possessors appear to be much freer in the nominal domain in MC (and Japanese and
Korean) than in English, as evidenced in the contrast in (56) and (57). Any
combination/order of adjectives, demonstratives, and possessors is allowed in MC, but
not in English.
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(56) a. Zhangsan-de

hongsede paoche

Zhagnsan-poss red

b. hongsede Zhangsan-de

race.car

red

‘Zhangsan’s red race car’
c. Zhagnsan-de

paoche

Zhangsan-poss race.car

‘Zhangsan’s red race car’

na-liang paoche

d. na-liang Zhangsan-de

paoche

Zhangsan-poss that-CL race.car

that-CL Zhangsan-poss race.car

‘that race car of Zhangsan’s’

‘that race car of Zhangsan’s’

e. na-liang hongsede paoche
that-CL

red

f. hongsede na-liang paoche

race.car

red

that-CL race.car

‘that red race car’

‘that red race car’

(57) a. John’s red race car

b. *red John’s race car

c. *John’s that race car

d. *that John’s race car

e. that red race car

f. *red that race car

Bo!kovi" (2009, in press a, b) suggests that the contrast above in (56) and (57)
receives a straightforward explanation under the assumption that there is DP in English,
but not in MC. Bo!kovi" observes that (57) is standardly accounted for in syntactic terms.
It has long been assumed that possessors and demonstratives are located in the DP
projection. Since possessors and demonstratives in English belong to the DP layer in
English, it is not surprising that they have to be higher than the phrase where adjectives
are located (maybe NP-adjoined). This captures the ungrammaticality of (57b,f).
Similarly, (57c,d) also follow given that the possessive –s and the demonstrative are
competing for the same position in DP.
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On the other hand, Bo!kovi" argues that since there is no DP in MC, all the
elements in question, possessors, demonstratives, and adjectives, are adjoined to NP in
MC. There are then no syntactic constraints on their order, which captures (56). This thus
provides a piece of evidence for the lack of DP in MC. If there is indeed DP in MC (with
a phonologically null D), it is hard to explain why the overt/covert phonological
realization of D in English and MC will result in such a difference in the syntactic
behavior.
It should be noted that (restrictive) relative clauses, being a type of modifier, also
exhibit free order with respect to other modifiers, as shown below in (59).

(58) a. [ wo hen xihuan de] hongsede paoche
I

very like

DE red

race.car

‘the red race car that I like’
b. hongsede [ wo hen xihuan de] paoche
c. [ wo hen
I

xihuan de] na-liang paoche

very like

DE that-CL race.car

‘that race car that I like’
d. na-liang [ wo hen xihuan de] paoche
e. [ wo hen xihuan de] Zhangsan-de
I

very like

paoche

DE Zhangsan-gen race.car

‘Zhangsan’s race that I like’
f. Zhangsan-de [ wo hen xihuan de] paoche
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This provides further support for the claim that there is no DP in MC, hence the
relatively free order among NP modifiers, which are assumed to be NP-adjoined. The
behavior of relative clauses will be examined again in section 2.5 as another piece of
evidence for the lack of DP in MC12.

2.4 Against the Existence of DP in Mandarin Chinese II – the binding paradigm

In this section, I will discuss a binding paradigm in Despi" (2009, 2011), and
argue that DP is indeed missing in MC. The binding paradigm discussed in this section
will be the second piece of evidence against DP in MC.

2.4.1 Despi"’s (2011, in press) paradigm

Despi" (2011, in press) provides an interesting paradigm that shows that the
binding facts in possessive constructions in different languages may provide a window
into the existence/absence of DP. This will be discussed below.
Despi" (2011, in press) notes the contrast in (59) and (60). The pronoun and the
name can be co-referential in English, but not in SC.

12

It should be noted that while SC is also an NP language, the order among these NP modifiers is less free
in SC in that demonstratives must come first (while adjectives and possessors are freely ordered). Bo!kovi"
(2009, 2012, in press a) argues that this is due to the general semantics of demonstratives (of type <et, e>),
which requires them to be computed last. Following Lin (2003), he argues that the free order even for
demonstratives in MC is attributed to the contextual pronominal variable in the semantics of
demonstratives in MC. The reader is referred to Bo!kovi" (in press a, b) and Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) for
discussion.
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(59) a. His1 latest movie really disappointed Tarantino1.
b. Tarantino1’s latest movie really disappointed him.

(60) a. *Njegov1 najnoviji film
His

latest

je zaista razo$arao

Kusturicu.

movie is really disappointed Kusturica

‘His latest movie really disappointed Kusturica.’
b. *Kusturicin1 najnoviji film ga
Kusturica’s latest

je zaista razo$arao

film him is really disapointed

‘Kusturica’s latest movie really disappointed him.’

The grammaticality of (59) can be captured straightforwardly given that the possessor
occupies [Spec, DP] in English. Despi" notes that this analysis should not be applied to
SC, given (60). In fact, given that possessors are NP-adjoined and that there is no DP in
SC (see the discussion in the section above), they will c-command out of the TNP,
resulting in Condition C and B violations in (60). Despi" (2011) thus takes the
ungrammaticality of (60a,b) as an indication that SC lacks DP13.
Despi" (2011) (see also Bo!kovi" (2012)) further notes that demonstratives and
adjectives that precede a possessor do not confine the c-command domain of the
possessor, either. The sentence is still ungrammatical with co-reference. This follows if
demonstratives and adjectives are both NP-adjoined. They then do not confine the ccommand domain of a possessor that follows them. This is shown in (61) below.

13

Despi" in fact does not place English possessors in [Spec, DP], but lower. Still, the DP confines its ccommand domain.
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(61) a. *Brojni

njegovi1 filmovi

numerous his

su

razo$arali

Kusturicu1

movies are disappointed Kusturica

‘Numerous movies of his disappointed Kusturica.’
b. *Ovaj njegov1 najnoviji film je zaista razo$arao
this

his

latest

Kusturicu1

film is really disappointed Kusturica

‘This latest movie of his really disappointed Kusturica.’

After giving a brief summary of Despi"’s (2011) argument against the Universal
DP Hypothesis based on the binding facts from SC, in the next section I will apply his
argument to MC.

2.4.2 The Paradigm in Mandarin Chinese

While there are no lexical articles in MC, it has been proposed in the literature
that the DP projection is present in MC14. The paradigm in Despi" (2011) thus provides
us with a useful tool to examine the DP/NP status of MC. If DP is really present in MC,
then it is expected that the binding paradigm in MC should pattern with English, even
when D is phonologically null. On the other hand, if the DP projection is missing in MC,
we expect MC to behave like SC with respect to the binding paradigm. The
corresponding core data of (59a,b) from MC are given in (62) below (see also Bo!kovi"
(2012) for relevant discussion). As shown below, (62a,b) in MC pattern alike with
(60a,b) in SC (but differ from (59a,b) in English) in that they are also ungrammatical
with co-reference between the pronoun and the R-expression.
14

I will review the arguments/analyses for DP in MC in section 2.7 below.
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(62) a. *Ta1-de dianying rang
he-gen movie

Li-An1 hen shiwang

make Li-An very disappointed

‘His movie disappoints Li-An.’
b. *Li-An1-de dianying xiaodao-le ta1
Li-An-gen movie

scare-asp he

‘Li-An’s movie scared him.’

It can be shown that it is c-command (and not co-reference per se) that matters
here. This is shown in (63) below. When the proper name and the pronoun are further
embedded, such as in a complex NP, then it is possible to have co-reference. (63a,b)
show that binding theory works in the same way in MC as in English. It is the lack of the
additional DP layer in MC that makes co-reference impossible in (62a,b).

(63) a. [ xihuan Akiu1 de ren]
like

ye xihuan ta1-de

Akiu DE person also like

didi

he-gen brother

‘The person who like Akiu also likes his brother.’
b. [ xihuan ta1-de didi
like

de ren]

ye

xihuan Akiu1.

he-gen brother DE person also like

Akiu

‘The person who likes his brother also likes Akiu.’

Similarly, when the relevant pronouns are embedded under a Boolean (conjoined)
phrase, as in (64a,b), co-reference is also possible. The Boolean phrase in (64) thus serves
the same function as DP in English in that it will create additional layer of projection and
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confine the c-commanding domain. It should be noted that while possessors are adjoined
and c-command out of the adjoined phrases, specifiers do not. In the structure in (64b),
the possessor his is adjoined to mother and c-commands out of this adjoined phrase.
However, the first conjunct in the Boolean phrase his mother is in the specifier position
of this phrase, as is standardly assumed, so the possessor his does not c-command out of
the whole Boolean phrase. He in (64a) thus does not c-command Akiu and there is no
Condition C violation. It is worth noting that SC patterns with MC in this respect in that
the corresponding sentence in SC also exhibits an amelioration effect, as shown in (65)15.

(64) a. ta-de

mama

he ta-de baba dou renwei Akiu hen congming

he-gen mother and he-gen father all

think

Akiu very smart

‘His mother and his father all think that Akiu is very smart.’
b. [&P his mother [&’ and his father] ]

(65) ??I

njegov1 otac

and his

i

njegova1 majka misle da je Ivan1 pametan

father and his

mother think that is Ivan

smart

‘His mother and his mother think that Ivan is smart.’

I now turn to numerals. Interestingly, the binding paradigms show that they head
separate projections.
15

Another way to capture the difference is to allow possessors to vary across languages in terms of whether
they are adjuncts or specifiers. One could still maintain the universal DP hypothesis in light of Despi"’s
binding data if possessors are in [Spec, DP] in English but DP-adjoined in SC and MC. However, to make
this analysis work, one would have to make an additional ad hoc assumption that possessors are located in
[Spec, DP] only in languages with overt articles and DP-adjoined in languages with null Ds. This seems to
be a very strange stipulation since it is not clear why the phonological realization of a functional head will
affect the position of possessors.
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(66) You san-bu ta1-de dianying rang
have 3-cl

he-gen movie

Akiu1 hen

chuming

make Akiu very famous

‘Three of his movies make Akiu very famous.’

(67) You san-zhang Akiu1-de zhaopian xiaodao-le ta1
have 3-cl

Akiu-gen picture

scare-asp

he

‘Three of Akiu’s pictures scared him.’

(66) and (67) differ from (62a,b) in that co-reference is allowed. The contrast suggests
that an extra phrase is projected to confine the c-command domain of the possessor.
Since both the numeral and the classifier appear before the possessor, it is not clear which
one projects a phrase. The example in (68), taken from Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012),
shows that it is the numeral that projects, not the classifier alone. (68) contrasts with (66)
and (67) in that there is no numeral expression and the classifier is attached to the
demonstrative. The sentence is ungrammatical with co-reference, indicating that the
possessor c-commands out of the adjoined phrase, resulting in a Condition C violation.
This shows that classifiers alone do not head separate projections. Therefore, what
confines the c-command domain in (66) and (67) must be the projection headed by
numerals.

(68) *Na-bu

ta1-de

that-CL his-gen

dianying rang
movie

Li-An1 hen jiaoao

make Li-An very proud

‘That movie of his makes Li-An very proud.’
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It is interesting to note that the claim that numerals head separate projections is
independently argued for in SC in Despi"’s (2011) and Bo!kovi" (in press a), as in (69).

(69) [QP [Q’ Pet

[NP Kusturicinih1 [NP filmova ] ] ] ] su

five

Kusturica

movies

ga1

are him

razo$arali
disappointed

‘Five of Kusturica’s movies disappointed him.’

The combination of (66) to (69) suggests that numerals head an extra projection that
confines the c-command domain of the possessor.
If numerals head their own projections (Numeral Phrase, NumP), then it is
predicted that the sentence will be ungrammatical if the relevant binder appears before
the numeral. In this case, the binder is adjoined to NumP and c-commands out of NumP,
binding the relevant pronoun/proper name, resulting in a binding principle violation. This
prediction is indeed borne out, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (70) and (71) below.

(70) *Ta1-de san-bu dianying rang
he-gen 3-cl

movie

Akiu1 hen

make Akiu very proud

‘His three movies make Akiu very proud.’

(71) *Akiu1-de san-bu dianying xiaodao-le ta1
Akiu-gen 3-cl

movie

jiaoao

scare-asp

‘Akiu’s three movies scared him.’
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he

The ungrammaticality of (70) and (71) provides further support for the claim that
there is no DP on top of the highest nominal projection in MC. If DP exists above NumP
in MC, (70) could have the structures as in (72a,b) where the possessor can either adjoin
to NumP or to DP. (I assume that possessors are always adjoined.) While the structure in
(72b) will be ruled out (with co-reference), the structure with DP as an extra projection
above his should confine the c-command domain of the possessor and (70) should be
grammatical with the structure in (72a), contrary to facts. I take the examples presented
above as supporting evidence that DP does not exist in MC.

(72) a. [DP D [CLP his [CLP 3-cl [NP N ] ] ] ]
b. [DP his [DP D [CLP 3-cl [NP N ] ] ] ]

In short, building on the paradigm and arguments in Despi"’s (2011), it was shown
that MC patterns alike with SC in the relevant respects in that there is no DP on top of the
highest nominal projection to confine the c-command domain of a binder within the
traditional NP. Furthermore, the examples discussed above give support to the proposal
that numerals (together with classifiers) do head their own projections in MC. (Following
the majority of the literature on Chinese, I will refer below to the phrase projected by
numerals as Classifier Phrase (CLP)).
Before concluding this sub-section and discussing the DP status of Japanese in the
next section, I will briefly mention that the paradigm above can be extended to Condition
A and capture the example in (73) (see Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) for discussion).
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(73) Zhangsan1-de

zhengci

jiu-le

taziji1

Zhangsan-gen testimony save-asp himself
‘Zhangsan’s testimony saved himself.’

Given that possessors are adjoined, Zhangsan will c-command out of the adjoined
phrase and bind the anaphor taziji. (73) is then expected to be good. The uniformed
behavior here thus provides supporting evidence to the analysis above. The binding
paradigm in MC, with respect to binding Condition A/B/C, gives strong supporting
evidence that the DP projection is indeed missing in MC16.

2.4.3 The DP Status in Japanese

Having examined the paradigm in Despic% (2011, in press) and its application to
MC, as discussed above, I now examine the relevant paradigm in Japanese and discuss
the status of DP in Japanese17.
Two main questions will be asked. First, does Japanese pattern alike with MC and
SC or with English? In other words, does Japanese have the DP projection? Can Japanese
be used to further distinguish the Universal DP Hypothesis and the DP/NP Parameter?
Second, do numerals+classifiers in Japanese also head their own projections or are they
merely adjuncts (that are adjoined to some major phrase categories)? An investigation
16

The reader is referred to Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) for discussion of complications involving relational
nouns, which has been assumed to be an animacy effect in the literature. For a similar paradigm in
Japanese, the reader is referred to Takahashi (2011).
17
Here I will only discuss MC and Japanese. The reader is referred to Bo!kovi" and &ener (2012) for a
demonstration that Turkish behaves like SC, MC, and Japanese.
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into these two questions can tell us more about the nominal structure of Japanese.
It has been proposed in the literature that DP also exists in Japanese (cf. SLM
(2008), Watanabe (2008), among others). It is then expected that the binding paradigm in
Japanese should pattern with English, but not like MC or SC. In other words, the
counterpart of (59a,b) in Japanese should be grammatical. This prediction, however, is
not borne out. The relevant examples in Japanese are provided in (74) below (see also the
discussion in Bo!kovi" (2012), Takahashi (2011), and Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012)).

(74) a. *kare1-no saisin-no eega-wa
he-gen

hontooni Kurosawa1-o

latest-gen movie-top really

rakutans-ase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-cause-past

‘His1 latest movie really disappointed Kurosawa1.’
b. *Kurosawa1-no

saisin-no eega-wa

hontooni kare1-o rakutans-ase-ta

Kurosawa-gen latest-gen movie-top really

him-acc disappoint-cause-past

‘Kurosawa1’s latest movie really disappointed him1.’

As shown above, (74) is ungrammatical with co-reference between kare ‘he’ and
Kurosawa, exhibiting similar behavior as the MC counterpart in (62a) and the SC
counterpart in (60a). Following the reasoning above, the fact that (74) is ungrammatical
suggests that there is no additional projection on top of kare-no saisin-no eega ‘his latest
movie’ in Japanese to confine the c-commanding domain of the pronoun kare ‘he.’ This
lends support to the claim that DP does not exist in Japanese, arguing against the view
held in SLM (2008) and Watanabe (2008), etc18.

18

The reader is referred to Takahashi (2011) for additional evidence against the SLM (2008) analysis, and
for discussion of some interfering factors involving relational nouns, which are ignored here.
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As for the status of the numerals+classifier in Japanese, it is claimed in SLM
(2008) that numerals+classifiers in Japanese differ from those in MC in that classifiers in
MC head their own projections while classifiers in Japanese are merely adjuncts that are
adjoined to some XPs. It is then expected that the counterpart of (66) in Japanese should
behave differently from that in MC since classifiers (and numerals), as adjuncts, will not
be able to confine the c-command domain of the possessor. The possessor should be able
to bind out from the adjoined position and bind the relevant bindee, causing binding
Principle C violation. This prediction, however, is not borne out, either. The relevant
example is shown in (75) (see also Bo!kovi" (2012)).

(75) San-bon-no kare1-no eega-wa
3-cl-gen

he-gen

hontouni Kurosawa1-o

movie-top really

rakutansase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-past

‘Three of his movies really disappointed Kurosawa.’

As shown above, (75) is grammatical with co-reference. This indicates that the
pronoun kare ‘he’ does not bind the proper name Kurosawa, which in turn suggests that
there is an additional layer of projection that confines the c-command domain of the
possessor. The grammaticality of (75) provides evidence for the claim that numerals (plus
classifiers) in Japanese behave just like those in MC in that they will head their own
projections (and that they are not merely adjuncts), a view different from the one in SLM
(2008). It should be noted that classifiers in Japanese always co-occur with numerals, so
one cannot tell whether it is the numeral or the classifier that heads a separate projection.
I will simply use the phrase numeral expressions to refer to the combination of numerals
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plus classifiers.
If numeral expressions in Japanese also head their own projections, it is expected
that the sentence will be bad if the relevant order between numeral expressions and
possessors are switched. This is because now the possessor is adjoined to the numeral
expression, c-commanding out of the subject and binding Kurosawa, causing a Condition
C violation. This prediction is borne out, as shown in (76).

(76) ?*Kare1-no san-bon-no eega-wa
he-gen

3-cl-gen

Kurosawa1-o

movie-top Kurosawa-acc

rakutansase-ta
disappoint-past

‘His three movies disappoint Kurosawa.’

In this section, I reviewed the binding paradigm for Japanese and examined two
questions mentioned in the beginning of this section. I conclude that (a) the binding
paradigm in Japanese shows that DP does not exist in Japanese, either, and (b) numeral
expressions in Japanese, like those in MC, are not merely adjuncts, but head their own
projections.

2.4.4 Interim Summary

The paradigm examined in this section provides arguments for the lack of DP on
top of the traditional nominal phrases in MC. Some conclusions were made in this
section: (a) Using the binding tests from Despi" (2011), I showed that there is no DP on
top of the highest nominal projections in both MC and Japanese, arguing against the
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Universal DP hypothesis and in favor of the DP/NP Parameter analysis. (b) Numeral
expressions in both MC and Japanese behave similarly in that they both head their own
projections. Numeral expressions are not just adjuncts adjoined to NPs (as in SLM (2008)
for Japanese).
Having argued for the lack of DP in MC based on the binding paradigm, I will
provide another piece of evidence against the existence of DP in MC in the next section,
drawing new evidence from relative clauses.

2.5 Against the Existence of DP in Mandarin Chinese III – relative clauses

In this section, I will argue against the existence of DP in MC using a different
paradigm. The focus will be on relative clauses. I argue that there is a asymmetry in the
behavior of relative clauses in English and MC and that this asymmetry follows
straightforwardly under the assumption that there is no DP in MC.

2.5.1 Relative clauses in English

In the early 1970s (cf. Schachter 1973, Vergnaud 1974, among others), it was
observed that the head noun of a relative clause may be interpreted as if it is in the
(original) gap position inside the relative clause. This led to the proposal that the head
noun is moved from within the relative clause to its surface position, the so-called
promotion analysis. There are many arguments for this analysis. I will briefly mention
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two of them here, which involve idiom chunks and binding, as shown in (77) and (78),
taken from Schachter (1973).

(77) a. The careful track that she’s keeping of her expenses pleases me.
b. The headway that she made was impressive.

(78) a. The portrait of himself1 that John1 painted is extremely flattering.
b. The interest in each other1 that [John and Mary]1 showed was fleeting.

(77) shows that a part of an idiom chunk (such as careful track in (77a) and
headway in (77b)) may be used as the head noun of a relative clause which contains the
other part of the idiom chunk. Under the assumption that parts of idiom chunks should be
generated together as a unit for interpretation, (77) suggests that movement is involved.
Similarly, anaphors may be used within the head noun of relative clauses, as shown in
(78). Under the assumption that binding condition A needs to be satisfied (at least in LF),
(78) shows that the head noun is moved from within the relative clauses so that it may be
reconstructed in LF to its base position where it can be bound. The fact that binding
condition A is satisfied in (78) suggests that there is a position within the relative clause
for reconstruction, which in turn argues for the movement/promotion analysis.
The movement/promotion analysis has been revived since the influential work of
Kayne (1994), according to which relative clauses involve the structure shown in (79). In
this structure, the CP is the complement of and selected by D, and the head noun is
moved from within the relative clause to [Spec, CP]. Here I will simply follow Kayne
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(1994) and assume that this is the structure for relative clauses in DP languages19. In
other words, if a language has D/DP, (79) will be the structure for relative clauses in this
language.

(79) [DP D [CP DP/NP1 [ C [IP … t1 … ]]]]

Furthermore, Aoun and Li (2003) observe that while the conjunction word and
normally may be used to conjoin either DPs or NPs, as in (80), it can only conjoin DPs in
coordinate relative clause constructions, as in (81). In other words, the determiner must
occur in each conjunct. (80) and (81) are taken from Aoun and Li (2003, p. 101).

(80) a. He saw [[an actor] and [a producer]].

(DP coordination)

b. He is an [[actor] and [producer]].

(NP coordination)

(81) a. *He is an [[actor that wants to do everything] and [producer that wants to please
everyone]].
b. He is [[an actor that wants to do everything] and [a producer that wants to please
everyone]].

Aoun and Li (2003) claim that this follows naturally given Kayne’s (1994)
structure in (79). Since the structure of relative clauses involves a relative CP as the
complement of D, the presence of a relative CP entails the presence of D. Put differently,

19

The structure in (79) is only for relative clauses in DP languages. As will be pointed out later, relative
clauses in NP languages have a different (adjunction) structure.
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there exists a selectional relation between the external D as the head and CP as the
complement. Therefore, the determiner must be present in each conjunct, as in (81b),
because the relative CP requires the co-occurrence of D, given the structure in (79).
To be more specific, Aoun and Li (2003), following Bianchi (2000), assume that
what is moved is also a DP (the internal DP) with an empty D, which is licensed by the
external D of the relative construction. The structure is shown in (82). In other words, the
relative CP requires the external DP20.

(82) [DP [D the] [CP [DP ! man]1 that t1 came here]]

2.5.2 Relative clauses in MC

The paradigm above provides us with a tool to test the existence of DP in MC. As
discussed above, I assume that, if a language has DP, then the relative clauses in this
language will have the structure in (79). If DP is also present in MC, we will expect
relative clauses in MC to have the structure in (79) and we expect that coordinate relative
clause constructions to pattern with those in English in that coordination of mere NPs
(with relative clauses) will not be allowed, since relative clauses require DPs. On the
other hand, if DP is not present in MC, we will not expect such restrictions.

20

The following sentences from Aoun and Li (2003) may be used as evidence for the co-occurring
restriction between the external D and the relative complement, as in (i).
(i) He is an [[actor] and [producer]] that wants to please everyone.
The relative clause in (i) above must modify both of the conjuncts, not just one of them, supporting the
necessity of a DP projection when a relative clause occurs.
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Interestingly, such restriction is not observed in MC, as shown in (83). This
indicates that there is no DP in MC, hence the lack of such restriction.

(83) Wo xiang zhao yi-wei [[hui zhu fan
I

want find one-CL

de zhuli]

jian [hui xi

yifu

can cook rice DE assistant and can wash clothes

de mishu ]]
DE secretary
‘I want to find an assistant who can cook and secretary who can wash clothes.’

In (83), what is expressed is the desire to find someone who has dual status: an
assistant who can cook rice and a secretary who can wash clothes. In other words, there is
an intention to find one person, not two people. As illustrated in the structure, what is
being conjoined are two NPs, excluding the classifier phrase (because the intention is to
find one person). The MC example in (83) thus differs from English in that MC allows
NPs with relative clauses to be conjoined, suggesting that there is no DP in MC. If there
is DP in MC, the exclusion of DP in the second conjunct of a relative clause in (83) (note
that even the classifier phrase yi-wei ‘one-CL’ is not part of the second conjunct) should
result in ungrammaticality, just like English, contrary to facts. To be more specific, since
the second conjunct in (83) is lower than CLP (because both conjuncts are coordinated
below CLP), and CLP is lower than DP (cf. Tang (1990), Li (1998, 1999)), there cannot
be a DP in the second conjunct.
There is further evidence that what is being conjoined in (83) is indeed NP (and
not something bigger than NP). MC has an elaborated system of conjunction; different
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conjunction words are used for conjunctions of different categories. The word jian ‘and’
is used to conjoin NPs (properties) and the word he ‘and’ is used to conjoin CLPs
(individuals). Using the wrong conjunction word results in ungrammaticality. This is
demonstrated in (84) and (85) below.

(84) a. Wo xiang zhao yi-ge [ zhuli
I

jian mishu]

want find one-CL assistant and secretary

‘I want to find an assistant and secretary.’
b. *Wo xiang zhao yi-ge [ zhuli
I

he mishu]

want find one-CL assistant and secretary

‘I want to find an assistant and secretary.’

(85) a. *Wo xiang zhao [ yi-ge
I

want find

zhuli ]

jian [ yi-ge

one-CL assistant

and

mishu]

one-CL secretary

‘I want to find an assistant and a secretary.’
b. Wo xiang zhao [ yi-ge
I

want find

zhuli ]

he [ yi-ge

one-CL assistant and

mishu]

one-CL secretary

‘I want to find an assistant and a secretary.’

Given this, it is clear that what is being conjoined in (84) are two NPs (and not
two CLPs) since the conjunction word jian ‘and’ is used. The use of jian ‘and’ indicates
that there is no determiner/DP involved. The grammaticality of (84) in coordinate relative
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clause construction thus provides further supporting evidence that DP is not present in
MC, hence the asymmetric behavior between (81) and (83).

2.5.3 Relative clauses in Japanese

In the previous section, I have used a binding paradigm in Japanese to argue that
the DP projection is also missing in Japanese. Given this, it is expected that Japanese
should pattern with MC in that coordinate relative clause construction of NP (to the
exclusion of CLP or other higher projections) should be possible. This prediction is
indeed borne out, as shown in (86) below.

(86) Watashi-wa [[ odoreru
I-top

kashu-o ] ken [ utaeru

can.dance singer-acc and

puroduusaa-o ] hitori ]

can.sing producer-acc one.CL

mitsuketai
find.want
‘I want to find a singer who can dance and producer who can sing.’

It should be noted that ken ‘and’ in (86) in Japanese is similar to jian ‘and’ in MC
in that it is used to conjoin two NPs21. Japanese uses another conjunction word to ‘and’ to
conjoin two CLPs, as shown in (87). Again, similar to MC, using a wrong conjunction
words results in ungrammaticality, as shown in (88).

21

In fact, the Japanese word ken ‘and’ may be derived from MC jian ‘and.’ They have the same origin and
the same Chinese character 兼. So it is not surprising that they have similar behavior here.
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(87) Watashi-wa [ odoreru
I-top

kashu-o

hitori ] to [ utaeru

puroduusaa-o hitori ]

can.dance singer-acc one.CL and can.sing producer-acc one.CL

mitsuketai
find.want
‘I want to find a singer who can dance and a producer who can sing.’

(88) a. *Watashi-wa [[ odoreru
I-top

kashu-o ]

to [ utaeru

can.dance singer-acc and

puroduusaa-o ] hitori ]

can.sing producer-acc

one.CL

mitsuketai
find.want
‘I want to find a singer who can dance and producer who can sing.’
b. *Watashi-wa [ odoreru
I-top

kashu-o

hitori ] ken [ utaeru

can.dance singer-acc one.CL and

puroduusaa-o hitori ]

can.sing producer-acc one.CL

mitsuketai
find.want
‘I want to find a singer who can dance and a producer who can sing.’

Without going into the details, I will simply propose that relative clauses in
Japanese and MC do not have the structure in (79), which involves determiner
complementation. Rather, it simply involves CP adjunction to the NPs, as shown in the
structure in (89) below22. (This is similar to the claim made in Murasugi (1991) that
relative clauses in Japanese involve adjunction structures.)

22

Regarding the fact that relative clauses can precede a demonstrative in Chinese, Bo!kovi" and Hsieh
(2012), extending a proposal in Lin (2003), argue that demonstratives in MC contain a free variable and the
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(89) [NP [CP hui zhu

fan

de ] [NP zhuli ]]

can cook rice DE

assistant

‘an assistant who can cook rice’

To conclude, the use of ken in (88) indicates that what are being conjoined are
two NPs. The grammaticality of (88) provides support that DP is also missing in
Japanese, which is consistent with the claim made above. The claim that DP is missing in
both Japanese and MC also argue against the view that DP is universally projected.

2.6 On the (Non)-Existence of DP

In the sections above (section 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5), I have given evidence from word
order, binding, and the behavior of relative clauses to argue that there is indeed no DP in
MC and Japanese, thus arguing against the Universal DP Hypothesis. However, it is also
clear that D(eterminer) has certain specific functions. The question is how MC and
Japanese handle these functions if there is no DP in these languages. How can these
functions be taken care of and expressed? Is there other theory-internal motivation for the
existence of D(P)? If so, can it be applied to MC? These are the questions to be answered.
In this section, I will go back to Abney’s arguments and apply them to MC to evaluate
the strength for the proposal of DP in MC. It will be argued that even these functions that
relative clauses can specify the value of this free variable. This is consistent and compatible with the
analysis here. Relative clauses in MC are adjuncts and can specify the value of this variable. Given that
relative clauses in DP languages have the complementation structure in (79), it follows that this free
variable is only available in NP languages. In other words, demonstratives can follow relative clauses only
in NP languages. The reader is referred to Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) for discussion.
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are traditionally associated with DPs do not give support for the DP projection in MC.
But before going into those, I will start by briefly introducing the two different
approaches to DP.

2.6.1 Two Competing Views

As discussed earlier, there are two major approaches in the treatment of DP. The
first one is the Universal DP Hypothesis, which assumes that DP should be universally
present in every language, as introduced above in Abney’s (1987) and others’ works.
Alternatively, there is the DP/NP Parameter Approach (cf. Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012)),
which assumes that the presence of DP is not universal and the availability of DP may be
parameterized across languages. In other words, languages can differ in the
presence/absence of DP23. For example, consider the example in (90) below.

(90) a. The stone broke the window.
b. *Stone broke window.
c. Kamen je razbio
Stone

is

prozor.

(Bo!kovi" (2012))

broken window

‘The stone broke the window.’
23

It should be noted that the DP/NP parameter approach does not reject the presence of other functional
projections above NP. In fact, it has been argued, based on evidence from other languages, that we do need
some extra functional projections in the nominal domain even in the absence of DP (cf. Takahashi (2011),
Bo!kovi" (2008, 2012) and this dissertation). Furthermore, if there are many projections in the
verbal/clausal domain, the availability of other functional projections in the nominal domain is also a
logical consequence given the parallelism between nominal domain and clausal domain. So the DP/NP
parameter approach only states that languages can differ in the availability of DP projection, but does not
exclude the presence of other functional projections. In fact, from what has been argued in the previous
sections, MC and Japanese do not have DP, but they both have classifier phrases (plus numerals) as
independent projections.
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As shown in (90a,b), English does not allow bare arguments in episodic contexts
and lexical determiners must be used to make the sentence grammatical. On the other
hand, Serbo-Croatian (SC) allows bare arguments in such contexts and there is no
corresponding counterpart of “the” in SC. The question is whether the DP projection is
also present syntactically even in cases like (90c) in SC? Under the Universal DP
Hypothesis, the DP projection is present in every language, including languages that
obviously do not have articles/determiners. Therefore, the grammaticality of the SerboCroatian (SC) example in (90c) suggests that DPs in SC (and other article-less languages)
may be phonologically null. In other words, SC and English are exactly the same in
syntax. They differ minimally in phonology in that the DP projection may be null in SC,
but not (here) in English.
On the other hand, under the DP/NP Parameter Approach, it is assumed that the
DP projection is not universally present in the syntax and languages may differ in the
availability of this projection. Put differently, the DP projection may be missing entirely
in SC and there is only an NP (plus some other functional projections in some cases) in
the nominal domain.
The two approaches differ in whether DP is universally present in the syntax.
Recall that, as reported in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012), there are numerous systematic
syntactic and semantic differences between languages with overt articles and those
without. These differences, which are syntactic and semantic in nature, indicate that there
is indeed a cross-linguistic relation with respect to the presence of DP. This was
confirmed by word order within TNP and the binding paradigm of possessors.
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However, we still need to account for how the functions that are traditionally
associated with D(P) can be handled, if DP is not present in languages like MC. This is
discussed in the next section.

2.6.2 The functions of D(P)

In this section, I will investigate whether there is theory-internal motivation for
postulating DP in MC. The first step is to evaluate Abney’s (1987) original arguments for
the existence of DP. Unfortunately, Abney’s arguments cannot be applied to MC directly
for a very simple reason: just like there is no agreement in the verbal/clausal domain, MC
does not show agreement patterns (in person, number, or gender) in the nominal domain
either, as in (91). Whatever form the possessor takes, the noun is always in the bare form.

(91) wo-de / ni-de /
I-gen

ta-de / tamen-de / Zhangsan-de

you-gen he-gen they-gen

shu

Zhangsan-gen book

‘my/your/his/their/Zhangsan’s book’

Recall that the agreement paradigm in the nominal domain in Hungarian is one of
the arguments in Abney (1987) for the postulation of a functional projection above NP.
Since MC does not have agreement in the nominal domain at all, this potential source of
evidence for DP is not available.
One potential way to defend the existence of DP in MC is to examine some of the
functions that are traditionally associated with Ds and to see how they behave in MC. If
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they behave similarly to those in English, this may be used as evidence for DP in MC. In
the passages below, I will examine whether it is possible to defend the existence of DP in
MC in this way. It will be argued, however, that MC behaves very differently from
English in all the functions that are associated with DP. This thus weakens and poses a
challenge to the claim that DP is present even in MC.
Traditionally there are at least three functions associated with the DP projection,
namely (a) turning predicates into arguments, (b) expressing definiteness, (c) expressing
possessiveness. First, I will examine the function of turning predicates into arguments
(type-shifting). As is well known, MC allows countable nouns in bare forms to appear in
both subject and object positions, an option ruled out in English, as shown in (92).

(92) a. Wo xihuan chi pingguo
I

like

eat apple

‘I like to eat apples.’
b. Qiche paode hen
car

run

very

kuai
fast

‘Cars run really fast.’
c. *I like to eat apple.
d. *Car can go really fast.

There are at least two ways to deal with the type shifting problem with bare
nominals. One is to assume that determiners are really essential for argument-hood and
that there is a silent (i.e. phonologically null) determiner in the case of bare nominals.
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This is the approach adopted in Longobardi (1994). The second approach, adopted in
Chierchia (1998), is to abandon the claim that determiners are required for argumenthood and that bare nominals in MC are really arguments as they appear to be. Essentially,
Chierchia (1998) proposes that bare nominals (such as those in Japanese and MC) can be
arguments on their own (i.e. they are mass nouns and are of type <e>). Nouns in Japanese
and MC are different from nouns in English, Russian, or SC, for example, which still
need to undergo type shifting from <e,t> to <e>24. The proposal in Chierchia (1998) thus
opens up the possibility that NPs are arguments in MC on their own. If bare nominals in
MC can serve as argument on their own, the need for type shifting can be dispensed with.
In other words, it is possible to have bare nominals without D in MC.
Second, can the function of expressing definiteness be used as arguments for D?
Again, such function does not guarantee the existence of D, either. As is well known,
bare nominals in MC can have both the generic and the specific reading, as in (93).

(93) a. Wo xihuan gou.
I

like

dog

‘I like dogs.’ (generic reading)
b. Gou ni

zhuadao-le ma

dog you catch-asp

Q

‘Have you caught the dog?’ (specific reading)
24

For Chierchia (1998), nouns in English, Russian and SC are predicates of type <e,t> so they need to
undergo type-shifting to become type <e>. This can be done in syntax (for example, through D) or in
semantics (as in Russian and SC). Type shifting thus does not always require determiners. But for MC and
Japanese, Chierchia (1998) assumes that bare nominals are of type <e> and can be arguments by
themselves so there is no need for type shifting. However, it should be noted that, in principle, Chinese
could be treated like Russian, with Chinese nominals being of <e,t> type, undergoing type shift to <e> in
the semantics. This analysis also does not require D in Chinese. (The analysis seems to be implicit in
Bo!kovi" (in press b).)
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As indicated in (93b), the sentence can convey the definite/specific reading even
without the presence of determiners. This is different from English, as in (94), where the
existence of determiner usually plays a role in differentiating generic vs. specific reading.

(94) a. Andrew likes dogs.
b. Has Andrew caught *(the) dog?

The MC facts show that the presence of determiners is not a necessary condition
for the definite reading. Since the availability of the definite reading is not dependent on
the overt realization of determiners (and thus not on the DP projection), as is the case in
MC, the contrast in (94a,b) with respect to the existence of definite reading cannot be
used as evidence for the DP projection in MC.
Furthermore, as discussed above, the DP projection may be needed to express
possession, under the traditional analysis, in which the possessors are assumed to occupy
[Spec, DP] positions. However, DP may not be the only projection to host possession. It
has been argued (cf. Kayne (1994)) that there may be a Poss(essor)P, independent from
DP, which anchors the possessor relation. To the extent that this is true, the need to
express possession does not guarantee the existence of DP, either. The function of
possession thus is not an argument for DP25. Moreover, it has been observed in Partee
(2006) that possessors in MC (and Russian) behave differently from those in English.
Given such difference, it is reasonable to assume that even the presumed fact that
25

In fact, it is clear from the binding paradigm in MC (as discussed above in section 2.3) that possessors in
MC are adjoined and can appear in various adjoined positions. This argues against the claim that possessors
are in DP and that DP exists in MC.
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possession is anchored in DP in English does not entail that it is also anchored in DP in
MC. The support for DP in MC is, again, weakened. One of the differences is noted
below in (95).

(95) a. John’s three sweaters
b. Zhangsan-de
Zhangsan-gen

san-jian maoyi
3-CL

sweater

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters’

Partee (2006) notes that while the English example in (95a) presupposes that John
only has three sweaters (the exhaustive reading), such a presupposition is not present in
the MC example in (95b)26. However, (95b) is still a definite expression, as shown from
its incompatibility with the existential construction, which requires an indefinite
expression. This is shown in (96) below. The fact that (95b) is definite but lacks the
exhaustive reading of the presupposition shows that exhaustivity and definiteness should
be teased apart and, if exhaustivity is encoded in DP, DP is missing in MC. It should be
noted that since bare nominals can express definiteness in MC and DP is missing, this
suggests that definiteness may be expressed contextually in MC27 (cf. Lyon (1999) and
the references cited there).

26

See also section 2.2.8 above for the generalization about the interpretation of possessors as given in
Bo!kovi" (2012), which is a more general difference between NP and DP languages.
27
For additional evidence, see Bo!kovi" (2012) where it is observed that possessors do not exhibit the
behavior that is standardly associated with D-items in article-less languages. For example, they (and other
D-items) do not induce specificy effects in SC, in contrast to English, as shown in (i).
(i) a. O
kojem piscu je procitao [ tu tvoju knjigu t ]
about which writer is read
that your book
‘*About which writer did he read that book of yours?’
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(96) *Yizi-shang
chair-on

you
have

[ Zhangsan-de
Zhangsan-gen

san-jian

maoyi ]

3-CL

sweater

‘On the chair is Zhangsan’s three sweaters.’

From the discussion above, it may be concluded that (a) one potential argument
for DP based on agreement in the nominal domain (cf. Abney (1987)) is missing MC and
(b) for functions that have been argued to be associated with the determiners (and the
DP), MC behaves differently from English and there are other ways to deal with these
functions in MC without resorting to DPs. Therefore, even the theory-internal support for
DPs in MC is not substantiated. This is consistent and compatible with the claim that DP
is not present in MC.
In the next section, I will review the arguments for DP in MC that have been
proposed in the literature.

2.7. Examining previous DP analysis of Mandarin Chinese

2.7.1 Introduction

In this section, I will focus on MC internal evidence and examine some arguments
that have been proposed in the literature for the existence of DP in MC. It will be argued
that even these arguments do not actually provide supporting evidence for the existence
of DP in MC. With respect to nominals in MC, the DP analysis thus does not gain any
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advantage over the NP analysis. With the last piece of evidence for DP in MC knocked
off, I take the above discussion as evidence that DP is not present in MC.

2.7.2 Previous Analysis

The DP hypothesis has been applied to many languages (cf. Ritter (1995)). For
Mandarin Chinese, Tang’s (1990a,b) work is one of the early representatives in support
of DP in MC. Since then, many authors have claimed that Chinese has DPs as the
category for the nominal domain (Hsieh (2004, 2005), Li, (1998, 1999), and Simpson
(2001, 2003, 2005), among others). In this section, I will review the analyses in Tang
(1990a), Li (1998, 1999), and Simpson (2001) respectively.

2.7.2.1 Tang (1990a,b)

2.7.2.1.1 Review of Tang (1990a,b)

Tang (1990a,b) observed the following facts. First, demonstratives, numerals, and
classifiers cannot modify the head nouns by themselves in MC. Rather, the first two must
co-occur with classifiers, as demonstrated in (97)-(99).

(97) a. *na shu
that book

b. na ben shu
that cl

book
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(98) a. *san shu

b. san

three book

(99) a. *ben shu
cl

ben shu

three cl

b. san

book

book

ben shu

three cl

book

Second, as is widely well known, there exists some kind of agreement relation
between the head noun and classifier. Using the wrong classifier will result in
ungrammaticality.

(100) a. *san

ben

che

b. san liang

che

three cl(book) car

san cl(car) car

‘three cars’

‘three cars’

(101) a. *san

liang

shu

b. san

ben

shu

three cl (car) book

three cl(book) book

‘three books’

‘three books’

Based on these facts, Tang (1990a,b) proposed that the nominal structure in
Chinese should be either of the following two28. In (102a), D selects Cl(assifier)P, which
in turn selects NP. Tang postulates that under CL both Num and CL are obligatory. In
other words, if CL is lexically instantiated, then both Num and CL must be instantiated.
In (102b), D heads its own projection and selects NumP. Num selects CLP, which in turn
28

Tang (1990a) didn’t commit herself to either structure.
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selects NP. Tang assumes that there exist selectional requirements between the CL head
and its complement NP.

(102) a. [DP D [ClP [Cl’ Num+CL [NP N] ] ] ]
b. [DP D [NumP Num [ClP CL [NP N] ] ] ]

With these, let us examine how the facts in (97)-(101) may be captured. The
existence of D, Num, and CL in (97a), (98a), and (99a) would require the presence of
Num, CL, and Num, respectively, under the structure in (102b). The absence of Num and
CL thus make these expressions ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality of (100a) and
(101a) is also accounted for, under the assumption there is agreement relation between
CL and NP29.
Tang (1990a,b) further noted that the DP-CLP-NP nominal structures in (102a)
resemble the CP-IP-VP clausal structures. Essentially, just as INFL may contain a lexical
modal and AGR, a CL may also contain a lexical Num and an agreeing CL. On the other
hand, the structure in (102b) resembles the split INFL hypothesis (cf. Pollock (1989)). If
IP may be separated into T(ense)P and Agr(eement)P, CLP may also be separated into
NumP and CLP. Tang claimed that the parallelism between nominal and clausal structure
may be captured.

29

In cases in which all D, Num, CL, and N appear, as in (i), Tang noted that among the 24 possible orders,
the one in (i) is the only possible order. She claimed that this also follows from the selectional restriction
between heads and complements in (102a,b).
(i) na san ben shu
that three cl book
‘those three books’
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Despite the seemingly intriguing nature of this analysis, such proposal is not
without problems. Some potential problems of this analysis are shown in the next section.

2.7.2.1.2 Problem of Tang (1990a,b)

Tang (1990a,b) postulates the DP-CLP-NP structure and argues that this captures
the parallelism with the CP-IP-VP structure. An underlying assumption of such claim is
that the clausal structure, similar to the nominal structure, should look like the one in
(103), in which both CP and IP are head-initial, just like DP and CLP are head-initial
(under the assumption that words like na ‘that’ are in D).

(103) [CP C [IP I [VP V ] ] ]

However, this assumption is not without controversy. In fact, many linguists (cf.
Cheng (1991), Aoun and Li (1993)) have adopted the view that CP in Chinese is actually
head-final. This seems to be reasonable, since one of the functions of C is to determine
clause type, and that clause-typing elements occupy sentence-final positions, as shown in
(104). If the analysis along this line is correct, then there is no parallelism between
clausal domain and nominal domain. The argument is thus weakened.

(104) a. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi.
Zhangsan like

Lisi

‘Zhangsan likes Lisi.’

b. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi ma?
Zhangsan like

Lisi Q

‘Does Zhangsan like Lisi?’
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Similarly, by claiming that the CP-IP-VP clausal structure is manifested in the
DP-CLP-NP nominal structure, it is assumed that VP and NP should behave the same
way with respect to the headedness parameter. However, this is also not true. As is well
known, VP in MC is head-initial (as in xihuan Mali ‘like Mary’) but NP in MC is head
final (as in Zhangsan si-le de yaoyan ‘the rumor that Zhangsan is dead’ in which the head
noun yaoyan ‘rumor’ follows its complement clause). The claimed parallelism is not
observed in the CP-DP pair nor in the VP-NP pair30.
Second, the fact that there exists a fixed order among demonstratives-numeralclassifier-noun does not necessarily mean that these are in the selectional relation of head
and complements. For example, the negative polarity adverb conglai ‘ever’ has to appear
together with negation. However, it must precede negation, but not follow it, as shown in
(105) below.

(105) a. *Zhangsan conglai xihuan Lisi
Zhangsan ever

like

Lisi

‘Zhangsan ever likes Lisi.’
b. Zhangsan conglai bu xihuan Lisi
Zhangsan ever

not like

Lisi

‘Zhangsan never likes Lisi.’

30

One might wonder whether German and Dutch, which have DP, observe this headedness parallelism. It
has long been claimed that VP in German is head final and NP is head initial (whereas both CP and DP are
head-initial in German). While this might be a potential problem, it is worth noting that German VP might
be different in that verbs in German do not follow complement clause. Zwart (2011) in fact argues that
Dutch/German VP is head initial.
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c. *Zhangsan bu conglai xihuan Lisi
Zhangsan not ever

like

Lisi

‘Zhangsan never likes Lisi.’

The fact that conglai ‘ever’ always precedes the negation bu ‘not’ does not
necessarily mean that conglai ‘ever’ selects bu ‘not.’ It would be strange to consider the
adverb conglai ‘ever’ as the head and the negative marker bu ‘not’ as an XP. An
alternative is to assume that conglai occupies [Spec, NegP] position while bu is the Neg
head. These two have to enter some kind of feature checking relation in the Spec-Head
fashion, thus the fixed order between them. Along the same line, the fixed order between
demonstratives and numerals could as well be interpreted as demonstratives occupy
[Spec, NumP] to undergo feature checking with the Num head. Therefore, the existence
of the extra D head is not guaranteed31.
Furthermore, even if the demonstratives always appear higher than the NumP,
that does not guarantee that DP is projected in MC, either. It is a common fashion to
assume that demonstratives and determiners all occupy D head. However, recently it has
been discovered (cf. Bo!kovi" (2008a), Despi" (2011), among others) that demonstratives
do not behave alike with determiners. Rather, they are all like NP-adjoined adjectives. If
this is true, then the fact that demonstratives always precede numerals cannot be used as
evidence for the existence of DP in MC. It may be the case that demonstratives always
precede numerals because they are always adjoined to the phrases headed by numerals.

31

It should be noted that I am not arguing that demonstratives are indeed located in [Spec, NumP] but
simply pointing out that there is logical problem in using the fixed order between two elements as evidence
that it is one head selecting another head.
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Recall also that the binding facts discussed above show that demonstratives do not
occupy a separate projection in MC and that the word order of demonstratives with
respect to possessors and adjectives provides evidence against the DP analysis of
demonstratives in MC.

2.7.2.2 Li (1998, 1999)

The second proposal to be reviewed for the existence of DP in MC comes from Li
(1998, 1999). These are actually two independent papers, but they are closely related and
they all argue for DP in MC, so they will be reviewed and evaluated together.

2.7.2.2.1 Review of Li (1998, 1999)

Li (1998) also tries to capture the parallelism between the nominal and the clausal
domain. Similar to Tang (1990a,b), she assumes that DP should be assimilated to CP,
since both can function as arguments, and NP should be assimilated to VP, since both can
function as predicates. Different from Tang, Li assumes that what corresponds to IP in
the nominal domain is not CLP, but NumP. She thus has the structure as in (106)32. The
reason is because, just as IP can occur without a dominating CP (as in ECM and raising
constructions), a NumP can occur without a dominating DP as well. (So in a sense Li is
not assuming the universal DP approach cause there are cases where DP is not present.)

32

Li (1998) does not specify the structure inside NumP. Therefore, she leaves open the question whether
CLP is projected below NumP, but she does have the structure with NumP dominated by DP.
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The cases in which NumPs are not dominated by DPs are illustrated below in the
following paragraphs.

(106) [DP D [NumP Num [NP N] ] ]

As is well known (cf. Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1981, among others),
indefinite nominal expressions generally are not allowed in subject or topic positions in
Chinese, as shown in (107)33.

(107) a. *San-ge
three-cl

xuesheng zai xuexiao shoushang-le
student

at

school

hurt-asp

‘Three students were hurt at school.’
b. *San-ge xuesheng, wo zhidao zai xuexiao shoushang-le
three-cl student

I

know at

school

hurt-asp

‘Three students, I know that [they] were hurt at school.’

However, there are exceptions to this generalization. When these nominal
expressions have the quantity (cardinal) interpretations (rather than the individualdenoting interpretation), these indefinite expressions can appear in subject or topic
positions, as in (108). The availability of the quantity reading needs to be licensed by
(overt or covert) modals, such as neng ‘can’ or gou ‘enough.’34

33

These sentences are grammatical if there is an existential quantifier you ‘have’ at the beginning of
sentence before san-ge ‘3-CL.’
34
It should be noted that it is only under this special situation (when there is a modal) that these indefinite
cardinal expressions can appear in subject or topic positions. In other cases, such indefinite topics are not
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(108) a. San-ge

xuesheng neng chi-wan

three-cl student

can

shi-wan

eat-finish ten-bowl

fan

[Li (1998), p.695]

rice

‘Three students can finish ten bowls of rice.’
b. San-zhi gunzi gou
three-cl stick

ni

enough you

da

ta

ma?

hit

he

Q

‘Are three sticks enough for you to hit him (with)?’

Li (1998) claimed that the ungrammaticality of (107) and the grammaticality of
(108) argue for the existence of DP above NP (and NumP). She made two assumptions.
First, she assumes that the presence of D is needed to relate a nominal expression to
entities in the world/discourse. Therefore, to obtain the individual-denoting interpretation,
D is required. Second, following Longobardi (1994), Li assumes that all empty categories
must be properly governed, including null D. Specifically, Li (1998) claimed that the
nominal expression in (107a) and (108a) have the structures in (109a,b), respectively.

(109) a. [DP D [NumP san-ge

xuesheng] ]

three-cl student
b. [NumP san-ge

xuesheng]

three-cl student

allowed in MC. This plays an important role in chapter 3 in my argument that the source of quantificational
reading is coming from surface anaphora/AE, not from an indefinite topic.
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With these two assumptions, it follows that (107) is ungrammatical. With the
structure in (109a), the D in the nominal expression in (107b) is not properly governed,
since it appears in topic position and there is no lexical governor. Li assumes that subjects
in Chinese, as in (107a), occupy [Spec, IP], which is not a lexically governed position. So
nominal expressions with the structure in (109a) cannot appear in subject positions.
The nominal expressions in (108), on the other hand, do not denote individuals.
Rather, they denote quantities. Therefore, D is not projected since there is no need to
relate a nominal expression of quantities to entities in the world/discourse. With the
structure in (109b), it thus follows that these expressions can occur in subject/topic
positions when other conditions are met (i.e. when a modal is present), since there is no
null D and the requirement of proper government is trivially satisfied. In other words, the
existence of (null) D gains support from the ungrammaticality of (107a,b), which
involves a null D not being properly governed by any lexical governor.
Li (1999) provides another argument for the presence of D in Chinese, based on
the possible order regarding the co-occurrence of numeral, classifiers, and NPs. First, Li
(1999) observed that pronouns and proper names may be followed by numeral+classifier,
while a common noun such as xuesheng ‘student’ cannot, as shown in (110). Second, she
observed that the plural morpheme –men can only attach to pronouns and proper names,
but not to common nouns when they appear before the numeral+classifier sequence, as
shown in (110)35.

35

This claim is actually controversial. (cf. Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012))
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(110) a. Ta dui ta-men san-ge (ren)
he to

he-pl

3-cl

tebie

hao

[Li (1999), p.82-83]

people especially good

‘He is especially nice to them three (people).’
b. Ta dui Xiaoming-men san-ge (ren)
he to Xiaoming-pl

3-cl

tebie

hao

people especially good

‘He is especially nice to Xiaoming them three (people).’
c. *Ta dui xuesheng-men san-ge (ren)
he to

student-pl

3-cl

tebie

hao

people especially good

‘He is especially nice to three students.’

Li (1999) made two assumptions to capture the contrast in (110). First, she
assumes that pronouns and proper names are base-generated in D, while common nouns
are base-generated in N. Second, similar to Tang (1990), she assumes the nominal
domain in Chinese has the structure in (111), where numerals such as san ‘three’
occupies [Spec, NumP] and the plural morpheme –men is base-generated in Num0.

(111) [DP na [NumP san Num [ClP ge [NP ren] ] ] ]
that

three

cl

people

‘those three people’

Li (1999) used the above structure and assumptions to account for (110). First,
since pronouns and proper names are generated in D, the fact that they can be followed
by numeral+classifier is expected On the other hand, since common nouns are generated
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in N, they thus are expected to follow, but not precede, numeral+classifier. Second, since
pronouns and proper names are generated in D, the plural morpheme –men in Num may
undergo head movement and adjoin to them. On the other hand, common nouns are
generated in N. The only way to have the plural morpheme –men attached to the noun is
to move the head N to Num. Such movement is blocked since the head N is moving
crossing an intervening head CL (the Head Movement Constraint). The relative order
between numeral+classifier and pronoun/proper names/common nouns and their
possibility to be associated with the plural morpheme –men thus follow from the
assumptions (i) that pronouns and proper names are generated in D while common nouns
and generated in N (ii) that plural morpheme is generated in Num and needs to be
realized on either D (with Num raising to D) or N (with N raising to Num).

2.7.2.2.2 Problems of Li (1998, 1999)

The upshot of Li (1998) is that she tries to account for the ungrammaticality of
sentences with indefinite (numeral) subjects by assuming that these nominal expressions
have a null D on top of them. With an empty category not properly governed, these
expressions are not licensed. Li (1998) further assumes that in cases where these
(numeral) expressions are allowed in subject positions, there is no null D and the
maximal projection is NumP.
However, even if this analysis were correct, it would only show that there is an
empty category above NumP. It would not show that the null head must be D. Any (null)
functional head will have the same effect. So, it does not argue for the existence of D.
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Moreover, as Tsai (2001) argues, nominal expressions contain a variable that
needs to be bound. When these nominal expressions occur in object positions (inside
VP), these variables can be bound by existential-closure. On the other hand, when they
appear in subject positions, existential-closure is not an option to bind the variables.
Therefore, an overt existential operator such as you ‘have’ must be used, as in (112)36.

(112) a. *san-ge xuesheng lai-le.
3-cl

student

come-asp

‘Three students came.’
b. You san-ge xuesheng lai-le
have 3-cl

student

come-asp

‘Three students came.’

If Tsai (2001) is correct, then the ungrammaticality of (112a) has nothing to do
with an ungoverned null D. Rather, it is the unbound variable of the nominal expression
that causes the trouble. The claim for the existence of D in MC is thus weakened.
Li (1999), on the other hand, argues for the existence of D based on the fact that
pronouns and proper names, being base-generated in D, can be followed by the plural
morpheme –men but common nouns cannot. For Li, the above fact naturally follows
under the assumption that the plural morpheme –men is generated under the head Num. It
thus can undergo head movement and attach to D. Common nouns, being generated in N,
cannot adjoin to Num, since the intervening head CL will block head movement.

36

The same fact is also observed and mentioned in Li (1998). For her, you ‘have’ serves as a lexical
governor for the null D. This explains why the sentence in (112b) is okay with you ‘have.’
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Though Li’s (1999) analysis of –men as a plural morpheme is appealing, the
underlying assumptions are not without controversy. First, the claim that pronouns and
proper names are generated under D is also controversial. It is not clear how the claim
can accommodate expressions such as (113), if demonstratives are also generated in D, as
Li (1999) also assumes. In this case, Zhangsan behaves more like a common noun, which
should be generated under N.

(113) Wo xihuan na-ge
I

like

Zhangsan37

that-cl Zhangsan

‘I like that Zhangsan.’

If Li assumes that Zhangsan in (113) above may be used as a common noun and
is generated in N (as she hinted in the paper), it is still not clear why it cannot undergo
head movement to Num, as in (114a). In (114a), there is no CL head so nothing should
block head movement of Zhangsan (as a common noun) to Num head. (114b) shows that
even with regular common nouns, the use of –men is not allowed. This shows, at least,
that the use of –men is fairly restricted38 and may not have anything to do with the
intervening CL head blocking head movement.

(114) a. *Wo xihuan congmingde Zhangsan-men
I

like

smart

Zhangsan-pl

37

The sentence should be uttered in the scenario in which several people named Zhangsan are gathering
together. In that case, it is appropriate to specify the one you like with this sentence.
38
It is sometimes held that –men is an associative plural marker that has some relation with the speaker. A
detailed investigation of –men is certainly needed here.
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‘I like smart Zhangsans.’
b. *Laoshi xihuan congmingde xuesheng-men
teacher like

smart

student-pl

‘The teacher likes smart students.’

In fact, there is evidence that the CL-blocking-head-movement theory may not be
correct. Consider the examples in (115). (115) differs from the examples in Li (1999) in
that a different classifier is used (either a classifier denoting groups or a plural classifier
that cannot co-occur with other classifiers) and the sentences are grammatical with –men.
This shows that classifiers do not always block head movement of the nouns, as argued
by Li (1999). For Li (1999), any noun attached with –men cannot appear after the
numeral expressions because she requires movement of the noun to attach to –men, which
will be blocked by the intervening CL. (115) shows this claim may not be correct.

(115) a. Wo kanjian-le san-qun
I

see-asp

xuesheng-men

3-CLgroup student-pl

‘I saw three groups of students.’
b. Wo kanjian-le na-xie
I

see-asp

xuesheng-men

that-CL.plural student-pl

‘I saw those students.’

Moreover, the fact that pronouns and proper names can be attached with –men
does not necessarily mean that they are generated in D. For Li (1999), since –men is
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generated under Num, any functional head above Num will suffice for –men to
incorporate into it. Therefore, it does not follow that D must exist in Chinese.
Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) give a non-DP approach to solve the asymmetry in
(110). It is suggested that (110a) has the structure in (116a), with the pronoun-men
sequence adjoined to CLP and performing a deictic function. In this respect, it is parallel
to the case of demonstrative NPs in (116b).

(116) a. [CLP ta-men [CLP san [Cl’ ge [NP xuesheng ]]]]
he-pl

3

CL

student

‘them three students’
b. [CLP zhe [CLP san [Cl’ ge [NP xuesheng ]]]]
this

3

CL

student

‘these three students’

As for why common nouns with –men cannot be followed by the numeral
expressions (cf. (110c)), Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) suggests that the asymmetry is also
manifested in English, as shown in (117). While a plural pronoun in English may act like
a demonstrative, carry the deictic function, and precede a numeral expression, definite
plural NPs cannot, as shown in (117b). Therefore, an account that can explain the
contrast in (117) will also capture the asymmetry in (110a,c). The contrast, therefore,
does not provide argument for D(P) in MC (see Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) for detailed
discussion).
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(117) a. We/you (three) linguists will have a meeting today.
b. *The professors (three) linguists will have a meeting today.

I will also provide another alternative to capture the asymmetry in (110a,c). It
might be the case that the attaching of the plural morpheme –men is subject to an
adjacency condition, similar to INFL in English. In other words, maybe pronouns and
proper names are generated in [Spec, NumP]. They are thus adjacent to –men, which is in
Num0 and attachment is thus possible39. On the other hand, common nouns, being
generated in N, are separated from Num by classifiers. Attaching of –men to common
nouns is thus blocked. I take these to mean that the Li’s paradigm, interesting though,
does not provide argument for the existence of D in Chinese, since there are many
alternatives to capture the above-mentioned paradigm.

2.7.2.3 Simpson (2001)

Simpson, in several of his papers (i.e. Simpson (2001, 2003, 2005), among
others), has also argued for the existence of DP in MC. Here I will take Simpson (2001)
as representative and evaluate the strengths of his arguments.

2.7.2.3.1 Review of Simpson (2001)

39

In other words, pronouns are in [Spec, NumP] while –men is in Num. Numerals will be in [Spec, CLP]
with classifiers in CL. These are shown in the structure in (i) below.
(i) [NumP they –men [CLP 3 CL ] ]
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Simpson’s (2001) paper focused on the status of de ‘DE’ in Chinese. He observed
that some languages, such as Spanish, display the effect of definiteness agreement, in
which a determiner must agree with the [+definite] feature, as shown in (118) and (119)
below. In (118a), with the presence of a demonstrative, the determiner must agree with
the [+definite] feature in Spanish. The use of an indefinite determiner un ‘a’ is thus not
allowed, as shown in (118b). Similarly, in modern Greek, as in (119), the determiner may
be duplicated with the occurrence of adjectives. Since the doubling has to agree with the
[+definite] feature, only definite determiners may be used, as in (119a), but not indefinite
determiners, as in (119b).

(118) a. el

libro este

b. *un libro este

the book that

a

‘that book’

‘that book’

(119) a. to

book that

meghalo to ghermaniko to

the big

the German

[Simpson (2001), p.129]

piano

[Simpson (2001), p.130]

the piano

‘the big German piano’
b. *ena meghalo to piano
a

big

the piano

Presumably, this repetition of certain specification (such as the definite feature)
should be eliminated, if it does not serve any other function. Simpson (2001) noted that
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this is indeed the case, since a more common concurrent pattern is not to repeat the
determiner, but simply use the demonstrative, as in (120)40.

(120) este homber
that man

Simpson (2001) noted that the modificational element de ‘DE’ in Chinese may be
an instance of such determiner and ‘has over time undergone severe bleaching and virtual
loss of its [+definite] specification.’ Therefore, when de ‘DE’ co-occurs with other
demonstratives, it does not necessarily denote definiteness.
Simpson (2001) also entertains the hypothesis that de ‘DE’ is a determiner to
account for other constructions in Chinese. Since they are just a demonstration of how
these constructions may be analyzed, but not an explanation of why de ‘DE’ must be a
determiner, I will skip those parts. In short, Simpson (2001) is entertaining the hypothesis
that de “DE” is a determiner in ancient/archaic Chinese but has lost its determiner status
in modern Chinese.

2.7.2.3.2 Problems of Simpson (2001)

Simpson’s (2001) paper provides an interesting conjecture that de ‘DE’ is a
determiner which, with the change of time, has lost its [+definiteness] feature. While this
hypothesis had some interesting predictions, it faces challenges from some basic facts.

40

Simpson (2001) notes that the same situation also happens in Greek in which it is possible to use bare
adjective without repeating the determiners.
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First, as Simpson also observed, de ‘DE’ simply cannot combine with ordinary
NPs to form a constituent, as shown in (121) below, whether it precedes or follows the
noun. This is very different from determiners in other languages, which, of course, can
still combine with other NPs, as shown in (122).

(121) a. *de shu
DE book

(122) a. ha bayit

b. *shu

de

book DE

(Hebrew)

[Simpson (2001), p.142]

the house
b. buku-e

(Buginese)

book-the
c. to vivlio

(Greek)

the book

Simpson (2001) claimed that ‘this is arguably because the determiners in these
languages still maintain a clear function of specifying definiteness of the noun they occur
with, unlike Mandarin de which (by hypothesis) is bleached of any definiteness and now
may only occur to introduce a modification of the head-noun.’ This analysis does not
seem to me to be very illuminating. It is not clear why bleaching of the definiteness
feature of de “DE” will also change its categorical status so that it cannot even combine
with NPs, if it starts out as a determiner (in archaic Chinese). The fact that (121) is
ungrammatical is thus still a challenge to the claim that de ‘DE’ is a determiner. If de
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“DE” is a determiner, it will be like no other determiners in the world’s languages since it
simply cannot combine with NPs.
Second, Simpson (2001) treats de ‘DE’ as an enclitic determiner, which will
attract elements leftwards to its specifier position for phonological support, similar to
Kayne’s (1994) analysis of (head-final) relative clauses. Simpson claimed that this can
account for why de, as a determiner, appears in the final position in the nominal domain,
rather than in the beginning of this domain. The derivation is illustrated in (123).

(123) a. [DP [D’ de [XP na liang-ben [CP [IP wo zuotian
DE

that 2-cl

mai shu] ] ] ] ]

I yesterday buy book

b. [DP [D’ de [XP na liang-ben [CP shu1 [IP wo zuotian
DE

that 2-cl

c. [DP [IP wo zuotian
I

book

mai t1 ] ] ] ] ]

I yesterday buy

mai t1 ]2 [D’ de [XP na liang-ben [CP shu1 t2 ] ] ] ]

yesterday buy

DE

that 2-cl

book

‘the two books that I bought yesterday’

Simpson claimed that the derivation from (123b) to (123c) is driven by
phonological reasons (to move something to [Spec, DP] to support the enclitic status of
de). As is well known, not everything can be moved to [Spec, DP] to satisfy this
requirement. Simpson stipulated that de is highly selective and only targets clausal (IP)
elements. This is another place where de behaves very differently from D, which in
languages that clearly have it is never restricted to taking only clauses in its Spec. Even
the wording “clausal” will be problematic, since what is attracted here is not CP, but IP.
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Moreover, Lasnik (1995) argues that the need to provide phonological support cannot
drive syntactic movement, as shown in (124). The need for the past tense morpheme –ed
to get phonological support in (124a) is not enough to drive movement of the verb, as
evidenced by the ungrammaticality of (124b). Therefore, saying that –de is an enclitic
that needs to be phonologically supported is not sufficient to drive movement of the IP.
This thus undermines Simpson’s analysis.

(124) a. I
b. *I

-ed

not

want1+ed

not

want it
t1

it

In addition to the stipulative nature of the “de-only-targets-IP-elements” claim,
there is another theoretical problem to such proposal that is related to the possibility of
moving complement of phase heads. It is in fact standardly assumed that complement to
specifier movement is not possible, an assumption which has been termed Anti-Locality,
a ban on movement that is too short. Abels (2003) observes that the PIC and Anti-locality
pose conflicting requirements on moving complements of phase heads. While PIC
requires the complement of phase heads to pass through edges, Anti-Locality prohibits
such movement. Therefore, complements of phase heads are immobile. Abels (2003)
argues that this is indeed correct. Thus, he shows that IP dominated by CP, a phase,
cannot undergo movement, as shown in (125). As discussed above, the reason is because
the movement per se will violate either PIC, as in (126a), or Anti-Locality, as in (126b).
In light of this, the IP should not be able to undergo movement shown in (123b,c).
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(125) *[His mother likes Mary]1 everyone believes that t1 .

(126) a. *IP1 [CP [C’ C t1 ] ]
b. *[CP IP1 [C’ C t1 ] ]

Moreover, analyzing de as an enclitic that attracts clausal elements will force
some simple adjectives to be clausal, basically reduced relatives, as shown in (127).

(127) a. piaoliang
beautiful

de

hua

DE flower ‘beautiful flowers’

b. [DP de [CP [IP hua
DE

flower beautiful

c. [DP de [CP hua1 [IP t1
DE
d. [DP [IP t1

piaolian] ] ]

flower

piaolian] ] ]
beautiful

piaolian]2 de [CP hua1 t2 ] ]
beautiful DE

flower

‘beautiful flowers’

However, there are reasons to believe that this is not correct, because adjectives
and relative clauses behave differently. For one thing, -de is obligatory in relative clauses
in MC but not with adjectives, as shown in (128). This poses another problem to
Simpson’s (2001) analysis of –de as D in MC.
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(128) a. tianran (de) zhubao
natural DE jewelry
‘natural jewelry’
b. [ wo zuotian
I

kanjian *(de) ] ren

yesterday see

DE

person

‘the person I saw yesterday.’

With the reasons mentioned above, I believe that treating de as a determiner and
an enclitic not only will complicate the paradigm and encounter theoretical problems, but
also simply lacks solid empirical evidence. I take these as indication that de is not a
determiner and that this argument for DP in MC is not substantiated.

2.7.3 interim conclusion

In the previous section, I have examined some works that argue for the existence
of DP in Chinese. I showed that the arguments given in the literature for this claim do not
go through. They rely on particular theoretical assumptions and some convenient labels
to facilitate a particular kind of analysis. Therefore, the claim that DP does exist in
Chinese (obviously) still lacks empirical evidence and may not be theoretically well
motivated either. I thus claim the proposal that DP exists in MC cannot be maintained.

2.8 Conclusion
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In this chapter, I have argued for the lack of D (and hence the lack of DP) in MC.
First, I introduced the Universal DP Hypothesis, as argued in Abney (1987). Second, I
reviewed the generalizations in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) and showed that MC patterns
alike with other DP-less languages in every generalization that is applicable/testable.
These

fundamental

syntactic

and

semantic

differences

from

cross-linguistic

generalizations cast serious doubt on the universality of DP, given that the universal DP
hypothesis would require all the generalizations in question to be treated like
phonological phenomena, which means the phenomenon like interpretation of
superlatives and negative raising should be phonological.
Then, I give three pieces of direct evidence against the existence of DP in MC.
The first argument concerns the relatively free order of demonstratives, possessors, and
adjectives in the nominal domain of MC. The second one concerns the binding paradigm
of possessors. I demonstrated that MC behaves alike with SC, showing that there is in
fact no DP in MC. The third evidence, which concerns the asymmetric behavior of
relative clauses, shows that in MC what is being conjoined are NPs, not DPs, differently
from English.
After that, I also examined MC-internal evidence and reviewed some analyses
that argue for the existence of DP in MC. I showed that these analyses face serious
problems and they do not provide evidence for the existence of DP in MC. I take the
discussion in the previous sections as conclusive evidence that the DP projection is
indeed NOT present in MC, which argues against the Universal DP Hypothesis. This
strengthens the claim made above that the DP parameter may be a point of typological
variation across languages.
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2.8.1 Implications

Having argued for the lack of DP in MC in this chapter, I will propose and discuss
two major consequences (of the lack of DP) in the following chapters. These include the
paradigm of Argument Ellipsis (AE) (and radical pro-drop) and an interaction between
determiners and classifiers. It will be shown in the following chapters that these two
correlations are, again, related to the presence/absence of DP in a given language.
To be specific, I will argue for the generalization that AE is only possible in
languages without determiners (DPs). Some of the previous theories of AE will be
carefully reviewed and examined. I will argue that the operation of AE is also attested
independently in MC, which will be shown to pose a challenge to the previous analyses.
I will then propose a new theory of AE which is tied to the notion of phase. Specifically,
it will be argued that languages differ in whether VPs or vPs serve as phases. More
precisely, it will be argued that ellipsis (anchored in terms of PF-deletion) can only target
complements of phase heads and Vs (rather than vs) are phasal heads in languages
without DPs. Therefore, the argument (which is the direct object of the verb) is in
complement position of a phase head and is eligible for ellipsis. On the other hand, v is a
phase head in languages with DPs. The argument/direct object is thus not located in the
complement position of a phase head and thus not eligible for ellipsis. AE is thus
restricted only to languages without DPs. These will be discussed in detail in chapter 3,
where I argue for the existence of AE in MC, and chapter 4, where I discuss the theory of
AE.
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Regarding the interaction between determiners and classifiers, I will argue that
classifiers in many respects are performing the functions of determiners, such as
expressing the definiteness interpretation, involving an Agree relation with the head
noun, etc.

I will propose that (numeral) classifiers and determiners are mutually

exclusive. To be specific, drawing empirical evidence from cross-linguistic data, I will
argue that DPs and CLPs cannot co-occur in a given language. Moreover, taking MC and
Japanese as a case study, I will examine the behavior of classifiers in these two languages
and argue that classifiers (and numerals) not only head their own projections but are also
phases. These will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Argument Ellipsis in Mandarin Chinese

3.0 Overview

In chapter 2, I have given evidence and argued that the DP projection is missing
in Mandarin Chinese (MC). This means that the DP projection is not universally present
and that languages may differ with respect to the availability of this projection. Bo!kovi"
(2008a, 2012) in fact argues that the presence/absence of the DP projection may result in
fundamentally different behavior in syntax and semantics. In this chapter, I will discuss
one theoretical consequence of the absence of DP, namely the possibility of Argument
Ellipsis (AE, henceforth). It will be argued that the DP projection has direct implications
on the availability of AE. Specifically, it will be argued that the presence of DP blocks
the availability of AE. The paradigm of AE will be discussed in chapter 3 and 4. In
chapter 3, I will argue for the existence of AE in MC. In chapter 4, I will examine the
theory of AE in detail.
Specifically, in this chapter, I will examine the null argument paradigm in MC
and argue for the existence of a special type of ellipsis operation termed Argument
Ellipsis in MC. Many analyses have been proposed for null argument constructions in
MC. I will argue that AE should be established as an independent operation that cannot
be assimilated to other constructions (such as VP ellipsis or null topic-variables). The
organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.1, I will examine the null argument
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paradigm in MC and review some analyses of the phenomenon proposed in the literature.
In section 3.2, after examining the AE paradigm in Japanese and Korean, I argue that AE
is also independently motivated in MC, using various constructions as diagnostics.
Having argued for the existence of AE in MC, in section 3.3, I discuss some theoretical
consequences of the existence of AE in MC with respect to the licensing conditions on
AE. The Theory of AE will be the focus of chapter 4. Section 3.4 concludes this chapter.

3.1 The Null Argument Paradigm in Mandarin Chinese

In this section, I will examine the null argument paradigm in MC and review
some of the previous analyses of this phenomenon.

3.1.1 The Null Argument Paradigm

It is well-known (Chao (1968), Li and Thompson (1986), among many others)
that Mandarin Chinese does not require overt realization of arguments, as illustrated
below in (1)-(3), with (1) and (2) taken from Huang (1984).

(1) Zhangsan kanjian Lisi le ma?
Zhangsan see

(Huang 1984: 533, (7))

Lisi LE Q

‘Did Zhangsan see Lisi?’
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(2) a. Ta kanjian ta
He see

le.

b. e

him LE

kanjian ta le

‘[He] saw him.’

‘He saw him.’
c. ta kanjian e

le

d. e kanjian e le

‘He saw [him]’

‘[He] saw [him]’

(3) a. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi1, danshi Mali bu xihuan e1 .
Zhangsan like

Lisi but

Mary not like

‘Zhangsan likes Lisi1, but Mary does not like e1 ’
(cf. *John likes Mary, but Peter does not like e .)
b. Zhangsan1 xihuan Lisi.
Zhangsan like

Lisi

e1 ye xihuan Mali.
also like

Mary

‘Zhangsan1 likes Lisi. e1 also likes Mary.’
(cf. *John likes Mary. e also likes Jane.)

The examples in (1)-(3) above show that both subjects and objects may be freely
dropped in MC (or at least freer than in English, as shown in (3)). Obviously,
“understanding these sentences requires some work on the reader’s or hearer’s part,
which may involve inference, context, and knowledge of the world, among other things.”
(Huang 1984, p531.) The question arises as to what the correct characterization of the
nature of null arguments in MC is. As is well known, MC does not have any overt
marking of verbal agreement paradigm. The omission of null arguments thus cannot be
attributed to the Italian/Spanish type of null pronouns, in which the possibility of zero
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pronouns is argued to be tied to the recoverability from the rich agreement paradigm (cf.
Taraldsen (1978))41.
It should be noted that null arguments in MC are not restricted to the DP/NP
category, as in (2) and (3). Other categories (such as PP or CP) can also be omitted, as
shown in (4) and (5). (6) and (7) further illustrate that grammatical function is not a factor
either, and that both objects ((4) and (5)) and subjects ((6) and (7)) can be omitted.

(4) a. Zhangsan fang-le yi-ben shu
Z.S

[PP zai zhuo-shang ]

put-asp one-cl book

at

table-on

‘Zhangsan put a book on the table.’
b. Lisi zeshi

fang-le san-ben zazhi

[PP e ]

L.S. whereas put-asp three-cl magazine
‘whereas Lisi put three magazines (on the table).’

(5) a. Zhangsan houhui [CP zuotian
Z.S.

regret

mei xei-wan

yesterday not

zuoyie ]

write-finish homework

‘Zhangsan regrets that he didn’t finish the homework yesterday.’
b. Wangwu que

bu houhui [CP e ]42

Wangwu whereas not regret
‘whereas Wangwu does not regret (that he didn’t finish the homework yesterday).’
41

This is also known as Pro-Drop, which states that some languages (e.g. Italian and Spanish) allow
omission of their subjects in tensed clauses because there is a rich system of subject-verb agreement in
these languages. The rich agreement thus serves as the “accessible subject” (in traditional terms) and
licenses pro-drop.
42
The phenomenon of CP ellipsis (null CP) in MC is quite general. Many other verbs such as renwei
‘think’ or chengren ‘admit’ also allows null CP. So it should be distinguished from the null complement
anaphora (NCA) paradigm in English, which is quite restricted and applies only to certain verbs (cf.
Grimshaw (1979)).
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(6) a. [PP Cong men-li] jinlai-le

san-ge laoshi

from door-in enter-asp three-cl teacher
‘From the door entered three teachers.’
b. [PP e ] ye jinlai-le wu-ge xuesheng
also enter-asp five-cl student
‘(from the door) also entered five students.’

(7) a. [CP Lisi bu chi mianbao] xiadao-le
Lisi not eat bread

scare-asp

wo
I

‘(the fact that) Lisi does not eat bread scares me’
b. [CP e ] ye

xiadao-le

also scare-asp

Zhangsan
Z.S.

‘(the fact that Lisi does not eat bread) also scares Zhangsan.’
(cf. *The fact that John does not eat bread scares me. e also scares Mary.)

The paradigm above shows that arguments in MC can be dropped rather freely,
irrespective of their syntactic category and grammatical function. The question to be
asked is how the exact nature of these null arguments should be characterized. In the
sections below, I will review some of the previous analyses.

3.1.2 Previous Analyses
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Previous literature on null arguments in MC mostly focuses on null objects. In the
section below, I will review two previous analyses of null objects, namely the topicvariable analysis (Huang (1984)) and the VP-ellipsis analysis (Huang (1988, 1991)).

3.1.2.1 The Topic-variable analysis

Huang (1984) argues that null objects in MC are not null pronominals (pro). He
builds his argument based on the referential possibilities for null arguments in Chinese.
He notes first that there is an asymmetry between null subjects and null objects in
Chinese, as in (8). He further notes that there is a difference between null objects in
Chinese and overt pronominal objects in English (9). Huang contends that null subjects in
Chinese could in principle be empty referential pronouns (PRO/pro), which do not have
to be bound, but null objects cannot be. Rather, in Huang’s analysis, null objects in
Chinese can only be variables (bound by a topic operator)43.

(8) a. Zhangsan1 shuo [ e1/2 bu renshi Lisi]
Zhangsan say

not know Lisi

‘Zhangsan said that [he] did not know Lisi.’
b. Zhangsan1 shuo [ Lisi bu renshi e*1/2 ]
Zhangsan say

Lisi not know

‘Zhangsan said that Lisi does not know [him].’

43

As is well known, a pronoun can also be a bound variable, as in (i).
(i) Every boy1 thinks his1 father is smart.
Here I use the notion ‘pronoun’ to mean that a pronominal element has the option to be referentially free. It
does not have to be bound, unlike a variable, which is bound to its operator.
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(9) a. John1 said that he1/2 didn’t know Bill.
b. John1 said that Bill didn’t know him1/2.

In English, overt pronouns (he in (9a) and him in (9b)) in the embedded clauses
are ambiguous regardless of whether they are objects or subjects. They both can refer to
someone salient in the discourse or to the matrix subject John. In Chinese, on the other
hand, an asymmetry arises. While the null subject in (8a) is ambiguous and can refer
either to the matrix subject Zhangsan or to someone salient in the discourse, the null
object in (8b) can only refer to someone salient in the discourse, but not to the matrix
subject Zhangsan. Therefore, (8b) is paraphrased as ‘(As for this person), Zhangsan said
that Lisi does not know this person.’ The asymmetry between null subjects and null
objects in Chinese led Huang to conclude that the empty pronoun analysis is an option
only for null subjects in Chinese, but not an option for null objects. If the empty pronoun
analysis were an option for null objects, there should be no reason why this empty
pronoun could not refer to the matrix subject.
Given this, Huang claimed that null objects in MC can only be variables bound to
a (possibly empty) topic. Huang (1984) argues that the above pattern is captured by
several assumptions, two of which that are relevant are given in (10) and (11) below.

(10) Disjoint Reference (DJR) = Binding Condition B
A pronoun must be free in its governing category.
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(11) Generalized Control Theory (GCR)
Co-index an empty pronominal with the closest nominal element

The two conditions above account for the pattern in MC directly. By GCR, the
null subjects in the embedded clause in (8a) must be co-indexed with the matrix subject
since it is the closest nominal element. This co-indexation will not violate binding
condition B (DJR) since the null subject is free in its governing category, which is the
embedded clause. Similarly, GCR requires that the null object in (8b) be co-indexed with
the closest nominal element, which is the embedded subject. This co-indexation will
violate binding condition B, since the null pronoun is not free in its governing category.
If the null object is co-indexed with the matrix subject (and not with the embedded
subject), it will violate GCR. In other words, co-indexing the null object with the
embedded subject will violate binding condition B, and not co-indexing the null object
with the embedded subject will violate GCR. The combination of GCR and DJR thus has
the effect of excluding the possibility of null objects as pronominal elements, which, as
Huang argues, are subject to both GCR and DJR. Huang claims that null objects in MC
can only be variables bound to a (potentially empty) topic.
Note that if a trace is bound to a topic, this topic cannot be co-referential with the
matrix subject, since that will be a case of a ‘strong crossover’ violation (cf. Postal
(1971)), as shown in (12) and (13). Therefore, the traces in (12) and (13) cannot be coreferential with the matrix subject, even indirectly through the null topic.
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(12) a. *John1, he1 said t1 saw Bill.
b. *John1, he1 said Bill saw t1 .

(13) a. *Zhangsan1, ta1 shuo t1/e1 kanjian-le Lisi44
Z.S.

he say

see-asp

Lisi

‘Zhangsan, he said that [he] saw Lisi.’
b. *Zhangsan1, ta1 shuo Lisi kanjian-le t1/e1
Z.S.

he say Lisi see-asp

‘Zhangsan, he said that Lisi saw [him].’

As noted above, the combination of GCR and DJR thus excludes the possibility of
null objects in MC as pronominal elements. Therefore, Huang concludes that a null
object in MC can only be a variable (bound to a topic), whereas a null subject can in
principle be either a null pronominal element or a variable bound to a topic. This is the
first analysis of null objects in MC, the topic-variable analysis.

3.1.2.2 VP ellipsis analysis

The second analysis of null objects is the so-called VP-ellipsis-in-disguise
analysis. Huang (1988, 1991) notes that null objects in MC have two interesting
properties that cannot be readily handled by the topic-variable analysis discussed in the
previous section (also see section 3.2.2 below). First, he notes that null objects in MC
44

In (13a,b), the null argument is represented as t1/e1. Assuming that SCO is a constraint on representation
(and not just movement), then (13) will be a SCO configuration whether the null argument is related to the
topic by movement (t1) or by binding (e1).
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often occur in a situation where, for a language like English, one would find a VP gap, as
shown in (14)-(15) below.

(14) Zhangsan kanjian-le ziji-de
Zhangsan see-asp

mama. Lisi ye

kanjian-le e

(Huang 1991)

self-gen mother Lisi also see-asp

‘Zhangsan saw his mother. Lisi did, too.’

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

(15) John saw his mother, and Bill did [VP e ], too.

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

(15) is an instance of VP-ellipsis. In English, VP-ellipsis is characterized by a
missing VP and overt realization of do (or other auxiliaries). (15) is ambiguous between
the strict and the sloppy reading of his mother. It can mean that ‘John saw John’s mother
and Bill saw John’s mother’ (the strict reading) or ‘John saw John’s mother and Bill saw
Bill’s mother’ (the sloppy reading).
This is explained naturally under the theory developed in Sag (1976) and
Williams (1977). In Sag (1976), if the antecedent VP is translated into #x. (x saw his
mother), the pronoun his will be referential. If this lambda expression with the referential
his is copied into the empty VP in (15), we get the strict reading. On the other hand, if the
antecedent VP is translated into #x. (x saw x’s mother), the pronoun is taken to be a
variable bound by the lambda operator. After copying, the empty VP will get the sloppy
reading. (15) is thus ambiguous.
Interestingly, the same ambiguity is also observed in the MC example in (14). If
the empty element is also a null VP (whose verb has raised to INFL), then we can have a
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lambda expression and the ambiguity should follow just like the English cases. However,
if the empty element is just a null object, “such an empty category would not be
translated into a lambda predicate, since NPs denote individuals but not properties.”
(Huang 1991, p.65).
Therefore, under the assumption that the sloppy reading is achieved through a
lambda expression, Huang (1998, 1991) thus proposed that (14) also involves VP-ellipsis.
Under his analysis, in (14), the verb is moving to an abstract INFL to lexicalize it,
followed by the deletion of the VP. In other words, while in English the lexical verb is
deleted and an auxiliary is needed to license VP ellipsis, the lexical verb in Chinese
moves up to INFL, giving rise to the structure in (16). The null argument paradigm in
(14) is thus just an illusion created by verb movement followed by VP ellipsis45.

(16) Zhangsan kanjian-le ziji-de mama. Lisi ye kanjian-leV+INFL [VP tV ziji-de mama ]

Huang’s account nicely captures the fact that (14) is ambiguous, just like (15), in
allowing both the strict and the sloppy reading of ziji-de mama ‘self’s mother.’ If e in
(14) is held to be a silent version of a pronoun (the empty pronoun analysis), the
ambiguity cannot be captured, given that the examples in (17), with overt pronouns, are
not ambiguous46.

45

See also Li (2002) for an extension of Huang’s analysis.
Here I am just noting the possibility of this analysis, indicating that it would give rise to the strict
interpretation only. Huang (1984) excludes this (empty pronoun) analysis as an option for null objects in
MC, as discussed in section 3.1.2.1.
46
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(17) a. Zhangsan kanjian-le ta-de mama. Lisi ye
Zhangsan see-asp

kanjian-le ta (OKstrict, Xsloppy)

he-gen mother Lisi also see-asp

she

‘Zhangsan saw his mother. Lisi also saw her.’
b. John saw his mother. Bill saw her, too.

(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

Otani and Whitman (1991), following Huang’s (1991) analysis, claimed that VP
ellipsis is also responsible for the null argument paradigm in Japanese, since the
corresponding sentences are also ambiguous between the strict and sloppy reading, as in
(18b), while the one with an overt pronoun is unambiguous, as in (18c). They argue that
the e in (18b) is not simply a null pronoun.

(18) a. Taroo-ga

zibun-no hahaoya-o sonkeisiteiru

Taroo-nom self-gen mother-acc respect
‘Taroo respects his mother.’
b. Ziroo-mo
Ziroo-also

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

e sonkeisiteiru
respect

‘lit. Ziroo respects e, too’
c. Ziroo-mo

kanozyo-o sonkeisiteiru

Ziroo-also her-acc

(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

respect

‘Ziroo respects her, too.’

Huang’s (1988, 1991) analysis thus assimilates the stranded V (null objects)
construction in MC to the stranded Aux (VP ellipsis) construction in English, the only
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difference being that VP ellipsis is preceded by V-raising in MC, but not in English.
Given this, it is expected that the null object construction in MC should behave similarly
with the English VP ellipsis construction with respect to locality. Huang argues that this
is indeed the case, based on examples like (19) and (20). The second conjunct in (19a)
can only have the local subject Bill as the antecedent of the possessive pronoun his
mother (i.e. it cannot take Mary as its antecedent for the sloppy reading). In other words,
only (19c), but not (19b), is a possible reading for (19a). The same locality condition is
also observed in the MC example in (20). As shown in the interpretation, the second
conjunct in (20) can only mean “Mary knew that Lisi also saw his/Lisi’s mother,” but not
“Mary knew that Lisi also saw her/Mary’s mother.” Huang argues that the similar
behavior in locality is supporting evidence for the VP ellipsis analysis for null objects in
MC47.

(19) a. John1 saw his1 mother, and Mary2 knew that Bill3 did [ e ], too.
b. Mary2 knew that Bill3 saw her2 mother.
c. Mary2 knew that Bill3 saw his3 mother.

(20) Zhangsan kanjian-le ta-de
Zhangsan see-asp

mama. Mali zhidao Lisi ye kanjian-le [ e ]

he-gen mother Mary know Lisi also see-asp

‘Zhangsan saw his mother. Mary knew that Lisi saw also saw his mother.’
" ‘Zhangsan saw his mother. Mary knew that Lisi saw also saw her mother.’

47

As will be discussed later in the chapter, this does not always hold. It is possible to get a non-local
reading. The choice of the verb and the choice of anaphors or pronouns seems to play a role, too. This
shows that the null argument construction and VP ellipsis are not the same.
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3.1.3 Discussion

Two analyses have been reviewed in the previous section, namely Huang’s (1984)
variable-topic analysis and Huang’s (1988, 1991) VP ellipsis analysis. In other words,
there are at least two perspectives to deal with null arguments (mostly objects) in MC.
The two approaches above can be seen as a manifestation of Hankamer and Sag’s (1976)
mixed theory of anaphora, where some anaphoric elements are derived transformationally
(surface anaphora) while others are not (deep anaphora); they are present in the base. The
discussion above may be taken to indicate that null objects in MC have mixed properties
of surface anaphora and deep anaphora. The surface anaphora property is captured by the
VP ellipsis analysis and the deep anaphora property is captured by the topic-variable
analysis. Hankamer and Sag (1976) provides several criteria to distinguish deep anaphora
from surface anaphora, some of which are provided in (21) and (22) below.

(21) a. Deep anaphora allows a pragmatic antecedent.
b. Deep anaphora cannot contain an antecedent for a pronoun (missing antecedent).
c. Deep anpahora do not require strict syntactic parallelism with their antecedents.

(22) a. Surface anaphora does not allow a pragmatic antecedent.
b. Surface anaphora can contain an antecedent for a pronoun (missing antecedent).
c. Surface anaphora require strict syntactic parallelism with their antecedents.
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Two examples are given below to illustrate the distinction between deep and
surface anaphora, as in (23) and (24), taken from Hankamer and Sag (1976). (23)
illustrates the fact that only deep anaphora (such as null complement anaphora) but not
surface anaphora (such as VP-ellipsis)48 allows a pragmatic antecedent. (24) illustrates
the fact that only surface anaphora, but not deep anaphora, can contain an antecedent for
a pronoun (missing antecedent).

(23) [Hankamer attempts to stuff a 9-inch ball through a 6-inch hoop.]
a. Sag: *It is not clear that you’ll be able to !.
b. Sag: It is not clear you’ll succeed !.

[VP-ellipsis]
[Null Complement Anaphora]

(24) a. I’ve never ridden a camel, but Ivan has [VP ridden a camel] and he says that it
stank horribly.

[VP-ellipsis]

b. *I’ve never ridden a camel but Ivan says that it stank horribly.
c. *John didn’t want to give up his seat, so Peter volunteered !, because it was too
narrow for him anyway.

(23) contains a non-linguistic antecedent, a pragmatic situation which happened in
the context. This non-linguistic situation can serve as the antecedent for deep anaphora

48

While this is a general pattern, there appear to be some exceptions. It has been noted that, under certain
circumstances, VP ellipsis allows non-linguistic antecedents, as in (i). (also see Hankamer and Sag (1976),
Bo!kovi" (1994), Johnson (1996), Elbourne (2005) for discussion of the conditions in which surface
anaphoras can take a pragmatic antecedent.).
(i) [Hankamer brandishes a cleaver and advances on Sag]
Sag: Don’t! My god, don’t! (Hankamer and Sag (1976, note 19:409))
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(such as null complement anaphora), but not for surface anaphora (such as VP-ellipsis).
Therefore, only (23a), but not (23b), can be felicitously uttered in that context.
(24a) and (24c) show that only surface anaphora allows a missing antecedent. In
(24a), the ellipsis site (the elided VP) contains an element (namely, a camel), which can
be used as the antecedent of the pronoun (it) that follows it. Since the pronoun can take
an antecedent from an element in a null VP, it shows that the antecedent (and the whole
VP as well) is present at the point in the derivation when the interpretation of the pronoun
takes place. (24b) is used as a control to show that the indefinite pronoun it cannot pick
up its reference from the first conjunct in (24a), given the ungrammaticality of (24b). The
indefinite NP a camel cannot serve as the antecedent for the pronoun it when it is below
the scope of negation, as shown in (24b). The combination (24a) and (24b) reinforces the
idea that surface anaphora (the elliptic VP) does contain an antecedent for the pronoun.
On the other hand, (24c), which has null complement anaphora, an instance of deep
anaphora, does not license a missing antecedent, even though the missing complement (to
give up his seat) does contain an antecedent (his seat), which presumably could be used
as an antecedent for the pronoun it.
Huang’s (1984, 1988, 1991) account of null arguments in MC matches Hankamer
and Sag’s (1976) classification of deep anaphora and surface anaphora, with the topicvariable analysis being a case of the former and the VP-ellipsis analysis being a case of
the latter. Some supporting evidence for the dual-status of null arguments in MC is given
below in (25) to (27).
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(25) [Two students were in the classroom and they hear footsteps of the teacher.]
a. A: e lai-le

ma?

b. B: e lai-le.

come-asp Q

come-asp

‘Is [he] coming?’
c. [teacher]1 (topic)

‘[He] is coming.’
e1 (variable) lai-le

ma?

come-asp Q
‘Is (the teacher) coming?’

(26) [Zhangsan is choosing a present for Mary. He picks up a doll, hands it to Mary, and
asks for her opinion.]
Mali: Wo bu
Mary

I

xihuan e

not like

‘Mary: I don’t like (it).’

(27) Zhangsan bu xihuan ziji-de mama danshi Lisi xihuan+INFL1 [VP t1 ziji-de mama]
Z.S.

not like

self-gen mother but

Erque Lisi shuo ta hen
And

Lisi say

Lisi like

self-gen mother

piaoliang

she very beautiful

‘Zhangsan does not like his mother, but Lisi likes [his mother], and Lisi says that
Lisi’s mother is beautiful.’ (sloppy interpretation)

(25) involves an antecedent that is only available in the discourse (and not in the
linguistic environment). As shown in (25a,b), the null subject can take its reference from
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someone salient in the discourse, a case of deep anaphora. This is compatible with the
topic-variable analysis, as illustrated in (25c), under the assumption that topic (teacher) is
set up as a salient object in the discourse and can bind the variable in the subject position.
Similar pattern is found for null objects in MC, as shown in (26). On the other hand, null
arguments in MC also display properties of surface anaphora, as in (27). According to
Huang’s (1988, 1991) analyses, the sloppy reading can be derived by verb raising
followed by VP-ellipsis in the second conjunct. The null VP in the second conjunct
contains an element (self’s mother) that can serve as the antecedent for the pronoun ta
‘she,’ as evidenced by the availability of the sloppy interpretation. This is predicted since
the VP ellipsis construction is an instance of surface anaphora. The possibility of missing
antecedent in (27) may in turn be used as supporting evidence for Huang’s (1988, 1991)
VP ellipsis analysis. (25) to (27) thus show that null objects in MC display mixed
property of both deep and surface anaphora.
To sum up, null argument constructions in MC display mixed properties of both
deep anaphora and surface anaphora. Therefore, it is not surprising that all the examples
in (25) to (27) are grammatical in MC. Huang’s (1984, 1988, 1991) analysis thus shows
that a single construction (null objects construction in MC) may exhibit properties of both
deep and surface anaphora under Hankamer and Sag’s (1976) classification, as long as
there are two potential derivations. To be more specific, a null object in MC may be
derived in more than one way. It may be a variable bound to a topic, in which case it will
not need a linguistic antecedent, or it can be derived from ellipsis. (Null objects in
Japanese also show similar behavior. See Takahashi (2008) and Bo!kovi" (2011), among
others, for discussion.)
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However, in the next section, I will examine null argument constructions in MC
in more detail and argue that the operation Argument Ellipsis (AE) should be
independently available. To be more specific, I will argue that there are cases where a
null object construction is possible but it cannot be analyzed as either topic-variable
binding or as VP ellipis. I argue that these null object constructions should then be
analyzed as AE, where the argument is simply deleted at PF49.

3.2 The existence of Argument Ellipsis in Mandarin Chinese

Having examined the null object construction in MC and the previous analyses of
this construction, in this section I will argue for the existence of another type of elliptic
construction called Argument Ellipsis (AE), following the tradition in Oku (1998) and
Saito (2003). It should be noted that I am not arguing against the existence or validity of
other elliptic constructions. The main claim I am making is that AE is an elliptic
operation that is independently available in MC.
In this section, I will first examine AE constructions in Japanese and Korean and
review some of the arguments for their existence in these two languages. Then I will
show that some of these properties are also attested in MC, giving supporting evidence
for AE in MC. Furthermore, I will argue that the null object construction in MC behaves
differently from the standard VP ellipsis construction. The different behavior will cast
49

Note that I am not claiming that MC does not have examples of VP ellipsis. It is clear that MC also has
stranded-Aux VP ellipsis constructions, just like English, as shown in (i) below.
(i) a. John should study hard, and Mary should [VP e ], too.
b. Zhangsan yinggai nuli nianshu. Mali ye yinggai [ e ].
Zhangsan should hard study Mary also should
‘Zhangsan should study hard. Mary should also (study hard).’
What I argue for is that there are cases where the surface anaphora property of null objects in MC should be
analyzed as AE, i.e. as involving ellipsis of the whole object. See section 3.2 for arguments for this claim.
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doubt on analyzing null objects constructions as VP ellipsis (contra Huang (1988, 1991)).
Lastly, I will examine several constructions in MC that are difficult (if not impossible) to
capture under the VP-ellipsis analysis. These constructions, however, can be directly
captured under the AE analysis. I argue that these can be used as arguments for the
existence of AE as a separate, independent operation in MC.

3.2.1 Argument Ellipsis in Japanese and Korean

It has been observed that Japanese and Korean pattern alike with MC in that they
also freely allow the omission of arguments in the absence of agreement paradigms, a
phenomenon which has been termed Radical Pro-Drop in the literature. Some examples
are given in (28) and (30) below50.

(28) a. Taroo-wa doo simasita ka?
Taroo-top how did

Q

‘What happened to Taroo?’
b. e

ie-ni

kaerimasita

c. Sensei-ga

e

sikarimasita.

he home-to returned

teacher-nom him scolded

‘[He] returned home.’

‘The teacher scolded [him].’

50

The Japanese examples in (28) and (29) are taken from Takahashi (2008, p.394). I thank Jungmin Kang
for her Korean sentence in (30).
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(29) Taroo-ga

Hanako-ni

Taroo-nom Hanako-dat

[CP e

e

kekkonsuru to] yakusokusita

he her marry

that promised

‘Taroo promised Hanako that [he] would marry [her].’

(30) a. Chelswu-eykey mwusun il-i
Chelswu-dat

what

iss-ess-ni?

happen be-past-Q

‘What happened to Chelswu?’
b. Ani,
Nothing,

e

cip-ey

kasse, kunyang c. e sensayngnim-hanthey honnasse.

home-loc went, just

teacher-dat

‘Nothing, [he] just went home.’

be-scolded

‘[He] is scolded by the teacher.’

The question, again, is what the correct characterization of the null arguments in
Japanese and Korean is. It has been argued in the literature that AE is needed to account
for the Japanese/Korean null argument paradigm (see Goldberg (2005), Kim (1999), Oku
(1998), Saito (2004, 2007), Sener and Takahashi (2009), Sugawa (2008), Takahashi
(2008a,b), Bo!kovi" (2011), Takita (to appear a,b)). Essentially there is evidence
showing that some null argument paradigms cannot be captured by the empty pronoun
analysis or the VP-ellipsis analysis. Here I will briefly review some of the arguments that
have been presented in the literature.
The first argument comes from the existence of the sloppy reading, as in (31).
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(31) a. John-wa [zibun-no haha]-o

sonkeisiteiru.

John-Top [self-Gen mother]-Acc respects
‘John respects his mother.’
b. Bill-mo

[e]

Bill-also

sonkeisiteiru.
respects
(OKStrict, OKSloppy)

‘lit. Bill also respects e .’
c. Bill-mo
Bill-also

kanojo-o sonkeisiteiru.
her-Acc

respects
(OKStrict, XSloppy)

‘Bill also respects her.’

As shown in (31b), the sentence allows the strict interpretation (Bill also respects
John’s mother) and the sloppy interpretation (Bill also respects Bill’s mother). The
availability of the second reading indicates that the null argument cannot simply be an
empty pronoun, since (31c), with an overt pronoun, only allows the strict interpretation.
While the contrast between (31b,c) argues against the empty pronoun analysis, it is
compatible with the VP-ellipsis analysis, under which (31b) will have the structure in
(32), where the verb has raised, followed by VP ellipsis. In fact, this is what Otani and
Whitman (1991) argue for Japanese, following Huang’s (1988, 1991) VP ellipsis analysis
for MC. Therefore, (31) does not distinguish the VP ellipsis analysis from AE analysis.

(32) Bill-mo [VP zibun-no haha-o
Bill-also

self-gen

tV ] sonkeisiteiruV + INFL

mother-acc

respects

‘Bill also respects his mother.’
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However, Oku (1998) and Kim (1999) (see also Takahashi (2008)) give
compelling evidence that there are constructions that cannot be explained by the VPellipsis analysis. Some of their arguments are given below51. The first argument comes
from the part-whole construction in Korean, as in (33), taken from Kim (1999).

(33) a. Jerry-nun [ caki-uy
Jerry-top

ai]-lul

phal-ul

ttayli-ess-ta

self-gen child-acc arm-acc hit-past-indicative

‘Jerry his his child on the arm.’
b. Kulena Sally-nun [NP e ] tali-lul ttayli-ess-ta
but

Sally-top

leg-acc hit-past-indicative
(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

‘lit. But Sally hit e on the leg.’
c. Kulena Sally-nun
but

[NP e ] t1 ttayli-ess-ta

Sally-top leg-acc

d. *Kulena Sally-nun
but

tali1-lul

hit-past-indicative

tali-lul [ caki-uy

Sally-top leg-acc

ai-lul]

ttayli-ess-ta

self-gen son-acc hit-past-indicative

‘But Sally hit her son on the leg.’

As shown in (33a,b), the sloppy interpretation is available. To get this
interpretation under the VP analysis, the part (leg) should be moved to a position outside
of VP and higher than the whole (self’s child), as depicted in the structure in (33c). (33c)

51

The availability of the sloppy interpretation is not a fully reliable test for ellipsis (cf. Merchant (2010)).
However, the lack of such reading in sentences with overt pronouns suggests that what is involved here is
not an empty pronoun. Therefore, I will use the sloppy interpretation as an indication of an ellipsis
operation (in contrast to an empty pronoun structure).
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can then be the structure that feeds VP ellipsis, giving rise to the desired interpretation.
However, (33d) shows that this movement is impossible, and the part (leg) must be ccommanded by the whole (self’s child), as in (33a). It is thus not clear how VP ellipsis
can elide one part of VP, leaving other parts unaffected, under the assumption that VP
ellipsis should apply to the whole VP. The availability of the sloppy reading in (33b) and
the impossibility of the structure in (33d) pose a challenge to the VP ellipsis analysis.
The second argument against the VP ellipsis analysis comes from antecedents that
are clearly outside of VP. The relevant example is given in (34) below. In addition to the
strict and sloppy interpretation, (34b) has the third reading “Jeanne hit Mike, too.” This
shows that the domain of VP copying is not limited to elements in the VP, but may
extend to the whole antecedent clause. It is not clear how VP ellipsis can copy just the
subject Mike in (34a), since the corresponding VP ellipsis construction in English, while
allowing the first two readings, does not have the third reading, as shown in (35). This
poses another challenge to the VP ellipsis analysis.

(34) a. Mike-ka [ caki-uy

ai]-lul

ttayli-ess-ta

Mike-nom self-gen child-acc hit-past-indicative
‘Mike hit his child.’
b. Kuleca Jeanne-to
then

ttohan [NP e ] ttayli-ess-ta

Jeanne-also too

hit-past-indicative

‘And then, Jeanne hit her (Jeanne’s) child, too.’
‘And then, Jeanne hit his (Mike’s) child, too.’
‘And then, Jeanne hit Mike, too.’
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(Kim (1999), p.265)

(35) Mike hit his son, and Jeanne did [VP e ], too.
" Mike hit his son, and Jeanne hit Mike, too.

The third argument against the VP ellipsis analysis comes from the exclusion of
adjuncts, as discussed in Oku (1998). This is shown in (36)-(39) below, taken from Oku
(1998) and Takahashi (2008). The antecedent clause in (36a) contains a manner adjunct
carefully. As pointed out in Oku (1998), if VP ellipsis is the source of the sloppy
interpretation, then VP copying should copy the whole VP and the adjuncts should be
included in the interpretation in elliptic constructions, under the assumption that (lower)
adjuncts are adjoined to VPs. This prediction, however, is not borne out. The adjunct is
not included in the interpretation and (36b) merely conveys John didn’t wash the car.
This is different from English VP ellipsis constructions in which the manner adjunct
carefully is included in the interpretation in the elliptic site, as shown in (37). (38) and
(39) show the same asymmetry between Japanese and English.

(36) a. Bill-wa
Bill-top

kuruma-o teineini
car-acc

aratta

carefully washed

‘Bill washed the car carefully.’

b. John-wa [ e ]
John-top

arawa-nakat-ta
wash-not-past

‘lit. John didn’t wash e ’
" ‘John didn’t wash the car carefully.’

(37) Bill washed the car carefully, but John didn’t [VP e ]
= Bill washed the car carefully, but John didn’t wash the car carefully.
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(38) a. Taroo-wa kono riyuu
Taroo-top this

de sinda.

b. Hanako-mo

reason for died

e

Hanako-also

‘Taroo died for this reason.’

sinda.
died

‘Hanako also died.’
" ‘Hanako also died for this reason.’

(39) John died for this reason, and Mary did, too.
= John died for this reason, and Mary died for this reason, too.

The last argument against the VP ellipsis analysis comes from null subjects, as
shown in (40). It is predicted that, if VP ellipsis gives rise to the sloppy interpretation,
then such interpretation should not be available in (40b), which involves a null subject.
However, Oku (1998) shows that this is not true and the sloppy interpretation is still
available, contrary to the prediction of the VP ellipsis analysis.

(40) a. Taroo-wa [ zibun-no teian-ga
Taroo-top

Hanako-o

odorokasu to] omotteiru

self-gen proposal-nom Hanako-acc surprise

‘Taroo thinks that his proposal will surprise Hanako.’

that think

(Takahashi (2008), p.404)

b. Ken-wa [ e Yumiko-o odorokasu to] omotteiru
Ken-top

Yumiko-o surprise

that think

‘lit. Ken thinks that e will surprise Yumiko.’
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(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

There is a potential way to capture the sloppy interpretation of null subjects under
the VP ellipsis analysis. It may be argued that the subject stays in its theta position inside
VP while the object and the verb move out of the VP. In this case, the subject will be the
only element staying inside the VP. VP ellipsis thus will only affect the subject (since
other elements have moved out), resulting in the effect of null subjects. For this approach
to work, it is crucial that the subject should stay inside VP. However, there is evidence
that subjects in Japanese are indeed outside of the VP, as shown in (41), taken from
Miyagawa (2001). In (41a), the subject quantifier is interpreted outside the scope of
negation, while the object quantifier is interpreted inside the scope of negation. Under the
assumption that the negation head appears somewhere between T and V, the asymmetry
in (41a,b) indicates that subjects in Japanese are located outside of VP. If this is indeed
the case, it shows that subjects in Japanese are really outside of VP. It is not clear how the
VP ellipsis analysis (via copying of VP at LF) can handle null subjects in Japanese.

(41) a. Zen-in-ga

sono tesuto-o uke-nakat-ta

All-CL-nom that

test-acc

take-neg-past
(OKall>negation, Xnegation>all)

‘All did not take that test.’
b. Taroo-ga

zen-in-o

home-nakat-ta

Taroo-nom all-CL-acc praise-neg-past
(Xall>negation, OKnegation>all)

‘Taroo did not praise all.’

In the passages above, I have reviewed some of the arguments in the literature
against the VP ellipsis analysis as the correct characterization for the null argument
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construction in Japanese and Korean. The arguments mentioned above do not pose a
problem for the AE analysis, where arguments, but not adjuncts, are simply deleted in PF,
as argued in Oku (1998), Kim (1999), and Saito (2007)52.
However, additional controls need to be done to show that what is involved is
really AE. Japanese, Korean, and MC may have two types of anaphora, surface anaphora
(such as VP ellipsis) and deep anaphora (such as radical pro-drop in the absence of
linguistic antecedent). While the above arguments argue against the VP ellipsis analysis
of null arguments, they do not necessarily exclude the possibility of the use of deep
anaphora, which can give rise to the sloppy reading (to be shown below). In other words,
a null argument may have two possible derivations (deep and surface anaphora). To
establish an argument for AE, it is crucial to exclude the deep anaphora option.
In the following section, I will argue that MC is in fact a better language to
establish the existence of AE because there is a way to control for this issue and to
exclude the possibility of deep anaphora and VP ellipsis.

3.2.2 Similar behavior with Japanese and Korean

In this section, I will show that some of the arguments for AE in Japanese and
Korean can be extended to MC, too. But before that, I will illustrate the basic paradigm to
be tested and how deep anaphora can be ruled out.
52

Oku (1998), Kim (1999), and Saito (2007) actually assume the LF-copying approach of ellipsis, where
arguments are copied to the elliptic sites at LF. It should be noted that Bo!kovi" (2011) gives an argument
for the PF deletion approach based on the amelioration effect of PF deletion. Bo!kovi" observes that we get
an amelioration of intervention effects when an intervener is moved, since the intervener is now a copy that
is deleted in PF. (Bo!kovi" unifies the amelioration effects with Ross’s (1967) ellipsis amelioration
effects.) Bo!kovi" argues that the same amelioration effect is found with Japanese null arguments; they also
fail to induce intervention effects. This follows if they are deleted in PF, as in AE. The reader is referred to
Bo!kovi" (2011) for detailed discussion.
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First, consider the scenario and the example in (42). (42) allows the so-called
sloppy reading which can mean that Lisi has washed Lisi’s car yesterday. (It also has the
less natural meaning that Lisi has washed Zhangsan’s car yesterday.) Since there is no
linguistic antecedent, (42) shows that both the strict and the sloppy reading can actually
be derived from a null topic, a type of deep anaphora, contrary to what is often assumed,
a point that needs to be taken into consideration53. (42) will then have the structure in
(43).

(42) [Zhangsan and Lisi each owns a car. Zhangsan is washing his own car outside and
Lisi saw this.]
Lisi: Wo zuotian
I

yesterday

xi-guo-le

e

wash-perf-incho.
(OKsloppy/OKstrict reading)

‘lit. I’ve washed e yesterday.’

(43) [self’s car]topc … Wo

zuotian xi-guo-le tvariable

With this in mind, let’s consider the sentences in (44).

(44) a. Zhangsan kanjian-le san-ge xuesheng. Lisi ye
Zhangsan see-asp

3-CL

student

Lisi also see-asp

‘lit. Zhangsan saw 3 students. Lisi also saw e .’

53

kanjian-le e

($quantificational reading)

See, however, footnote 8 where it is noted that the lack of a linguistic antecedent does not always rule out
the surface anaphora option. The above claim then needs to be taken with some reservation.
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b. Zhangsan kanjian-le san-ge xuesheng. Lisi ye
Zhangsan see-asp

3-CL

student

kanjian tamen le

Lisi also see

‘lit. Zhangsan saw 3 students. Lisi also saw them.’

they

asp

(Xquantificational reading)

The sentence in (44a) allows the so-called quantificational reading, where the 3
students that Lisi saw may be different from the 3 students that Zhangsan saw. So in a
scenario where they both see 3 different students, (44a) can be felicitously uttered.
However, when there is an overt pronoun, as in (44b), such reading is not possible and
the 3 students that Lisi saw must be the same as the 3 students that Zhangsan saw. (cf. see
also Takahashi (2008) for discussion of this fact.) One might wonder whether the
quantificational reading can be derived from deep anaphora, in particular, the topicvariable binding analysis of Huang (1984), as discussed above54. (44a) will then have the
structure as in (45), where there is a null pragmatic topic 3 students in the discourse.

(45) [3 student]topic … Lisi also saw tvariable

However, this option is excluded, due to a constraint in MC that topics have to be
definite (or specific). They cannot be indefinite, as shown in (46) and (47b)55. (cf. (48))

54

For ease of exposition, when only the topic-variable analysis is discussed, I will refer to it as the deep
anaphora analysis below. (Note that pro is also an instance of deep anaphora.)
55
See chapter 2 for a qualification, where such constructions are sometimes available if licensed by a
modal. Constructions with a modal will be set aside here.
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(46) *san-ge xuesheng1, Wo zuotian
3-CL student

I

kanjian-le e1

yesterday see-asp

‘lit. 3 students, I have seen e yesterday.’

(47) a. Wo zhaodao-le liang-ben shu
I

find-asp

2-cl

b. *Liang-ben shu1, wo zhaodao-le t1

book

2-cl

‘I found two books.’

I find-asp

‘Two books, I found.’

(48) a. You san-ge xuesheng1, Wo zuotian
have 3-CL student

book

I

kanjian-le e1

yesterday see-asp

‘3 students, I have seen yesterday.’
b. You liang-ben shu1, wo zhaodao-le t1
have 2-cl

book I

find-asp

‘Two books, I have found.’

This provides us with a basic paradigm to exclude the possibility of the
quantificational reading resulting from deep anaphora. Given that topics in MC cannot be
indefinite, the quantifier cannot serve as the topic in these examples in MC56, and the
availability of the quantificational reading in (44a) must result from another source (such
as ellipsis or other surface anaphora), but not deep anaphora. I will use this control for all
the following sentences.

56

It should be noted that Japanese and Korean do not have this constraint, and the sentences corresponding
to (46) and (47) are grammatical. This will be discussed again in more detail in chapter 4.
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Having established that quantificational availability cannot be derived from a null
topic/deep anaphora, I will use it as a testing ground and return to the arguments for AE
established in the literature. Essentially, three pieces of evidence have been given in the
previous section to argue for the AE analysis, including the domain of copying test, the
exclusion of adjunct test, and the part-whole construction test. Significantly, they are all
applicable to MC, too. I will discuss them here. The first argument concerns the domain
of copying, as shown in (49).

(49) a. Zhangsan da-le
Z.S.

[NP san-ge xuesheng] zhidao…

hit-asp

3-CL

student

after

‘After Zhangsan hit three students…’
b. Lisi haishi bu-gan
Lisi

still

da [NP e ]

not-dare hit

‘Lisi still does not dare to hit (the 3 students Zhangsan hit).’
‘Lisi still does not dare to hit (other 3 students).’
‘Lisi still does not dare to hit Zhangsan.’

(strict reading)
(sloppy reading)
(third reading)

(49) is similar to the Korean cases in (34) in that, in addition to the strict and the
sloppy reading, (49b) has one more reading “Lisi still does not dare to hit Zhangsan.57”

57

While this reading is possible, it is not as salient as the strict and the sloppy interpretation. However,
some background information can be added to make this reading stronger, as in (i) and (ii).
(i) [Zhangsan has always been really mean to his students and Lisi really hates that. Lisi wanted to hit
Zhangsan to show his anger. The more he saw how mean Zhangsan is to his students, the more he
wanted to hit Zhangsan. However, he does not dare to do that because Zhangsan is big and strong. ]
(ii) a. Zhangsan da-le san-ge xuesheng zhidao
= (49)
Z.S.
hit-asp 3-CL student
after
‘After Zhangsan hit 3 students…’
b. Lisi haishi bu gan da [ NP e ]
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As discussed above, Zhangsan is the subject of the antecedent clause and is arguably
located outside of the VP. VP ellipsis (via VP copying) cannot apply to elements outside
of VP, so it is not clear how this can be captured under the VP ellipsis analysis. There are
two potential ways to get this reading. First, under the AE analysis, the R-expression
Zhangsan is there in the structure already, and is simply elided at PF. Second, the null
object can be a variable bound to a null topic Zhangsan, as in Huang (1984). Both ways
can derive the third reading58.
The second argument for AE in MC comes from the part-whole construction, as
shown in the examples in (50) and (51). In these cases, pi ‘skin’ is the part and juzi
‘orange’ is the whole. Quantificational interpretation is available in (50b) where the
whole part is elided and the part phrase is retained; the oranges Lisi peeled can be
different from those that Zhangsan peeled. This interpretation cannot be derived from
deep anaphora. Following Kuo (2009), I assume that (50a) involves moving the whole
part to the position before the verb. To capture the quantificational interpretation under
the VP ellipsis analysis, it is crucial that both the part phrase and the verb move out of VP
so that VP ellipsis can apply to the whole VP without affecting them. This is shown in the
(hypothetical) structure in (51a). However, (51b) shows that this movement is not
allowed. Moving the part phrase to a position higher than the whole part is
ungrammatical. Therefore, it is not clear how the VP ellipsis analysis can capture this. In
other words, we have an argument for AE.

Lisi still
not dare hit
‘lit. Lisi still does not dare to hit [ e ]=Zhangsan.’
With (i) as background information, it is much easier to get the third reading in (iib).
58
In other words, (49) shows that, similar to Korean, not all cases of null objects in MC can be reduced to
VP ellipsis, but (49) alone does not argue for the sole necessity of AE. A better argument for the
independent existence of AE can be found from the part-whole construction in (50) and (51).
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(50) a. Zhangsan ba [ san-ke

juzi ]

Zhangsan BA 3-CL

bo-le

[ shang-cheng-de

orange peel-asp upper-rim-gen

pi ]
skin

‘Zhangsan peeled the skin of the upper rim of 3 orange.’
b. Lisi zeshi

[e]

Lisi whereas

bo-le

[ xia-cheng-de

peel-asp

pi ]

lower-rim-gen skin

‘lit. whereas Lisi peeled the skin of the lower rim’

(51) a. Lisi
Lisi
d. *Lisi
Lisi

zeshi

bo1-le

[xia-cheng-de

whereas peel-asp
(zeshi)

bo-le

pi]2

($quantificational reading)

[VP t1

[NP e ]

t2 ]

lower-rim-gen skin
xia-cheng-de

pi

san-ke

whereas peel-asp lower-rim-gen skin 3-CL

juzi
orange

‘lit. whereas Lisi peeled the lower rim of the skin (of 3 oranges)’

The null argument paradigm in MC also observes the exclusion of adjuncts effect,
the third argument for AE. The example is shown in (52) below.

(52) a. Zhangsan henkuaide du-wan-le
Z.S.

quickly

san-ben shu.

read-finish-asp 3-CL

book

‘Zhangsan finished reading 3 books quickly.’
b. Lisi ye

du-wan-le

[NP e ]

Lisi also read-finish-asp
‘lit. Lisi also finished reading [ e ] = 3 books’
" ‘Lisi also finished reading the 3 books quickly.’
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($quantificational reading)

What (52b) means is that Lisi also finished reading 3 books. While the sentence
can be uttered in a scenario where Lisi finished reading 3 books quickly, it does not have
to be. Therefore, the interpretation of the null object construction in (52b) in MC does not
necessarily contain the adjunct henkuaide ‘quickly,’ which is a manner adverb and should
be low in structure (e.g. adjoined to VP). Again, the availability of the quantificational
reading and the constraint against indefinite topic in MC show that this example cannot
be derived from deep anaphora. The only available option left is surface anaphora.
However, the VP ellipsis analysis predicts that adjuncts should necessarily be included in
the interpretation, similarly to the English counterpart (John read 3 books quickly. Bill
did, too.). The facts in (36) in Japanese and (52) in MC show that such prediction is not
borne out. With deep anaphora and VP ellipsis both excluded as potential derivations, we
then have here an argument that the null object is derived from AE, where 3 books is in
the structure in (52b) and is simply deleted in PF.

3.2.3 Argument Ellipsis is NOT VP ellipsis in disguise

The property of exclusion of adjuncts illustrates one of the differences between
VP ellipsis analysis and AE analysis. Moreover, there are further arguments that show
that the null argument paradigm in MC behaves very differently from ordinary VP
ellipsis constructions in English, as noted in Li (1998). Therefore, it is doubtful that it
should be analyzed in terms of VP ellipsis. I will examine these additional differences
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below and argue that the null argument construction in MC should be analyzed as AE
(instead of VP ellipsis).
The first difference concerns an asymmetry in locality effects. As shown in (53)
below, when the relevant pronoun in the second clause is interpreted as a bound variable,
there is a locality effect and the variable can only be bound by the closest binder.
Therefore, (53a) does not have the reading in (53b), but only the reading in (53c). This is
different from the MC example in (54a), where there is no such locality condition and the
sentence can have the relevant reading, as shown in (54b)59.

(53) a. Mary fed her child, and Susan thought that the nanny did [VP e ], too.
b. #Susan thought that the nanny fed Susan’s child, too.
c. Susan thought that the nanny fed the nanny’s child, too.

(54) a. Mali wei-guo ziji-de

haizi le. Sushan yiwei

Mary feed-asp self-gen child asp Susan

Wu ma

ye wei-guo le

thought Wu nanny also feed-asp asp

‘Mary fed her own child, and Susan thought that Nanny Wu fed her child, too.’
b. Susan thought that Nanny Wu fed Susan’s child, too.

Another difference between VP ellipsis in English and the null object
constructions in MC concerns examples where there is no pronoun, as in (55) below. The
first conjunct in (55a) only has the proper name and has no pronouns. As a result, the
59

This will be discussed in later sections, too. The source for the lack of locality effects is not crucial here.
What is important is that the null argument construction in MC exhibits properties that are missing in
canonical English VP ellipsis paradigms. (There are, however, some cases of VP ellipsis in English that do
not observe such locality effects, either. So the whole paradigm is not quite clear and further exploration is
in need.)
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second conjunct cannot have the sloppy reading, as indicated in (55b). Again, this lack of
sloppy reading is not observed in the MC example in (56a) where the relevant
interpretation is available, as in (56b), adding another piece of evidence that null object
constructions in MC and VP ellipsis constructions in English are really different.

(55) a. John punished John’s students, and Bill did [VP e ], too.
b. #Bill punished Bill’s students.

(56) a. Zhangsan chufa-le

Zhangsan-de

xuesheng. Lisi ye chufa-le [NP e ].

Zhangsan punish-asp Zhangsan-gen student

Lisi also punish-asp

‘lit. Zhangsan punished Zhangsa’s students. Lisi also punished e .’
b. Lisi also punished Lisi’s students.

The two asymmetries above, together with the similar arguments for AE in
Japanese and Korean, provide strong evidence that the null argument construction in MC
may not be analyzed as verb raising followed by VP-ellipsis since it displays many
properties different from regular VP ellipsis constructions in English. Moreover, the
available quantificational reading cannot be derived from a null topic (deep anaphora)
construction, given that MC does not allow indefinite topics. On the other hand, if the
null argument construction is analyzed as AE, which is a separate elliptic operation where
only the argument is deleted, the above differences are expected. I take the above
discussion there to provide evidence for the existence of AE in MC.
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3.2.4 Additional evidence for Argument Ellipsis in Mandarin Chinese

Having examined null argument constructions and illustrated how they differ
from VP ellipsis in English with respect to the tests discussed in the previous section, I
will argue that there are some other constructions in MC that are difficult to capture
under the VP ellipsis analysis. To the extent that the reasoning is valid, these will provide
additional evidence that AE should exist as an independent operation for the null
argument paradigm in MC. The constructions to be discussed involve post-verbal
duration frequency phrases and double object/dative constructions.

3.2.4.1 Post-verbal duration/frequency phrases

The first construction involves post-verbal duration and frequency phrases (DFP),
as shown in (57).

(57) a. Zhangsan da-le

san-ge xuesheng

Zhangsan hit-asp 3-CL

student

san-ci
three-time

‘Zhangsan hit three students three times.’
b. Lisi zeshi

da-le e liang-ci

Lisi whereas hit-asp

two-time

‘lit. Where as Lisi hit e two times.’
= ‘Whereas Lisi hit three students two times.’
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($quantificational reading)
(OK2>>3, OK3>>2)

Two important readings should be noted here. First, as indicated, (57b) allows the
quantificational reading where there is another set of three students (different from those
that Zhangsan hit) who Lisi hit two times. Second, the sentence in (57b) allows both the
3>>2 and the 2>>3 reading. To be specific, the sentence could mean that, for each of the
3 students, Lisi could have hit him/her 2 times for a total of 6 separate instances of hitting
(the 3>>2 reading). Or, there could be 2 separate instances of hitting where Lisi hit the
three students (the 2>>3 reading). The existence of these 2 readings is important for
reason to be explained later.
Again, the availability of the quantificational reading here excludes the possibility
of deep anaphora. We then need to consider whether the facts can be captured by VP
ellipsis. Since the DFP (liang-ci ‘two times’) is post-verbal, it is not clear how VP ellipsis
can elide merely the direct argument and leave the DFP intact. One possibility, of course,
is to assume that the DFP is in fact right-adjoined higher than the VP, probably rightadjoined to vP. Then, verb-raising followed by VP ellipsis would only affect the direct
argument but not the DFP, as shown in the structure in (58).

(58) Lisi zeshi [vP dav+V-le [VP tV ziji-de xiaohai] liang-ci ]

To exclude such a possibility, one would have to argue that the DFP is not
adjoined to some higher projection and is indeed inside VP60. Soh (1998) has argued that
this is indeed the case. The relevant example is given in (59), modified from Soh (1998,
pp.36-40), and discussed below.

60

If one adopts the Anti-symmetry theory of Kayne (1994), there is no right adjunction and this possibility
is excluded automatically.
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(59) a. Zhangsan qing-guo

mei-ge

xuesheng liang-ci

Zhangsan invite-asp every-cl student

2-time

‘Zhangsan invited every student twice.’

every>2, 2>every

b. Zhangsan qing-guo liang-ci mei-ge xuesheng
Zhangsan invite-asp 2-time every-cl student
‘Zhangsan invited every student twice.’

*every>2, 2>every

Soh (1998) observes that there is a contrast in (59a,b) with respect to the possible
scope interpretations. When the object precedes the DFP, as in (59a), both scope readings
are possible. However, when the DFP precedes the object, only the surface scope is
available. Soh (1998) proposes that the ambiguity of (59a) comes from the movement of
mei-ge xuesheng ‘every student’ from a lower position to some higher position ccommanding the DFP, as shown in (60a). (59b), on the other hand, does not involve
movement of the object, as shown in the structure in (60b). Therefore, only the surface
scope (DFP >> object) is available.

(60) a. [vP DPsubject vV+F+v [FP DP1-object tV+F [VP DFP [VP tV t1 ] ] ] ]
b. [vP DPsubject vV+F+v [FP tV+F [VP DFP [VP tV DPobject ] ] ] ]

Soh (1998) assumes Aoun and Li’s (1993) Scope Principle and argues that, since
every student c-commands the DFP and the DFP c-commands the trace of every student
in (60a), both scope readings are possible. On the other hand, since there is no object
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movement in (60b) and the DFP c-commands every student, only the surface scope (DFP
>> object) is available. The ambiguity of (59a) thus provides evidence that the DFP
liang-ci ‘2-time’ is indeed lower than the object and is inside the VP.
If Soh (1998) is right, then the availability of the 3>>2 reading in (57b) argues
against the VP ellipsis analysis. (Remember that the existence of the quantificational
reading has already argued against the deep anaphora possibility.) Recall now that, for
the VP ellipsis analysis to work in (57b), the DFP must be higher than VP and higher
than the direct object so that deletion of the VP does not affect DFP. However, the
existence of the 3>>2 (object >> DFP) reading indicates that the object has moved to a
position higher than the DFP and that the DFP is indeed inside the VP. This thus casts
doubt on the VP ellipsis analysis. If the DFP in (57b) is indeed inside VP, it is not clear
how VP ellipsis can elide the VP without affecting the DFP. On the other hand, under the
AE analysis, (57b) is expected since the argument san-ge xuesheng ‘3 students’ is simply
deleted in (57b).
Another similar example is provided in (61) below. As shown in (61b), the DFP is
not included in the interpretation of (61b), which simply means “Lisi has also been to
Taipei,” but not “Lisi has also been to Taipei three times.” In other words, (61b) can be
felicitously uttered in a scenario where Lisi has been to Taipei only 1 time or 2 times.
This is different from the canonical English VP ellipsis constructions.

(61) a. Zhangsan qu-guo taibei
Zhangsan go-asp Taipei

san-ci
three-time

‘Zhangsan has been to Taipei three times.’
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b. Lisi ye
Lisi also

qu-guo

e

go-asp

‘lit. Lisi also has been to e .’
" ‘Lisi also has been to e three times.’
(cf. John has been to Taipei 3 times, and Mary has [ e ], too. = John has been to
Taipei 3 times, and Mary has been to Taipei 3 times, too.)

Under the VP ellipsis analysis, this is unexpected, since, as Soh (1998) shows, the
DFP is really inside the VP and lower than the object. VP ellipsis should thus include
DFP, contrary to facts. On the other hand, if what is involved is AE, the exclusion of DFP
is expected since it is just another case of exclusion of adjuncts (cf. (52)). The direct
object is simply deleted (or copied) in (61b).

3.2.4.2 Double object and dative constructions

Now I will discuss the existence of AE in MC using double object and dative
constructions, as in (62) and (63) below. (62) involves Double Object Construction
(DOC) and (63) dative constructions. In both cases ((62b) and (63b)), the first argument
(in linear order) is elided while the second argument is retained. As indicated, the sloppy
reading is available in both cases.
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(62) a. Zhangsan song
Zhangsan send

san-ge xuesheng Mali-de zhaopian
3-CL

student

Mary-gen picture

‘Zhangsan sent 3 students Mary’s picture.’
b. Lisi zeshi

song e Xiaomei-de zhaopian61

Lisi whereas send

($quantificational reading)

Xiaomei-gen picture

‘lit. Whereas Lisi sent e Xiaomei’s picture.’

(63) a. Zhangsan song san-ben shu

gei Mali

Zhangsan send 3-CL

to Mary

book

‘Zhangsan sent 3 books to Mary.’
b. Lisi zeshi

song e gei Xiaomei

Lisi whereas send

($quantificational reading)

to Xiaomei

‘lit. Whereas Lisi sent e to Xiaomei’

As indicated above, (62b) has the quantificational reading and the three students
who Lisi sent pictures to can be different from the three students who Zhangsan sent
pictures to. As discussed above, this shows that the null argument here cannot be derived
from deep anaphora. The above facts can be captured straightforwardly under the
argument ellipsis analysis, under which (62b) is derived by deleting the first argument, as
in (64).

61

The presence of zeshi ‘whereas’ is intended to create a contrast between (62a,b) and make the sentence
sound more natural. This is consistent with Merchant’s (2001) claim that the existence of focus and contrast
is crucial for elliptic structures.
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(64) Lisi zeshi [VP [V’ [V’ song [NP san-ge xuesheng ] ] Xiaomei-de zhaopian ]]
Lisi whereas

send

3-CL

student

Xiaomei-gen picture

‘Whereas Lisi sent three students Xiaomei’s picture.’

Similar to DOC, deletion of the first argument is possible in dative constructions.
The availability of the sloppy reading in (63b) in dative constructions can be accounted
for in the same fashion under the argument ellipsis analysis.
As for the VP ellipsis analysis, it is not clear how it can derive (62b), given that
VP ellipsis should delete every argument inside VP. Aoun and Li (1993), for example,
have the following (base) structure for the DOCs in MC, as in (65), in which both internal
arguments are generated inside the VP. Therefore, after verb movement, deletion of the
VP should affect every argument, contrary to facts. The examples in (62b) and (63b),
together with their relevant reading, argue against the VP ellipsis analysis.

(65) [VP [V’ [V’ give Mary ] a book] ]

(Aoun and Li (1993), pp.33-35)

The argument against VP ellipsis is not complete, however, unless we may
exclude the derivation in which the second argument (the direct object NP in (62) or the
PP in (63)) moves out of the VP, prior to VP-ellipsis, as in (66)62.

(66) a. [TP Lisi zeshi

[vP songv+V [VP tV san-ge xuesheng tj ] [Xiaomei-de zhaopian]j ] ]

Lisi whereas

send

3-CL student

62

Xiaomei-gen picture

Here I am using rightward movement as illustration. But the second argument can presumably undergo
leftward movement, as long as the verb moves to a higher position later.
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b. [TP Lisi zeshi

[vP songv+V [VP tV san-ben shu

Lisi whereas

send

3-CL

tj ] [gei Xiaomei]j ] ]

book

to Xiaomei

Therefore, to rule out the possibility of VP ellipsis, we should construct sentences
in which movement of the second argument out of VP is prohibited, as in the structure in
(67) below, in which XP is immobile due to some other independent reasons63. The
intention here is to have a phrase that is immobile and must stay inside VP so that it will
necessarily be affected by VP ellipsis operation. This will then serve as a testing ground
for teasing apart the VP ellipsis analysis and the AE analysis.

(67) a. Subject1 V1

Object1 XP1

b. Subject2 V2 [e]

XP2

Two possible candidates for these immobile phrases are idiom chunks and
secondary predicates. Elements in idiom chunks have been argued not to be freely
separable. However, idiom chunks may not be a good test since idiom chunks in Chinese
can be separated and still keep the idiomatic interpretation. As shown below in (66a), kaidao, which literally means ‘open-knife,’ has the idiomatic meaning ‘having an operation.’
However, as shown in (68b,c), kai ‘open’ and dao ‘knife’ can be separated but still keep
the idiomatic reading. Idiom chunks, therefore, are not a good test for the immobility of
phrases in Chinese64.

63

See also Huang (1982, ch.3) and Li (1990) where it is argued that extraposition is not possible in
Chinese.
64
The same is true in English for some idiom chunks, as in (i). So the requirement for elements in idiom
chunks to be adjacent might hold only in LF (see Chomsky (1993)), but not in overt syntax.
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(68) a. Zhe-zhong bing
this-kind

bixu kai-dao

cai-neng zhi-hao

sickness must open-knife so-that

treat-well

'As for this sickness, (you) must have operation so that it can be fully treated.'
b. Ta zuotian

kai-le

san-ci

dao

he yesterday open-asp 3-time knife
'He had three operations yesterday.'
c. Zhe-ge dao

yidingyao mashang

this-cl knife must

kai. Bu-neng zai

tuo-le

immediately open not-can more delay-asp

‘This operation must be performed immediately. It cannot be further delayed.’

Therefore, sentences with secondary predicates might be a better test. Following
Kayne (1985) and Huang (1982, 1988), I assume that the relevant examples of secondary
predicates (SP) in English and Chinese have the structure as in (69), in which the small
clause is generated inside the VP. The relevant examples are given in (70) and (71). The
ungrammaticality of (70b) in English shows that SP cannot be moved. For the MC
example in (71), Huang (1988) claims that –de takes a small clause in which self’s child
is the subject of the small clause and the rest is a secondary predicate. I will follow
Huang (1988) and assume that this is the structure for secondary predicates in MC.

(69) subject [VP verb [SC NP SP ] ]

(i) a. Let the cat out of the bag.
b. [The cat]i seems [ ti to be out of the bag].
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(70) a. John hammered the metal flat.
b. *Flat, John hammered the metal.

(71) a. Zhangsan da-de

san-ge xuesheng bi-qing-lian-zhong

Zhangsan hit-DE 3-CL

student

nose-green-face-swollen

‘Zhangsan hit 3 students (to the degree that they are) wounded.’
b. *[Bi-qing-lian-zhong]1,

Zhangsan da-de

san-ge xuesheng t1

nose-green-face-swollen Zhangsan hit-DE 3-CL

student

‘lit. Wounded, Zhangsan hit 3 students.’
c. Lisi zeshi

da-de

Lisi whereas hit-DE

e

wawadajiao

($quantificational reading)

screaming

‘lit. Whereas Lisi hit e screaming.’

As shown above, the claim that secondary predicates do not move is supported by
the ungrammaticality of (70b) and (71b) in English and MC. Given this assumption, we
can then use this as a diagnostic to distinguish VP ellipsis from argument ellipsis. (Recall
that the possibility of quantificational reading being derived from deep anaphora is
excluded by the constraint that MC does not allow indefinite topics.) As indicated above
in (71c), the subject position in the small clause can be null. Furthermore, (71c) allows
the quantificational reading. This then argues against the VP ellipsis analysis. Under the
assumption that secondary predicates do not move, it is not possible to move the
secondary predicate (either leftward or rightward) and raise the verb, followed by
deletion of the VP. On the other hand, under the argument ellipsis analysis, the
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quantificational reading in (71c) follows naturally, since the elided part is an argument
(subject) of the small clause, to which argument ellipsis should be able to apply.
In the passages above, I have examined two additional constructions in MC,
sentences with post-verbal duration/frequency phrases (DFP) and double object/dative
constructions. I have shown that they both contain a VP-internal argument that is null and
another phonologically overt phrase that is clearly inside VP. While such constructions
pose a problem to the VP ellipsis analysis, they can be readily captured under the AE
analysis. I contend that this shows that AE is indeed a separate operation that is
independently available in MC.
Before concluding this section, I will return to Huang’s original paradigm and
argue that the paradigm in fact can also be used as argument for AE in MC. Recall that
the null object in (72a) cannot be co-referential with the matrix subject. Huang (1984)
argues that null objects in MC cannot be pro (otherwise the null object here should be
able to co-index with the matrix subject), but can only be a variable bound to a null topic,
as in (72b). Co-indexing the null object with the matrix subject and the null topic will be
a case of strong cross-over, as in (72c). Therefore, the null object cannot be co-referential
with the matrix subject.

(72) a. Zhangsan1 shuo [ Lisi bu renshi e*1/2 ]
Zhangsan say

Lisi not know

‘Zhangsan said that Lisi does not know [him].’
b. [topic]2 Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi bu renshi e2
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c. *Zhangsan1, ta1 shuo Lisi bu renshi
Z.S.

t1/e1

he say Lisi not know

‘Zhangsan, he said that Lisi does not know [him].’

Since there is no linguistic antecedent, (72a) cannot involve surface anaphora.
The only option is deep anaphora/null topic, as in Huang’s (1984) theory. We then
predict that, when there is a proper linguistic antecedent, surface anaphora will be
possible. This means that AE will be available and there should be no problem with coindexing the null object with the matrix subject. This prediction is indeed borne out, as
shown in (73) below.

(73) a. Zhagnsan1 shuo [ Lisi renshi ta1/2 ]
Zhangsan say

Lisi know he

‘Zhangsan says that Lisi knows him.’
b. danshi ta1 renwei [Wangwu bu renshi t1/2 ]
but

he think

Wangwu not know

‘but he thinks that Wangwu does not know [him].’

With (73a) as antecedent (which means the null object ta ‘he’ in (73b) can be
elided, i.e. the result of ellipsis of ta ‘he’), the embedded null object in (73b) has no
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problem co-indexing with the matrix subject. This provides additional piece of evidence
that AE is indeed available in MC65.

3.2.5 Goldberg’s typology of V-stranding VP ellipsis

Additional evidence against the VP ellipsis analysis can be provided from
Goldberg’s (2005) typology, where it is argued that the null argument paradigm in
Japanese and Korean is NOT a V-stranding VP ellipsis construction. While it is claimed
in Goldberg (2005) that MC patterns alike with Japanese and Korean in that the so-called
V-stranding VP ellipsis constructions (or null argument constructions) in MC do not
observe the typical properties of VP ellipsis constructions in English, she leaves MC
aside and does not give MC examples. Most of the examples from Japanese are taken
from the previous literature. I will provide MC data and argue that the relevant
construction indeed behaves differently from regular VP ellipsis examples in English.
This further supports the idea that these null argument constructions cannot be
assimilated to VP ellipsis and will reinforce the idea that the existence of AE as an
independent operation should be acknowledged.
65

Alternatively, under the AE analysis, it might be argued that the reason the null object in (72a) cannot be
co-indexed with the matrix subject (Zhangsan), is because there will be a condition C violation, as shown
in (i) below.
(i) *Zhangsan shuo [Lisi bu renshi Zhangsan ]
Zhangsan say Lisi not know Zhangsan ‘Zhangsan said that Lisi does nto know Zhangsan.’
It would then be expected that if Zhangsan is replaced by ta ‘he,’ the null object should be able to co-refer
with ta ‘he’ since eliding ta ‘he’ will not give rise to a condition B violation, as shown in (ii).
(ii) Ta1 shuo [ Lisi bu renshi ta1 ]
he say
Lisi not know he ‘He1 said that Lisi does not know him1.’
However, this prediction is not borne out. The sentence still only has the reading where the null object
refers to someone in the discourse (and not the matrix subject ta ‘he’), as in (iii). This suggests that AE is
indeed a case of surface anaphora that can be licensed only when there is a linguistic antecedent (probably
some parallelism conditions must be satisfied), as in the case of (73).
(iii) Ta1 shuo [ Lisi bu renshi e*1/2 ]
he say
Lisi not know
‘He1 said that Lisi does not know him*1/2.’
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Goldberg’s (2005) argues that the V-stranding constructions in Japanese and
Korean do not share some of the core properties of VP ellipsis constructions in English.
Based on this, she argues that the null arguments constructions in Japanese and Korean
should not be analyzed as VP ellipsis, whereas those in Irish, Hebrew, and Swahili do
share common properties of VP ellipsis constructions in English and should be analyzed
in that manner. Some of the tests in Goldberg (2005) have been discussed in the previous
sections, including the exclusion of adjunct/adverbials, and the ambiguity with proper
names, as in (55) and (56). Here I will briefly mention two other asymmetries between
Japanese V-stranding constructions and English VP ellipsis constructions and
demonstrate that such differences also hold in MC.
The first asymmetry concerns examples where sloppy interpretation is available in
English VP ellipsis constructions but unavailable in Japanese, as shown in (74) and (75).
The Japanese example in (75) is taken from Hoji (1998).

(74) John consoled himself, and Bill did [VP e ], too.

(Goldberg (2005), p.97)

(75) John-wa zibunzisun-o

nagusame-ta

Bill-mo

John-top self-acc

console-past

Bill-also

‘lit. John consoled himself. Bill also consoled e .’

e

nagusame-ta
console-past
(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

It is noted in Hoji (1998) that null object of the main verb nagusameta ‘consoled’
does not allow the sloppy interpretation. Significantly, the MC example behaves alike
with the Japanese example in disallowing the sloppy interpretation, as in (76).
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(76) Zhangsan anwei-le

ziji. Lisi ye

anwei-le

[e]

Zhangsan console-asp self Lisi also console-asp
‘lit. Zhangsan consoled himself. Lisi also consoled e .’

(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

The reason for the lack of sloppy interpretation in Japanese and MC with the verb
console is not important. As Goldberg (2005, p.98-99) puts it: “whatever the reason may
be for the lack of sloppy identity in some of the examples seen here, what is important for
present purposes is the lack of full parallelism between sloppy identity in Japanese null
object examples and their English VP ellipsis counterparts.”
The second asymmetry between null argument constructions in Japanese and VP
ellipsis constructions in English is just the opposite of the previous one. It concerns
examples where sloppy interpretation is available in Japanese but not in VP ellipsis
constructions in English. The relevant examples are given below.

(77) John saw his mother, and Mary knew that Bill did [VP e ], too.

(Huang (1988))

= John saw his mother, and Mary knew that Bill saw Bill’s mother, too.
" John saw his mother, and Mary knew that Bill saw Mary’s mother, too.

(78) a. John-wa zibun-no
John-top self-gen

gakusei-o

suisens-ita

student-acc recommend-past

‘John recommended self’s students.’
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(Hoji (1998))

b. Mary-wa [CP Bill-mo
Mary-top

e

Bill-also

suisens-ita

to]

omottei-ta

recommend-past that think-past

= ‘Mary thought that Bill recommended Bill’s students, too.’
" ‘Mary thought that Bill recommended Mary’s students, too.’

The examples in (77) and (78) were given in Otani and Whitman (1991) as
evidence that the Japanese example in (78) involves V-stranding VP ellipsis because it
observes the same effect as the VP ellipsis example in (77) in disallowing non-local
sloppy identity. However, it is pointed in Hoji (1998) that such non-local sloppy
interpretation is indeed available with a small change, as shown in (79). The difference
between (78) and (79) is that –ga ‘-nom’ is used to replace –mo ‘also.’

(79) a. [=antecedent clause in (74a)]
b. Mary-wa [CP Bill-ga
Mary-top

Bill-nom

e

suisens-ita

to]

omottei-ta

recommend-past that think-past

= ‘Mary thought that Bill recommended Mary’s students, too.’

Again, putting aside the reason why the change of –mo to –ga results in the
availability of non-local sloppy identity, the asymmetry between (79) and (77) shows that
the two constructions in Japanese and English do not show full parallelism in their
behavior. For MC, it was noted in Huang (1988) that MC behaves like English in
disallowing non-local interpretations, as discussed in (20) above, repeated here as (80). In
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fact, the similar behavior of (77) and (80) in English is one of the reasons Huang (1988)
treats null object constructions as involving verb raising plus VP ellipsis.

(80) Zhangsan kanjian-le ta-de
Zhangsan see-asp

mama. Mali zhidao Lisi ye kanjian-le [ e ]

he-gen mother Mary know Lisi also see-asp

‘Zhangsan saw his mother. Mary knew that Lisi saw also saw Lisi’s mother.’
" ‘Zhangsan saw his mother. Mary knew that Lisi saw also saw Mary’s mother.’

However, as noted in Li (1998), such condition does not always hold. Similar to
the Japanese case, the non-local sloppy identity is indeed possible in MC with some
modification. The relevant examples are repeated here as (81) and (82).

(81) a. Mary fed her child, and Susan thought that the nanny did [VP e ], too.
b. #Susan thought that the nanny fed Susan’s child, too.
c. Susan thought that the nanny fed the nanny’s child, too.

(82) a. Mali wei-guo ziji-de

haizi le. Sushan yiwei

Mary feed-asp self-gen child asp Susan

Wu ma

ye wei-guo le

thought Wu nanny also feed-asp asp

‘Mary fed her own child, and Susan thought that Nanny Wu fed her child, too.’
b. Susan thought that Nanny Wu fed Susan’s child, too.

The issue here is not what contributes to the availability of sloppy identity in (82).
What is important here is that the null object construction in MC (and Japanese) does not
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show full parallelism with English VP ellipsis constructions in that non-local sloppy
identity is (sometimes) available in MC and Japanese, but not in English66. This weakens
the claim that the null object construction in MC/Japanese is in fact VP ellipsis in
disguise. However, if what is involved here is not VP ellipsis, but, rather, Argument
Ellipsis, then the asymmetry is not surprising since these two may be subject to different
licensing conditions and other different factors might jump in. I take the asymmetric
behavior in MC and Japanese on one hand and English on the other as evidence that the
null object construction should not be analyzed as VP ellipsis. This asymmetry, together
with the arguments presented above, supports the existence of AE in MC.

3.2.6 Interim Conclusion

In the sections above, I have examined closely the null argument paradigm in MC
and argued that (a) there are many null argument constructions that cannot be captured by
the VP ellipsis analysis and (b) the null argument construction in MC in many respects
behaves differently from typical VP ellipsis constructions in English. I further argued that
the asymmetries noted above can be captured if what is involved in MC is not VP ellipsis
(in disguise) but AE. The discussion above provides evidence for the claim that the
operation of AE is also independently available in MC, just like in Japanese and Korean
(cf. Oku (1998), Kim (1999), Saito (2007), Takahashi (2008), among many others).

66

Saito (p.c.) suggests that the asymmetry between (80) and (82) with respect to the availability of nonlocal sloppy identity may be related to the difference in possessive pronoun (ta ‘he’ in (80)) and possessive
anaphors (ziji ‘self’ in (82)). As far as I can see, the asymmetry seems to be random and largely controlled
by pragmatic factors. For example, even with the anaphors replaced by the pronoun in (82), non-local
sloppy identity is still possible. I leave this issue for future research.
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3.3 Discussion

Having argued for the existence of AE in MC, in this section I will discuss two
issues. First, I will discuss how the existence of AE in MC, argued for in this chapter,
affects the theory of AE. Second, I will discuss some problematic cases of subject ellipsis
in MC, which seems to indicate that MC does not allow subject ellipsis.

3.3.1 The Theory of AE

As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the existence of AE in Japanese and
Korean is a relatively new theoretical advancement and its distribution seems to be
limited crosslinguistically. In addition to these two languages, Mongolian (cf. Takahashi
(2007)), Turkish (cf. &ener and Takahashi (2009)), and American Sign Language (cf.
Koulidobrova (2012)) have also been argued to allow AE. As is well known, Japanese,
Korean, and Turkish have many properties in common, which might lead one to wonder
whether the existence of AE is linked to one of these properties. Specifically, Japanese,
Korean, and Turkish all (A) have (Japanese style) scrambling67, (B) have SOV order, and
(C) belong to the Altaic language family. It seems natural to assume that one of these
properties might be the driving force for the existence of AE in Japanese, on one hand,
but not in English, on the other.

67

The notion of Japanese-style scrambling is essential here. It should be distinguished from other
scrambling operations, such as the one in German, because they share many different properties. One of the
defining properties of Japanese-style scrambling is the undoing effect and long distance scrambling. The
reader is referred to Bo!kovi" and Takahashi (1998) and reference therein for further discussion.
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Therefore, the claim that MC also has AE has direct theoretical implication on the
above suggestions since MC does not have (Japanese-style) scrambling, is not an SOV
language, and does not belong to the Altaic family. Since AE indeed exists in MC, as
argued above, then the three properties shared by Japanese, Korean, and Turkish cannot
be the determining factor for the availability of AE. The licensing condition on AE will
have to be something else. The comparison of MC with these three languages is shown in
(83) below.

(83)
Chinese
Japanese

Korean

Turkish
(MC)

claimed/argued
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

%

$

$

$

%

$

$

$

%

to have AE
The existence
of scrambling
SOV order
Belong to the
Altaic Family

I will exclude the last property, since it is hard to imagine why grouping of
languages into a family alone should contribute to the availability of AE.
It should be noted that Oku (1998) argues that the operation of AE is tied to the
availability of (Japanese-style) scrambling, a two-way correlation depicted in (84) below.
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The evidence provided in the sections above argues against such a correlation, because
MC has AE but does not have Japanese-style scrambling68. (84b) thus does not hold. We
thus need a new theory of AE. This will be developed in detail in chapter 4.

(84) a. If a language L has (Japanese-style) scrambling ! L has AE.
b. If a language L has AE ! L has (Japanese-style) scrambling.

3.3.2 Subject Ellipsis in MC

As argued extensively in this chapter, the operation of AE exists independently in
MC. However, there is one potential problem for the existence of AE in MC, which
involves subject ellipsis. The relevant examples are shown in (85).

(85) a. Zhangsan renwei [ you san-ge xuesheng hui
Z.S.

think

have 3-CL student

qu taibei]

will to Taipei

‘Zhangsan thinks that 3 students will go to Taipei.’
b. Lisi zeshi

renwei [ e hui

Lisi whereas think

qu tainan]

will go Tainan

‘lit. whereas Lisi thinks that e will go to Tainan.’
c. Lisi zeshi renwei [ [NP you san-ge xuesheng ] hui

68

(Xquantificational reading)
qu Tainan]

The absence of scrambling in MC and Oku’s (1998) theory will be examined in detail in chapter 4, where
I will examine previous theories of AE and propose a new (phase-based) theory of AE.
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(85b) involves a null subject. As indicated in the readings, (85b) does not allow
the quantificational reading and the 3 students who Lisi thinks will go to Tainan must be
the same as the three students who Zhangsan thinks will go to Taipei. If AE exists in MC
as an independent operation, it is not clear what blocks the application of AE in (85b),
since AE should always be available, which means (85b) should have the derivation in
(85c), in which the subject is deleted, giving rise to the quantificational reading, contrary
to facts.
While this looks like a potential problem, I will argue that this is not a problem.
The fact in (85) will in fact be directly captured under the new theory of AE that will be
developed in chapter 4. Recall that there are 2 ways to get the quantificational reading,
either through deep/topic anaphora or surface anaphora. And remember that the relevant
option of deep/topic anaphora can be excluded in MC because MC does not allow
indefinite topics. Therefore, surface anaphora (ellipsis) is the only option to get the
quantificational reading. However, it will be argued in chapter 4 that only the
complement of a phase head can be elided. Subjects, which are generated in [Spec, vP]
(cf. Chomsky (1995)), are not in complement position and, therefore, are not in a position
to be elided. With both null topic and the surface anaphora excluded, the only option left
is the empty pronoun, which has been argued to be available in MC in Huang (1984) 69.
The pronominal option, however, cannot give rise to the quantificational reading, as
discussed above. The unavailability of quantificational reading for null subjects in MC is
accounted for.

69

Recall that, for Huang (1984), null subjects are different from null objects in MC in that only the former,
but not the latter, can be pro.
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It should be noted that Japanese differs from MC in that subject ellipsis is
allowed, as shown in (86), taken from Takahashi (2008).

(86) a. Taroo-wa [ zibun-no teian-ga
Taroo-top

Hanako-o

odorokasu to ] omotteiru

self-gen proposal-nom Hanako-acc surprise

that think

‘Taroo thinks that his proposal will surprise Hanako.’
b. Ken-wa [ e Yumiko-o
Ken-top

Yumiko-acc

odorokasu to] omotteiru
surprise

that think

‘lit. Ken thinks that (his proposal) will surprise Yumiko.’ (OKstrict, OKsloppy)

Despite some controversy (cf. Whitman (1988)), it is claimed in Oku (1998) and
Takahashi (2008) that the sloppy interpretation is available in (86b) and that subject
ellipsis is allowed in Japanese. In chapter 4 I will also provide an account for why MC
and Japanese differ with respect to the availability of subject ellipsis.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have examined the null argument paradigm in MC, from both the
theoretical and empirical point of view. I have (a) reviewed Huang’s (1984, 1988, 1991)
previous analyses of null arguments in MC, (b) shown that there are constructions that
cannot be readily explained by the topic-variable and the VP-ellipsis analyses, (c)
examined arguments in the literature for the existence of the AE operation in Japanese
and Korean, (d) argued that AE is also independently attested in MC, based on several
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different constructions and its similarity to Japanese and Korean, and (e) discussed the
theoretical consequences of the availability of AE in MC.
I take it that the above discussion has established the existence of AE in MC.
However, this chapter has not provided a theory of AE. Providing a theory of AE will be
the main focus of chapter 4, where I will examine the previous theories of AE and
propose a new, phase-based theory of AE.
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Chapter 4

The Theory of Argument Ellipsis

4.0 Overview

In the previous chapter, I have argued for the existence of Argument Ellipsis (AE)
in Mandarin Chinese (MC). I also pointed out that the availability of AE in MC has some
implications for the theory of AE. In this chapter, I will examine the licensing condition
of AE in detail. The theory of AE, along with the phenomenon of AE itself, has aroused a
lot of discussion in the literature, including, but not limited to, Oku (1998), Li (2006,
2008), Saito (2007), and Ohtaki (2011)70. In this chapter, I will examine their analyses
and point out some potential problems, on the basis of a wider range of empirical data
from other languages. I will also propose a new phase-based theory of AE where the
availability of AE is dependent on the phase-hood nature of V, which will be further
argued to be related to the DP/NP parameter discussed in chapter 2. After that, I further
examine the mechanism of AE (LF-copying vs. PF-deletion) and discuss some of the
theoretical consequences of the analysis in this chapter.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. In section 4.1, I review some
previous approaches to the phenomenon of AE, including Oku (1998), Li (2006, 2008),
Saito (2007), and Ohtaki (2011) and show that they all face empirical problems. In

70

While the phenomenon under discussion is the same, different terms have been used for it in the
literature, such as null argument construction, or Li’s True Empty Category (TEC). Here I follow the
tradition in Saito (2003) and refer to it as Argument Ellipsis (AE), referring to the construction in which the
argument seems to be freely omitted in the absence of verbal agreement.
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section 4.2, I propose a new phase-based theory of AE and argue that the availability of
AE is conditioned on whether or not V counts as a phase in a given language. Following
a suggestion made in Saito (1985, 2007), I propose that Case in AE languages is checked
off when arguments are merged with V, not via Agree from v. This will have the effect of
making V, not v, a phase in AE languages. I further propose that the V vs. v phase-hood
is related to whether DP is present in a given language, as discussed in chapter 2. I also
examine cases like subject ellipsis, and PP and CP ellipsis. In section 4.3, I examine the
mechanisms of AE and show that there are some potential problems for the LF copying
analysis of AE. I argue that AE should be treated as involving deletion in the PF
component (the PF-deletion analysis), similar to sluicing. In section 4.4, I investigate
some of the theoretical consequences of the proposed analysis, including why AE only
targets arguments, the relationship with Saito’s theory, and whether NPs can always be
elided. Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.

4.1 Previous Analyses

In this section, I will examine several previous approaches that have been
proposed in the literature for the phenomenon of AE. Four different theories will be
examined, including Oku (1998), Li (2006, 2008), Saito (2007), and Ohtaki (2011)71.

4.1.1 Oku (1998)

71

There have been other papers dealing with the phenomenon of AE, including Takahashi (2007, 2008),
&ener & Takahashi (2009) and Cheng (2009), etc. But the four analyses above can be taken to be the
representative theories of AE.
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4.1.1.1 Review of Oku (1998)

Oku’s (1998) insight on AE is to build a direct connection between the
availability of AE and the availability of (Japanese-style) scrambling and give the two
paradigms one unified analysis. Oku (1998) makes several assumptions in his argument
ellipsis analysis. First, he assumes that argument ellipsis is an instance of LF copying.
Second, he assumes that '-roles are weak features in Japanese, folowing Bo!kovi" and
Takahashi (1998). Third, he assumes that LF copying of arguments counts as an instance
of pure Merge. With these assumptions, let us examine the sentence and the derivation in
(1) below and see how his analysis accounts for the AE paradigm.

(1) a. Taroo-ga

zibun-no hahaoya-o sonkeisiteiru

Taroo-nom sefl-gen mother-acc respect
‘Taroo respects his mother.’
b. Ziroo-ga
Ziroo-nom
c. Ziroo-ga

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

e sonkeisiteiru
respect

[overt syntax and PF]

zibun-no hahaoya-o sonkeisiteiru

Ziroo-nom self-gen

mother-acc respect

[LF]

As shown in (1), zibun-no hahaoya-o ‘self’s mother’ is not merged with the verb
in overt syntax (and PF), as in (1b). The verb just projects to VP, which does not contain
the direct object. Rather, the object is copied from (1a) and merged with the verb in LF,
as in (1c). This is allowed under the assumption that '-roles are weak features in
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Japanese. Therefore, they do not have to be checked immediately in overt syntax and can
wait until LF. Oku (1998) argues that this assumption is substantiated by the fact that
Japanese allows scrambling, following the analysis in Bo!kovi" and Takahashi (1998)
where the seemingly scrambled elements in Japanese are in fact base-generated in their
surface positions and moved back to check (the weak) '-roles in LF, as demonstrated in
the derivation in (2).

(2) a. Taroo-ga
Taroo-nom

Hanako-o

sonkeisiteiru

Hanako-acc

respect

‘Taroo respects Hanako.’
b. Hanako-o
‘lit. Hanako,

Taroo-ga

sonkeisiteiru

Taroo

respects.’

c. [TP Hanako-o [TP Taroo-ga [VP sonkeisiteiru ]]]
Hanako-acc

Taroo-nom

[overt syntax and PF]

respect

d. [ ____ [TP Taroo-ga [VP Hanako-o sonkeisiteiru]

[LF]

|___________________&

(2a) is the canonical sentence without scrambling. In (2b), the direct object has
been “scrambled” to sentence initial positions. Oku (1998), following Bo!kovi" and
Takahashi (1998), argues that the direct object is not moved. Rather, it is base-generated
in the sentence initial position. The VP contains only the verb but not the direct object (in
overt syntax). The object is later moved back and merged with the verb in LF to check
the weak '-roles, as shown in the derivation in (2c,d).
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Oku (1998) argues that the assumption that '-roles are weak features in Japanese,
but not in English, also captures the fact that argument ellipsis is not allowed in English,
as shown in (3). Since '-roles are strong features in English, they must be checked off
immediately when they enter the structure. Failure to do so will make the derivation crash
and a later LF copying process cannot rescue the sentence. This captures the fact that AE
is generally not allowed in English, as shown in (3b).

(3) a. John respects his mother.
b. *Bill respects ____, too.

[overt syntax and PF]

c. Bill respects his mother, too.

[LF]

Since the assumption that '-roles are weak features in Japanese (but not in
English) is used to account for both the AE paradigm and the scrambling paradigm, Oku
(1998) proposes that a correlation may be established between the two. In other words,
the possibility of weak '-features in a certain language will give rise to the availability of
AE (via LF copying) and scrambling. The availability of AE is thus tied to the
availability of scrambling since the availability of scrambling indicates the presence of
weak '-features, which in turn makes AE possible. There should be a one-to-one
correlation between the two. The correlation, as stated as in (4), is a two-way correlation,
since the two paradigms are assumed to employ the same mechanism (weak '-features),
implemented by LF copying.

(4) Argument Ellipsis is available in L "! (Japanese-type) scrambling is possible in L
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4.1.1.2 Problems of Oku (1998)

While the correlation in (4) is interesting and economical (because the presence of
weak '-features can be used to capture two different paradigms), it makes wrong
predictions when more empirical facts from different languages are examined.
As discussed above, the correlation in (4) is a two-way correlation. If a language
has (Japanese style) scrambling, it will also have AE, and vice versa. In other words,
scrambling and AE always go hand in hand. Either they are both present in a given
language L or they are both absent in that language. This is the prediction that can be
drawn from the assumptions72.
The fact that MC also has AE, as argued extensively in chapter 3, thus poses the
first type of direct challenge to Oku’s (1998) correlation in (4) since MC does not have
the Japanese style scrambling. The first argument for the lack of scrambling in MC
comes from the contrast in (5) and (6) below.
(5) a. John-ga
John-nom

[ dare-ga

dare-no

shasin-o

katta

ka ] sitteiru

who-nom who-gen picture-acc bought Q

know

‘John knows who bought some pictures of who.’
b. [dare-no shasin-o]1
who-gen picture-acc

John-ga [ dare-ga

t1

John-nom who-nom

‘John knows who bought some pictures of who.’

72

katta ka] sitteiru
bought Q know
[Oku (1998), p.154]

The correlation in Oku (1998) is a 2-way correlation. As will discussed in the section below, the theory
will still encounter problems even it’s a (weaker) 1-way correlation. There is evidence that the correlation
does not seem to hold either way when a broader set of cross linguistic data is examined.
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(6) a. Zhangsan zhidao [shei
Zhangsan know

mai-le

shei-de

zhaopian]

who buy-asp who-gen picture

‘Zhangsan knows who bought some pictures of who.’
b. *[shei-de zhaopian]1 Zhangsan zhidao [ shei mai-le
who-gen picture

Zhangsan know

t1 ]

who buy-asp

‘Zhangsan knows who bought some pictures of who.’

In Japanese, it is possible to scramble the embedded object to sentence initial
position, where the wh-element dare-no shasin-o ‘whose picture’ is out of the scope of its
licensor, the interrogative C ka. (In Bo!kovi" and Takahashi (1998)’s theory, the
sentence-initial wh-phrase is base-generated in its surface position.) The grammaticality
of (19b) is then attributed to the un-doing effect of scrambling, which has been claimed in
Bo!kovi" and Takahashi (1998) to be the defining factor of Japanese style scrambling. In
LF, the sentence-initial wh-object is moved back to its '–positions and licensed by the
interrogative embedded C. Such an un-doing operation at LF, however, is not possible in
Chinese, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (6b). The wh-element cannot be moved
out of its scope at SS. This shows that MC does not have Japanese-style scrambling.
Another example to illustrate the lack of Japanese style scrambling in Chinese is
provided below in (7) and (8).

(7) Daremo1-ni

dareka-ga

[ Mary-ga

everyone-dat someone-nom Mary-nom

t1 atta to] omotteiru
met C think

‘lit. Everyone, someone thinks that Mary met e .’
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= ‘For some x, x a person, x thinks that for every y, y a person, Mary met y.’
" ‘For everyone y, y a person, there is some x, x a person, such that x thinks that
Mary met y.’

[Oku (1998, p.157)]

(8) ?Meige xuesheng1 dou you yige laoshi renwei [ Mali cengjing jiao-guo t1 ]73
every student

all have one teacher think

Mary before teach-asp

‘lit. every student, one teacher thinks Mary has taught e before.’
= ‘For every y, y a student, there is some x, x a teacher, such that x thinks that Mary
has taught y before.’
" ‘For some x, x a teacher, x thinks that for every y, y a student, Mary has taught y
before.’

In (7), as shown in the possible interpretation, daremo-ni ‘everyone’ is interpreted
in the embedded clause and cannot take scope over the matrix subject dareka-ga
‘someone.’ This, again, illustrates the un-doing effect of scrambling so the scrambled
element will be moved back and interpreted in its '–positions. The corresponding
sentence in Chinese in (8), however, only allows the surface scope as the available
reading74. The moved QP meige xuesheng ‘every student’ must take scope over the
matrix subject yige laoshi ‘one teacher.’ This is in accordance with the Isomorphic
Principle (cf. Huang (1982)) in Chinese, under which the scope relation between two QPs
remains the same in overt syntax and LF.
73

The sentence in (8) is a little bit weird or unnatural. But to the extent that it is interpretable, it only has
the indicated reading (with surface scope).
74
It has been argued in the literature that dou ‘all’ is a scope marker in MC that marks the position where
the universal quantifier is interpreted (cf. Cheng (1995)). Therefore, it is not surprising that the universal
quantifier will necessarily take scope over the subjects in its surface position.
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From the discussion above, it can be concluded that MC does not have Japanese
style scrambling. However, as argued extensively in chapter 3, Chinese does have
argument ellipsis as an independently available operation. The existence of AE and the
lack of scrambling in MC thus break Oku’s (1998) correlation in (4) and pose a problem
for the theory.
The MC paradigm breaks Oku’s (1998) correlation in one direction. (MC has AE,
but not scrambling). There is actually evidence that the correlation does not hold in the
other direction, either. In other words, there are some languages that have (Japanese type)
scrambling but do not have AE. Serbo-Croatian (SC) is one of these languages.
It is claimed in Stjepanovi" (1999) and Bo!kovi" (2004) that SC also has
Japanese-style scrambling, since it shows the same un-doing effect, as shown in (9)
below. Note that clausal fronting in (9) takes the wh-phrase outside the scope of the
embedded Q. It is claimed that the wh-phrase can still be interpreted in the embedded
[Spec, CP], yielding a multiple indirect question.

(9) ?[Koliko

novca potro!iti]1 Marko zna

how-much money to-spend

ko

(eli

e1

Marko knows who wants

‘Marko knows who wants to spend how much money.’

[Stjepanovi" (1999)]

However, SC does not seem to allow AE, as shown in (10)75. The fact that SC
does have Japanese-stype scrambling but does not allow AE poses a potential challenge
to Oku’s (1998) generalization from the other direction.

75

There is in fact discrepancy in whether (10) allows the sloppy reading. While Miloje Despi" claims that it
doesn’t, some people can get the sloppy reading. This suggests that there may be interfering factors
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(10) a. Jovan
John

je

video svoju majku,

medjutim

is

saw

however

b. Milan nije
Milan isn’t

self’s mother

video [ e ]

(Miloje Despi", p.c.)

saw

‘lit. John saw self’s mother, but Milan didn’t see e ’

(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

Similar facts can be drawn from Turkish sentences as well. It has been noted in
&ener and Takahashi (2009) that Turkish also allows Japanese-style scrambling. In
Bo!kovi" (2008, 2009), Turkish is also classified as patterning with Japanese as involving
(Japanese type) scrambling (see also Aygen (2001), Kural (1997), Kornfilt (2003), among
others). Oku’s (1998) theory will predict that Turkish should behave like Japanese in
allowing AE as well. This prediction, however, is not borne out. There are several
arguments to show that Turkish differs from Japanese in the behavior of AE. The first
argument comes from subject ellipsis, as shown below in (11).

involved here that regulates how the sloppy interpretation may be derived form V-stranding VP ellipsis.
Some controls need to be done here. One thing that is shared by the speakers is that, when the possessor
svoju ‘self’s’ is overtly realized, as in (i), sloppy reading is available.
(i) a. Jovan
je
video svoju majku, medjutim
John
is
saw
self’s mother however
b. Milan
nije
video svoju e
Milan
isn’t
saw
self’s
‘John saw self’s mother, but Milan didn’t see self’s (mother).’
(OKstrict, OKsloppy)
This is not a case of AE, but only a case of NP/(N’)-ellipsis, similar to the English case in (ii).
(ii) John saw his mother, but Peter didn’t see his [ e ].
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(11) a. Can [[pro o)l-u]
John

*ngilizce ö)ren-iyor

his son-3SG English

Phylis-however

[&ener & Takahashi (2009), p.10]

[ e Fransızca ö)ren-iyor diye]
French

bil-iyor.

learn-PRES COMP know-PRES

‘John knows that his son learns English.’
b. Filiz-se

diye]

bil-iyor.

learn-PRES COMP know-PRES

‘lit. Phylis, however, knows that e learns French.’

(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

(11) is an instance of subject ellipsis in Turkish. However, (11b) only has the
strict reading, but not the sloppy reading. In other words, it can only mean that ‘Phylis
knows that John’s son learns French,’ but not ‘Phylis knows that Phylis’ son learns
French.’ The lack of sloppy reading in (11b) shows that what is involved may just be a
null pronominal, but not subject ellipsis.
The lack of elliptic subjects in Turkish is confirmed by the example in (12), in
which the null subjects in (12b) cannot be quantificational. The three teachers who
praised Phylis in (12b) must be the same three teachers who criticized John in (12a). The
null subject in (12b) is thus an empty pronoun, just like in Spanish. &ener and Takahashi
(2009) claims that Turkish does have AE for null objects76. While this is expected under
Oku’s (1998) theory, the lack of AE in subject position in Turkish shows that the
correlation in (4) does not hold, either, even in the other direction. (The existence of
Japanese type scrambling does not always give rise to the Japanese type AE paradigm77.)
76

It is noted in &ener and Takahashi (2009) that Turkish also allows PP ellipsis, but the PP is actually an
NP with instrumental case.
77
Note that subject ellipsis is allowed in Japanese, as shown in (i) below.
(i) a. Taroo-wa [ zibun-no kodomo-ga eigo-o
hanasu to] itta
Taroo-top self-gen child-nom English-acc speak that said
‘Taroo said that his child spoke English.’
b. Hanako-wa [ e furansugo-o hanasu to] itta
(OKstrict, OKsloppy)
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(12) a. Üç

ö)retmen Can-ı

three teacher

ele+tir-di.

John-ACC criticize-past

‘Three teachers criticized John.’
b. e Filiz-i-yse

öv-dü.

Phylis-ACC-however praise-past
‘lit. However, e praised Phylis.’

[&ener & Takahashi (2009), p.10]

There is another piece of evidence that the AE paradigm in Turkish does not
behave the same as Japanese. This comes from CP ellipsis, as shown in (13) below78.

(13) a. John
John-nom

[CP Bill

okul-a

git-ti]

san-iyor

Bill-nom school-dat go-perf think-pres

‘John thinks Bill went to school.’
b. *Fred

de

Fred-nom also

[CP e ] san-iyor
think-pres

‘Fred also thinks (that Bill went to school).’

As shown above, (13b) is ungrammatical. This shows that CPs in Turkish cannot
be elided, even though it is also an argument of the verb saniyor ‘think.’ Again, this is

Hanako-top
French-acc speak that said
‘lit. Hanako said that e spoke French.’
78
To make the sentence in (15b) grammatical in Turkish, the verb also has to be missing, as in (i) below.
(i) a. John
[CP Bill
okul-a
git-ti]
san-iyor
b. Fred
de [CP e ]
John-nom
Bill-nom school-dat go-perf think-pres
Fred-nom also
‘John thinks Bill went to school.’
‘Fred also thinks (that Bill went to school).’
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quite different from the Japanese and Chinese paradigm, in which CP arguments can be
elliptic, as shown below. (14) is an example from Japanese and (15) is an example from
MC, repeated from chapter 3.

(14) a. Taroo-wa [CP zibun-no teian-ga
Taroo-top

Hanako-o

odorokasu to]

self-gen proposal-nom Hanako-acc surprise

omotteiru

that think

‘Taroo thinks that his proposal will surprise Hanako.’
b. Ziroo-mo [CP e ] omotteiru
Ziroo-also

think

‘Ziroo also thinks (that his proposal will surprise Hanako).’

(15) a. Zhangsan renwei [CP Lisi shi yi-ge
Zhangsan think

hao

laoshi]

Lisi be one-CL good teacher

‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi is a good teacher.’
b. Danshi Wangwu que
but

bu

renwei [CP e ]

Wangwu whereas not think

‘But Wangwu does not think (that Lisi is a good teacher).’

From the discussion above, it is clear that Turkish does not behave in the same
way as Japanese with respect to the AE paradigm. This is thus a potential challenge to
Oku’s (1998) generalization.
To summarize, the two-way correlation of Oku (1998) faces challenges in both
directions. On one hand, there are languages that have AE but do not have Japanese type
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scrambling (e.g. MC). On the other hand, there are languages that have Japanese type
scrambling but do not seem to have the same AE paradigm as Japanese (e.g. SC and
Turkish). This may be summarized in the table below in (16).

(16)
Scrambling

Oku’s prediction

Facts

Chinese

No

No AE

AE available

Turkish

Yes

AE available

No Subject AE, and no CP AE79

SC

Yes

AE available

AE NOT available

Based on the evidence above from Chinese, SC, and Turkish, I argue that Oku’s
(1998) correlation in (4), repeated here as (17), cannot be maintained.

(17) Argument Ellipsis is available in L "! (Japanese-type) scrambling is possible in L

4.1.2 Li (2006, 2008)

4.1.2.1 Review of (2006, 2008)

Having examined Oku’s (1998) theory and argued against it, I will review Li’s
theory of AE in this section. Li, in a series of her papers (2006, 2008, 2009), proposed
another theory for the phenomenon which she called True Empty Category (TEC).
79

Recall from chapter 3 that subject ellipsis is not allowed in MC, either. The lack of subject ellipsis,
together with the lack of subject ellipsis and CP ellipsis in Turkish, will be discussed later. It will be argued
that there is a way to capture this in the new phase-based theory of AE.
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According to Li, a TEC is “a true empty position devoid of any specific properties or any
features except the categorical features, coming into existence only to fulfill
subcategorization requirements as a last resort.” To the best of my understanding, this is
in the same spirit as AE, in which all the lexical elements and their formal properties
under a given node have been deleted, retaining only the categorical status. I thus take
Li’s TEC as another term for AE80.
Li examined the stranded V (null object) construction in MC and proposed that
this construction, among many others, involve TEC, so named because this empty
category, as Li argued, does not belong to any of the traditional empty categories (NPtrace, pro, variable, PRO). Examples in (18) and (19) are provided to show her point.

(18) Zhangsan shuo Lisi bu renshi e

(Huang (1984))

Zhangsan say Lisi not know
‘Zhangsan1 said that Lisi does not know e*1/2 ’

(19) a. Wo zhaodao-le liang-ben shu
I

find-asp

2-cl

b. *Liang-ben shu1, wo zhaodao-le t1

book

2-cl

‘I found two books.’

find-asp

2-cl

I find-asp

‘Two books, I found.’

c. Wo zhaodao-le liang-ben shu,
I

book

ta ye

zhaodao-le

e

book he also find-asp

‘I found two books. He also found (two books).’

80

Similar to Oku (1998), Li assumes that the interpretative mechanism of her TEC involves LF copying.
The mechanism of AE will be discussed in section 4.3, where I argue that AE should be analyzed as
involving PF-deletion.
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First, the null objects in (18) and (19c) are clearly not NP-traces, which display
similar behavior as anaphors in observing very local relations with their antecedents. The
null object in (18) and (19c) can refer to someone (or something) in the discourse or find
its antecedent in another clause. Thus they are not NP-traces. Second, Li follows Huang’s
(1984) Generalized Control Rule (GCR) and claims that null objects cannot be Pro81.
This is attributed to the ungrammaticality of (18) when the null object and the matrix
subject are co-indexed. The GCR requires Pro to be co-indexed with the closest ccommanding NP, which is the embedded subject. However, this option is ruled out by
Condition B of the binding principles. GCR thus requires the null objects to be coindexed with the next available candidate, which is the matrix subject. As shown in the
interpretation, the null object in (18) cannot be co-indexed with the matrix subject.
Rather, it has to be co-indexed with someone salient in the discourse (probably a null
topic). This is unexpected, if the null object in (18) is a Pro, since the overt counterpart
can be co-indexed with the matrix subject, as shown in (20) below. The fact that the null
object in (18) cannot be co-referential with the matrix subject shows it is not a Pro, either.

(20) a. Zhangsan renwei Lisi bu renshi ta
Zhangsan think

LIsi not know he

‘Zhangsan1 thinks that Lisi does not know him1/2.’
b. John1 thinks that Bill does not know him1/2.

81

For Huang, there is no distinction between PRO and pro in Chinese. He thus used Pro to represent the
empty pronoun.
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Moreover, Lis claims that the stranded V construction in MC cannot be analyzed
as involving a variable bound to a (potentially) null topic, either. As shown in (19b),
topics that bind a variable cannot be indefinite in Chinese. However, the stranded V
construction in (19c) allows the indefinite reading in the second conjunct (where the two
books he found are different from the two books I found). This shows that the null object
cannot be analyzed as a variable. Having excluded all the possibilities, Li claims that the
stranded V construction in MC, among many others, argues for the need for TEC. She
claims that it is a True Empty Category (TEC), distinct from other empty categories.
Li (2008, 2009) makes several important assumptions about her TECs, as
summarized below. First, she claims that the TECs do exist. They cannot be analyzed as
VP (or vP) ellipsis or NP ellipsis. Second, she claims that TEC can only appear in
subcategorized positions. Third, she argues that TEC is subject to visibility conditions. In
other words, it must be visible (assigned Case). The following examples in (21)-(23) are
intended to show her first assumption.

(21) [[ta bu hui xihuan xuexiao de] liyou] gen [[women bu hui (xihuan xuexiao) de] liyou]
he not will like

school DE reason and

we

not will like

school

DE reason

shi yiyang de
be same DE
‘The reason why he will not like school is the same as the reason we will not (like
school)’
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(22) [[ e hui xihuan xuexiao de ] ren]
will like

gen [ e bu hui (xihuan xuexiao) de] ren

school DE person and

not will like

school

DE person ]

shi yiyang de
be same

DE

‘The people that will like school are the same as the people that will not (like
school)’

(23) [[ta bu hui xihuan e de] xuexiao] gen [[women bu hui *(xihuan)
he not will lik

DE

school and

we

not will like

de] xuexiao]
DE

school

shi yiyang de
be same

DE

‘The school that he will not like is the same as the school we will not (like)’

(21) involves relativization of the reason adverb. (22) involves relativization of
the subject, and (23) involves relativization of the object. Li notes that the complement of
the Aux (the vP) may be null in (21) and (22), but not in (23). She claims that this is due
to the fact that, when the Aux is stranded in (23), its complement (vP) is a TEC. The vP is
simply empty with no internal structure. Therefore, relativization of the object is
ungrammatical, since the object should come from within VP, which does not exist at all.
(21) and (22), which involve relativization of the reason adverb and the subject,
respectively, is okay even when the vP/VP is null. Li claims that this is expected since
subjects and reason adverbs are outside of the vP/VP. So there is no problem in
relativizing the reason adverb and the subject when the Aux is stranded (i.e. when the vP
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is a TEC). Li argues that the contrast in (21)-(23) supports her first assumption that TEC
does exist.
Li’s second assumption that TEC only occurs in subcategorization positions is
theory-internal. A transitive verb, as in (18) and (19) above, will subcategorize for some
object. Since the null object, as shown above, cannot be any of the empty categories in
traditional GB framework, it is a new type of empty category, termed TEC. In other
words, TEC is forced to exist by subcategorization considerations.
Li’s third assumption about visibility condition on TEC is based on her claim that
CPs cannot be null in Chinese, as shown in (24) and (25) below.

(24) a. Ni

neng cai

you can

guess

[CP xianzai ji-dian]
now

ma? b. *Ni neng cai

what-time Q

you can

‘Can you guess what time it is now?’

(25) a. Wo cai
I

‘I guess he is very smart.’

they

time

Q

‘Can you guess the time?’

ta hen congming. b. *Tamen ye

guess he very smart

guess

[NP shijian ] ma ?

cai

e

also guess

‘lit. They also guess e .’

The contrast in (24a,b) shows that the verb cai ‘guess’ only takes a CP, but not an
NP, as its complement. (25b) shows that the complement of cai ‘guess’ cannot be null. Li
claims that this is due to the fact that CPs do not need Case (or cannot be assigned
Case)82. Recall it is Li’s assumption that only elements that are assigned Case/visible can

82

This is in line with Stowell’s (1981) Case Resistance Principle, as stated in (i).
(i) Case Resistance Principle: Case may not be assigned to a category bearing Case-assigning feature.
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be a TEC. Since CPs are not assigned Case, it cannot be a TEC so (25b) is
ungrammatical. Therefore, the visibility condition of TEC excludes the possibility of CPs
to be a TEC. In other words, only DPs/NPs, but not CPs, can be TECs in Li’s theory83.

4.1.2.2 Problems with Li (2006, 2008)

Despite the innovative notion of TEC and the careful argumentation, there are
some potential problems with Li’s proposal of TEC. I will discuss three potential
problems below. The first problem concerns whether CPs can be assigned Case and
whether CPs can be TECs/null. As discussed above, Li (2006, 2008, 2009), following
Stowell’s (1981) Case Resistance Principle, argues that CPs cannot be assigned Case and
thus cannot be TECs in Chinese. However, it is actually controversial whether CPs in
Chinese can be assigned Case or not. In fact, Tsai (1995) argues that CPs in Chinese do
need Case, giving evidence from (26).

(26) a. Wo hen guanxin [CP Akiu mingtian lai-bu-lai].
I

very care

Akiu tomorrow come-not-come

‘I care a lot about whether Akiu will come tomorrow.’
b. *Wo [CP Akiu mingtian lai-bu-lai]
I

hen guanxin

Akiu tomorrow come-not-come very care

‘I care a lot about whether Akiu will come tomorrow.’

83

As will be discussed immediately below, this is an important empirical difference between Li’s theory
and the theory to be proposed here. In other words, while Li claims that CPs cannot be TECs, it will be
shown that CP ellipsis (=TEC) is possible in MC. This is confirmed by other speakers that I consulted.
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c. Wo dui [CP Akiu mingtian lai-bu-lai]
I

about

hen guanxin

Akiu tomorrow come-not-come very care

‘I care a lot about whether Akiu will come tomorrow.’

As shown above, when the embedded CP (in the form of A-not-A questions) is
the complement of the verb, as in (26a), it may receive Case from the verb and the
sentence is okay. When it is moved out of the scope of the Case licensor (the VP), as in
(26b), the sentence is ungrammatical. Rather, a preposition such as dui ‘about’ must be
inserted to make the sentence grammatical, as in (26c). Tsai claims that the moved CP
can get case from the preposition and argues that this shows that CPs in Chinese also
need to be assigned Case. Moreover, it is not true that CPs in MC cannot be a TEC/null.
There are cases where a true CP can be a TEC/null, as shown in (27) and (28).

(27) a. Wo renwei [CP ta hen congming] b. *Wo renwei [NP zhe-jian shi]
I

think

he very smart

I

‘I think he is smart.’

think

this-cl

‘I think this matter.’

c. Wo renwei [CP Zhangsan hen congming ]. Tamen que
I

think

matter

Zhangsan very smart

they

bu renwei [CP e ]

whereas not think

‘lit. I think Zhangsan is smart. On the other hand, they do not think e .’

(28) a. Zhangsan hen houhui [CP ziji nianqing-de shihou meiyou nuliyonggong]
Zhangsan very regret

self young-DE

time

not

work.hard

‘Zhangsan regrets that he didn’t work hard when he is young.’
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b. *Zhangsan
Zhangsan

hen

houhui [NP zhe-jian shi]

very regret

this-CL matter

‘Zhangsan regrets this matter.’
c. Zhangsan hen houhui [CP ziji nianqing-de shihou meiyou nuliyonggong]
Zhangsan very regret
Lisi ye

hen

self young-DE

time

not

work.hard
(OKsloppy)

houhui [CP e ]

Lisi also very regret
‘lit. Zhangsan regrets that he didn’t work when he is young. Lisi also regrets e .’

Similar to Li’s example, the pair in (27a,b) shows that the verb renwei ‘think,’
just like the verb cai ‘guess,’ only takes a CP, but not an NP, as its complement. On the
other hand, (27c) shows that this CP in the second clause can also be null and give rise to
the meaning ‘On the other hand, they do not think that Zhangsan is smart.’ This shows
that CPs can also be null84. (28) shows the same paradigm with the sloppy interpretation
available in (28c). The above examples thus pose a challenge to Li’s theory of TEC.
Some CPs (i.e. those selected by cai ‘guess’) cannot be null while others (i.e. those
selected by renwei ‘think’) can. Whether CPs can be assigned Case or not, it is clear that
the possibility of being a TEC is not tied/linked to the possibility of Case assignment85.

84

Li (2008) has a similar example to (27c) in which she used ‘also’ rather than ‘whereas’ in the second
clause. In other words, her second clause is something like ‘They also think e.’ While Li (2008) judged the
sentence fully ungrammatical (*), it sounds okay/not to bad to me and other native speakers. This might be
attributed to the fact that ellipsis generally requires focus/contrast (cf. Merchant (2001)), but such contrast
is missing in Li’s example. For some speakers (such as Li), the effect of this requirement is very strong. For
others (such as me and others), the effect is weak. As shown in (27c), when such contrast appears, the
sentence is fully grammatical.
85
In Li’s theory, to test whether CP can be a TEC/elliptic, it is crucial to find a verb that only selects CP
complements and not NP complements. If a verb can take both CP and NP as object, which can be null, it
does not tell us what is elided. The productive use of null CPs with different verbs in MC shows that we are
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The second potential problem for Li’s theory of TEC comes from PPs, which,
according to Li, cannot be TECs/null, either, since they cannot be assigned Case.
However, as argued in chapter 3, PP ellipsis is possible in MC with sloppy interpretation
(just like Japanese). This thus constitutes a direct counterexample to Li’s claim. Two
more examples are provided below in (29) and (30) to show this point.

(29) a. Qu-nian Zhangsan [PP cong ziji-de mama
last-year Zhangsan

naer] nadao san-ge hong-bao

from self-gen mother there get

3-CL red-envelope

‘Zhansan got 3 red envelopes from his mother last year.’
b. Jin-nian Zhangsan zhi

[PP e ] nadao yi-ge hong-bao

this-year Zhangsan only

get

1-CL red-envelope

‘This year Zhangsan only got 1 red envelope (from his mother).’

(30) a. Zhangsan fang-le yi-ben

shu

[PP zai ziji-de fangjian]

Zhangsan put-asp one-CL book

at self-gen room

‘Zhangsan put a book in his room.’
b. Lisi zeshi

fang-le yi-fu

hua

[PP e ]

Lisi whereas put-asp one-CL painting
‘Whereas Lisi put a painting (in his own room).’

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

indeed dealing here with CP ellipsis, not some kind of Null Complement Anaphora (NCA), which is only
limited to certain types of verbs (cf. Grimshaw (1979)).
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If Li is correct that PPs are not Case-marked, the above examples show that even
non-Case-marked elements can be TECs/null, posing a potential problem to Li’s Case
theory (visibility condition) of null arguments/TECs.
The third potential problem of Li’s theory comes from the fact that it is actually
possible to relativize something that is indeed inside the VP. Recall that Li (2008) used
the example in (23), repeated here as (31), to show that the complement of the Aux is
really null (a TEC), so it is not possible to relativize the object out of it.

(31) [[ta bu hui xihuan e de] xuexiao] gen [[women bu hui *(xihuan)
he not will lik

DE

school and

we

not will like

de] xuexiao]
DE

school

shi yiyang de
be same

DE

‘The school that he will not like is the same as the school we will not (like)’

However, the example in (32) shows that it is possible to relativize cishu ‘times,’
which has been argued by Soh (1998) to be inside the VP and lower than the object86.
The relevant examples and argument have been discussed in chapter 3. Some crucial
examples are repeated here as (33) and (34).

86

Here I change the modal/Aux from hui ‘will’ to yuanyi ‘willing.to’ to make the sentence sound more
natural. It should be noted that yuanyi ‘willing.to’ and hui ‘will’ behave the same with respect to the
relativization of object (i.e. it is also ungrammatical). So what is crucial is the difference between DFP vs.
direct object. While it is not clear why the difference matters, the important thing is that the DFP is also
inside VP and vP, as argued in Soh (1998).
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(32) [ [ ta yuanyi

yaoqing meige xuesheng de ] cishu ] gen [ [ wo yuanyi

he willing.to invite

every student

DE times

and

I

willing.to

(yaoqing meige xuesheng) de ] cishu ] shi yiyang de
invite

every student

DE time

be same DE

‘The number of time that he is willing to invite every student is the same as the
number of time that I am willing to (invite every student).’

(33) a. Zhangsan qing-guo

mei-ge

xuesheng liang-ci

Zhangsan invite-asp every-cl student

2-time

‘Zhangsan invited every student twice.’

every>2, 2>every

b. Zhangsan qing-guo liang-ci mei-ge xuesheng
Zhangsan invite-asp 2-time every-cl student
‘Zhangsan invited every student twice.’

*every>2, 2>every

(34) a. [vP DPsubject vV+F+v [FP DP1-object tV+F [VP DFP [VP tV t1 ] ] ] ]
b. [vP DPsubject vV+F+v [FP tV+F [VP DFP [VP tV DPobject ] ] ] ]

Soh (1998) observes that when the duration frequency phrase (DFP) is lower than
the universal quantifier, as in (33a), the sentence is ambiguous. However, when the DFP
is higher than the universal quantifier, as in (33b), the sentence is not ambiguous. Soh
(1998) argues that (33a,b) have the structure and derivation in (34a,b), respectively. In
(34a) the object meige xuesheng ‘every student’ undergoes movement to a position higher
than the DFP. The object c-commands the DFP, which in turn c-commands a copy of the
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object. The ambiguity in (33a) is thus expected, argued by Soh (1998), given Aoun and
Li’s (1993) Scope Principle. The object in (34b), on the other hand, stays in situ and is
always lower than the DFP. Therefore, only one scope interpretation is possible.
In either structure in (34a,b), the DFP is inside the VP and lower than the verb. It
is thus predicted in Li’s theory that the DFP cannot be relativized/moved when the vP is a
TEC/null. However, as shown in (32) above, it is possible to relativize cishu ‘times’ in
the second clause even when the whole vP is null. This thus challenges the true emptiness
of vP in (32) (and Li’s example in (21)-(23))87.
In sum, I have examined Li’s proposals and provided several arguments that
argue against her Case-theory of null objects (her TECs). These include null CP, null PP,
and relativization of VP-internal phrases. While these are predicted to be impossible
under Li’s theory, they are in fact available and grammatical.

4.1.3 Saito (2007)

4.1.3.1 Review of Saito (2007)

The third approach to AE to be examined is Saito (2007), who also argued for the
availability of AE in Japanese and proposed that it might be related to the lack of
agreement in Japanese. His correlation may be paraphrased in the correlation below in
(35). (35a,b) are truth-conditionally equivalent.

87

Note that the reading in (32) does not matter here (whether it is every student>times or times>every
student). The scopal interaction between DFP and the quantifier is dependent on the relative order between
DFP and the quantifier. In either structure in (34a,b), the DFP is inside VP. Li’s theory predicts that the
DFP cannot be relativized when the vP is a TEC, contrary to facts.
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(35) a. If a language L has Argument Ellipsis ! L does not have agreement
b. If a language L has agreement ! L does not have Argument Ellipsis

Saito’s (2007) theory is reviewed and summarized below. He adopted the LF
copying analysis of argument ellipsis coupled with the theory of agreement in Chomsky
(1995, 2000). This will essentially have the effect of restricting ellipsis to arguments that
do not participate in agreement. He adopted Chomsky’s theory of agreement, which
states that, in order for an argument (the goal) to be ‘visible’ for feature checking of some
feature (such as '–features) with a functional head (the probe, such as T), the argument
must have another uninterpretable feature (e.g. Case features) to be “active” for feature
checking/probing. This is the so-called Activation Condition. An illustration of this is
given in (36) below.

(36) a. John was arrested.
b. T{ } was arrested John{ , Case}
(

(

c. T{ } was arrested John{ , Case}
(

(

d. T{ } was arrested John{ , Case}
(

(

e. John{ } was arrested.
(

A passive sentence (36a) will have the underlying form of (36b), with John
bearing interpretable (-features and an uninterpretable Case feature and T bearing
uninterpretable (-features (and possibly also the EPP feature). The uninterpretable Case
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feature on John makes it active/visible as a goal for T to probe, as in (36c). (The probing
is activated by the uninterpretable Case feature on John.) After feature checking (Match
and Agree), the uninterpretable (-feature on T is deleted and T gets its (-feature from
John. As a reflex of such checking, the Case feature on John is also deleted, as in (36d),
and John is assigned nominative case. John then moves to [Spec, TP] to satisfy EPP, as
shown in (36e).
Saito (2007) claimed that the lack of argument ellipsis in English thus follows
straightforwardly, as shown in the derivation in (37). In (37a), the Case feature on his
mother makes it a suitable goal for v to probe down to check its uninterpretable (features. As a reflex of such feature checking relation, the Case feature on the object his
mother is deleted. Therefore, after his mother is copied at LF in (37c), as assumed in
Saito (2007), the copy of his mother in (37c) will be ‘invisible’ (and ‘inactive’) for
feature checking, since the uninterpretable Case feature has been deleted already. This
makes his mother in (37c) not able to participate in feature checking relations with v and
the unchecked uninterpretable (-feature on v thus makes the derivation crash.

(37) a. John T v{ } respects his mother{ , Case}.
(

(

b. *Bill T v{ } respects, too.
(

c. Bill T v{ } respects his mother{ , Case}, too.
(

(

If the copied element does not have an uninterpretable Case feature and cannot
participate in feature checking in the elliptic site, how is AE ever possible in Japanese?
Saito further argues that functional categories such as T or v in Japanese, on the other
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hand, do not have to have these uninterpretable (-features, adopting an idea dated back to
Kuroda (1988), since Japanese does not have agreement paradigms. Saito (2007) claims
that the lack of uninterpretable features on T or v in Japanese is the source for the
availability of argument ellipsis, as shown in the derivation in (38). Here I use English
translation to substitute Japanese words, just to show the paradigm. In (38a), there is no
uninterpretable (-feature on v in Japanese. The Case feature on self’s mother thus is not
checked off as the reflex of feature checking of (-features, as in English. Rather, Saito
(2007) suggests that the (accusative and dative) Case may be inherent cases in Japanese,
which are tied closely with '–role assignments88. The Case feature on self’s mother in
(38a) is checked and deleted by the lexical head V when the object is merged with the
verb. After self’s mother is copied in (38c), the absence of uninterpretable Case feature
on self’s mother will not be a problem since there is no uninterpretable (-features on v to
begin with in Japanese. The lack of Case feature on self’s mother in (38c) thus will not
cause the derivation to crash and AE (via LF copying) is thus possible in Japanese.

(38) a. Taroo

T v respects [self’s mother]{ , Case}.
(

b. Hanako T v respects, too.
c. Hanako T v respects [self’s mother] { , Case}, too.
(

To sum up, Saito (2007) utilizes Chomsky’s (2000) theory of agreement and the
notion of Activation Condition to account for the licensing of AE. He attributes the
88

Similarly, Saito (2007) also suggests that nominative case and genitive cases in Japanese may be
contextual cases. The case features are checked and deleted when the DP/NP is merged with an extended
projection of T and N, respectively. Therefore, it is not surprising that Japanese allows multiple nominative
subjects and multiple genitives.
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different behavior with respect to the availability of AE in Japanese and English to two
asymmetries in these two languages: (1) whether v has uninterpretable (-features, and (2)
how the uninterpretable Case feature on arguments is checked off. For the first one, v in
Engllish has uninterpretable (-features, but not in Japanese. For the second one, the
uninterpretable Case feature on arguments is checked off as a reflex of (-feature checking
in English. But it is directly checked off when the argument is merged with V or T in
Japanese. The availability of AE in Japanese (via LF copying) thus follows from the lack
of agreement89.

4.1.3.2 Problems with Saito (2007)

While Saito’s (2007) theory of AE makes an interesting connection to the absence
of agreement, the theory might have over-generation problems. One potential problem, as
Saito also noted in his paper, is that the theory predicts that ellipsis of arguments not
involved in feature checking should be available even in languages such as English. This
prediction, however, is not borne out, as shown in (39) and (40).

(39) a. John introduced Mary [PP to his brother].
b. *Bill, on the other hand, introduced Sue [PP e ]

89

In fact, it is possible to combine the two and have only one difference between English and Japanese:
whether v has uninterpretable (-features or not. In other words, if the v in one language has uninterpretable
(-features, the Case feature on the argument will be checked off as a reflex of (-feature checking (the
English paradigm). On the other hand, if the v in a language does not have the uninterpretable (-features,
the Case feature will be checked when it is merged with V or T.
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(40) a. John thinks [CP that his mother is beautiful].
b. *Bill, on the other hand, does not think [CP e ]

The PP and CP arguments in the English examples in (39a) and (40a) do not have
uninterpretable Case feature and (-feature to begin with (because they are not nominal
elements). In other words, there is no need for PPs and CPs90 to participate in (-feature
checking with v. Under Saito’s (2007) theory, there should be no problem when copying
the PP and the CP to the elliptic sites in (39b) and (40b) in LF to satisfy the
subcategorization requirement. (39b) and (40b) are thus predicted to be grammatical,
contrary to facts. Therefore, something extra needs to be said to account for (39b) and
(40b).
A similar point can be made with respect to adjuncts. Adjuncts do not have
uninterpretable Case features and (-features and they do not participate in (-feature
checking. Therefore, it is predicted that adjuncts should be eligible to be copied in LF as
well, even in English. Again, this prediction is nor borne out, as shown in (41) below.

(41) a. John hit Mary [ with a stick ].
b. Bill also hit Mary [adjunct e ]. " Bill also hit Mary with a stick.

90

It should be noted that CPs might participate in phi-feature checking, as in (i), taken from McCloskey
(1991, pp.564), where CPs seem to be involved in checking of number features. The noted problem for PPs
still holds.
(i) a. [That the president will be reelected] and [that he will be impeached] are/*is equally likely at this
point.
b. [That the march should go ahead] and [that it should be cancelled] have/*has been argued by the same
people at different times.
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Despite these problems, Saito’s theory in fact provides a basis for testing the
asymmetric behavior of AE, under the assumption that the uninterpretable (-features on v
or T can be parametrized. Take Turkish for example. Turkish has subject agreement but
no object agreement. Interestingly, Turkish allows object AE, but not subject AE, as
discussed above. This is exactly what Saito’s (2007) theory predicts given that the
availability of AE is tied to the lack of agreement. Moreover, among all the languages
that have been claimed to allow AE, none of them only has subject AE. (Either they have
both object AE and subject AE (e.g. Japanese), or they have only object AE (e.g. MC and
Turkish)). Under Saito’s theory, this entails that there are no languages with only object
agreement and no subject agreement, a prediction that needs to be examined further.
To sum up, Saito’s (2007) theory successfully captures the AE paradigm in
Japanese and establishes an interesting correlation between the availability of AE and the
lack of agreement. One setback is that it has over-generation problems. It rules in many
ungrammatical sentences. However, Saito’s (2007) theory and the interesting correlation
it relies on provide an insight to what a proper analysis of AE might look like. In section
4.2, I will propose my own theory of AE that is tied to the general ban on eliding phases.

4.1.4 Ohtaki (2011)

4.1.4.1 Review of Ohtaki (2011)

The last theory of AE to be considered in this section is Ohtaki (2011), who
argues that the availability of AE is restricted to languages with non-fusional case
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morphology. This is an extension of the analysis in Neeleman and Szendr,i’s (2007),
where it is argued that Radical Pro-drop requires non-fusional morphology on pronouns.
The main idea in Ohtaki (2001) is illustrated by the following structures in (42) and (43),
with KP standing for Case Phrase. (42) represents the German structure, which has
fusional case morphology and (43) is the Japanese structure, with non-fusional case
morphology. German has fusional morphology in terms of case and (–features (as
evidenced by the fact that the determiner for definite/feminine/singular, for example, has
the completely different from, die, for both nominative and accusative). Therefore, K and
( must be combined into a single node, as in (42). On the other hand, in languages with
non-fusional case morphology, such as Japanese, K and ( do not need to be combined
because they have their own exponents, as shown in the structure in (43).

(42)
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(43) Japanese: gakusei tachi ga/o ‘ (the) students (nom/acc) ’

Ohtaki (2011), following Merchant (2001), further assumes that a functional head
bearing a feature [E(llipsis)] will license ellipsis of its complement and argues that the
licensing head of AE is K. In other words, AE is not really ellipsis of the whole
argument, but ellipsis of a subpart (complement of K) of the argument. In languages with
fusional case morphology, ellipsis of the complement of K will create an opaque domain
for morphological fusion and result in a stranded K, as illustrated in (44), hence the
ungrammaticality of examples with AE. AE (now represented as ellipsis of complement
of K) is thus not allowed in languages with fusional case morphology.

(44)
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On the other hand, in languages with non-fusional/agglutinating case morphology,
K can in principle stand alone and be stranded. Ohtaki (2011) argues that when the
complement of K is elided and when K gets zero pronunciation, the effect of AE is
created. This is shown in the structure in (45). He notes that Japanese independently
allows zero pronunciation of case markers (K), known as case drop, as shown in (46).

(45)

(46) Ken-ga
Ken-nom

Naomi-o/!

sema-ta

Naomi-acc/! blame-past

‘Ken blamed Naomi.’

(Saito (1985:267))

The theory predicts that it should be possible for K to be overtly realized while its
complement is elided, a case of case particle stranding. Ohtaki (2011) further gives
evidence to show that case stranding is also possible for AE, as shown in the last example
in (47), taken from Sato and Ginsburg (2007),

(47) a. Asami-wa
Asami-top

moo

tsuki-masi-ta

ka?

already

arrive-pol-past

Q

‘Has Asami already arrived?’
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b. Hai, [ e ] moo
yes

tsuki-masi-ta

already arrive-pol-past

‘Yes, she has already arrived.’
c. Naomi-mo
Naomi-also

moo

tsuki-masi-ta

ka?

already

arrive-pol-past

Q

‘Has Naomi also already arrived?’
d. [ e ]–ga

mada

-nom yet

tsuki-mas-n
arrive-pol-neg

‘She has not arrived yet.’

In short, Ohtaki (2011) is tying the availability of AE to non-fusional case
morphology. It should be noted that what has been called AE (Argument Ellipsis) is not
really ellipsis of the whole argument anymore in his theory. Rather, only some part of the
whole argument is elided, licensed by a functional head K. In other words, AE is not
different from other elliptic constructions

4.1.4.2 Problems with Ohtaki (2011)

While the theory developed in Ohtaki (2011) is interesting and may explain how
children may acquire AE (i.e. the overt marking of fusional case morphology in a given
language can be used as trigger to indicate that AE is not possible in the language), there
are basically two potential problems to this approach.
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First, to make the whole argument null to get the effect of AE, it is essential that
the case marker is dropped in every case of AE. However, this is not always allowed, as
shown in (48), where the nominative case marker must be present and cannot be dropped.
Why the nominative case cannot be dropped here is not crucial. What (48) shows is that
nominative case markers on subjects of transitive verbs cannot be freely dropped.

(48) Ken-ga/*!
Ken-nom/*!

Naomi-o

sema-ta

Naomi-acc

blame-past

‘Ken blamed Naomi.’

(Saito (1985: 267))

As shown in (49), subject ellipsis with the quantificational reading is generally
allowed in Japanese. This shows what is involved here is not an empty pronominal,
which will not give rise to the quantificational reading (cf. chapter 3 for relevant
discussion). What is involved here must be some kind of surface anaphora (such as
ellipsis) where the subject in (49a) can serve as linguistic antecedent. Note that the
subject in the antecedent clause in (49a) is also marked with –ga and subject ellipsis in
(49b) is allowed. The contrast thus poses a problem to the analysis in Ohtaki (2011). If
the nominative case marker cannot be freely dropped, as in (48), it is not clear how
subject ellipsis in (49b) can be derived from zero pronunciation of case markers. Some
extra stipulations are needed to capture when case markers can be dropped.
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(49) a. San-nin-no

omnanoko-ga Taro-ni

three-CL-gen girl-nom

Taro-dat

ai-ni

kita

see-to came

‘Three girls came to see Taro.’
b. [ e ] Ken-ni-mo
ken-dat-also

ai-ni

kita

see-to came
(OKquantificational reading)

‘lit. e also came to see Ken.’

The second potential problem of the analysis in Ohtaki (2011) concerns case
particle stranding. For Ohtaki (2011), AE is the result of case particles being realized as
null. When the case particle is overtly realized, the effect of case stranding is created. It is
thus predicted that the case stranding should have similar distribution as AE. In other
words, when AE is possible, case stranding should also be possible. However, this
prediction is not borne out, either. Case stranding is much more restricted than AE, as
shown below in (50) to (52). The availability of the quantificational reading in (50b) and
(51b) suggests that some kind of ellipsis is involved (not just an empty pronominal). (50)
and (51) shows that it is possible to elide the whole argument in non-sentence-initial
positions (object positions and embedded subject positions). However, case particle
stranding is not possible in these environments, as shown in (52). Again, the asymmetry
here indicates that AE and case particle stranding do not go hand in hand, thus casting
doubt on the claim that the former can be deduced from the latter.
Furthermore, it has been argued that the phenomenon of Case-stranding is a root
phenomenon (cf. Yoshida (2004)). Therefore, it has very limited distribution and can
only occur in sentence initial positions, very different from AE.
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(50) a. Taro-wa
Taro-nom

san-nin-no

omnanoko-o aisiteiru

3-CL-gen

girl-acc

love

‘lit. Taro loves three girls.’
b. Hanako-wa

e

nikundeiru

Hanako-top

hates
(OKquantificational reading)

‘lit. Hanako hates e ’

(51) a. Taroo-wa san-nin-no
Taroo-top 3-CL-gen

gakusei-ga

eigo-o

sitteiru

student-nom

English-acc know

to

itta

that said

‘lit. Taro said that three students knew English.’
b. Hanako-wa e furansugo-o sitteiru to
Hanako-top

itta

French-acc know that said
(OKquantificational reading)

‘lit. Hanako said that e knew French.’

(52) a. *Hanako-wa [ e ]–o
Hanako-top

-acc

nikundeiru
hate

‘lit. Hanako hates e ’
b. *Hanako-wa [ e ]–ga
Hanako-top

-nom

furansugo-o

sitteiru to

itta

French-acc

know

said

that

‘lit. Hanako said that e knew French.’

Furthermore, it is possible to have more than one instance of AE in a sentence
(e.g. where both subjects and objects are elided). Again, this option is not possible for
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case stranding. It is not possible to have more than one instance of case stranding, as
shown in (53). From these, it seems clear that AE and case-drop/case-stranding have very
different distributions. It is thus doubtful that AE is the result of case-drop. I note these as
potential problems to the theory in Ohtaki (2011)91.

(53) *Ken-!

Naomi-!

sema-ta

Ken-!

Naomi-!

blame-past

‘Ken blamed Naomi.’

4.1.5 Conclusion

In section 4.1, I have carefully examined and evaluated some of the previous
approaches to the theory of AE. Four different approaches to the theory of AE have been
discussed in the sections above. As noted above, all of them have some conceptual and
empirical problems. These approaches may be summarized and compared by the
following table, as in (54).

91

There is one further potential problem with the theory in Ohtaki (2011). In his theory, AE is no longer
ellipsis of the whole argument, but sub-ellipsis (i.e. ellipsis of the complement of K, which is a functional
category). Under the generalization in Saito and Murasugi (1990) and Lobeck (1990), this kind of subellipsis is only possible when there is Spec-Head agreement within KP. However, there is nothing in [Spec,
KP]. Thus, it is not clear what triggers agreement with K here since the specifier is empty. Other theories of
AE (such as Saito’s (2007) LF copying analysis) are not subject to this constraint because what is
elided/copied is the complement of a lexical head (i.e. V).
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(54) The Theories of Argument Ellipsis

Li (2006,
Oku (1998)

Saito (2007)

Ohtaki (2011)

lack of

Non-fusional

agreement

case morphology

2008)
TEC must be
Licensing

'-roles as

Condition

weak features

visible (Casemarked)

'-roles are

v has

The

weak features

uninterpretab

K needs to be

Japanese vs.

in Japanese,

le (-features

fused with ( in

N/A

English

but strong

in English,

English, but not

difference

features in

but not in

in Japanese

English

Japanese

Mechanisms

LF-copying

LF-copying

LF-copying

PF-deletion

Having compared the four previous theories of AE and pointed out some of the
potential challenges, in this next section I will propose a new theory of AE which is tied
to an asymmetry in what counts as phase.

4.2 On the Licensing Condition of Argument Ellipsis

4.2.1 Introduction
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Before going to the theory of AE, let us summarize how languages differ with
respect to the relevant AE paradigm, as in shown (55) and (56). (55) is not an English
example. I simply use English words to show what the basic paradigm of AE will look
like92. Languages differ in whether they allow AE (and the quantificational reading) with
respect to the paradigm in (55). The differences are noted in (56).

(55) a. John saw 3 students.
b. Bill also saw [DP/NP e ]

/ But Bill didn’t see [DP/NP e ]

(56) a. Languages that allow AE (and quantificational reading):
Japanese (Oku (1998), Takahashi (2007, 2008, 2009), Saito (2007), Ohtaki (2011)
among others), Korean (Kim (1999)), Mandarin Chinese (Cheng (2010, this
thesis)), Turkish (&ener & Takahashi (2009)), American Sign Language
(Koulidobrova (2012))
b. Languages that DO NOT allow AE (and quantificational reading):
English, French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Serbo-Croatian (SC)…

As discussed above in the previous sections, Oku (1998) argues that the
asymmetry in the availability of AE is tied to the existence of Japanese-style scrambling,
Saito (2007) argues that it is tied to the lack of agreement, and Ohtaki (2011) argues that
the availability of AE is tied to non-fusional case morphology. I have shown that all the
approaches above face empirical problems. In this section, I will propose that the theory
92

Note that (55) is simply used as a representative of the AE paradigm for expository purposes. As noted in
chapter 3, the quantificational reading in (55) can also be captured by the VP ellipsis analysis. The reader is
referred to chapter 3 for discussion on distinguishing AE from the VP ellipsis analysis.
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of AE should be tied to the different categorial property of the traditional noun phrase
(DP vs. NP), as discussed in chapter 2. Specifically, it will be argued that the DP status of
the traditional noun phrase will make AE unavailable. I will discuss these in detail below.

4.2.2 The Proposals

It has been suggested in Bo!kovi" (2012) that radical pro-drop is only allowed in
NP languages (cf. section 2.2.6 in chapter 2). I will modify and extend this suggestion
and propose the generalization in (57) about AE.

(57) AE is only possible in languages without DPs (i.e. NP languages)93.

Specifically, it will be argued that the languages in (56a) which allow AE are all
languages without DPs.94 In other words, the DP projection is missing in these languages;
the arguments in these languages are NPs (putting some functional projections aside,
such as NumP). On the other hand, all the languages in (56b) are DP languages, with the
exception of SC, which is an NP language95. Therefore, the fact that Mandarin Chinese
(MC) does not have DP, as argued in chapter 2, and that MC has AE as an independent
operation, as argued in chapter 3, directly lends support to the generalization in (57).

93

(57) is a one-way correlation. AE is only possible in NP languages, but not all NP languages allow AE.
This is indeed what is being argued for in Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) regarding Japanese, Korean, MC, and
Turkish, which are all classified as NP (DP-less) languages. See also chapter 2 in this thesis for the lack of
DP in MC. For American Sign Language (ASL), it is argued in Koulidobrova (2012) that there is no DP in
ASL, either.
95
The SC case is an important one. I will return to it and discuss it in detail in section 4.5.3.
94
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I will first layout the proposals and assumptions I make in this section and
demonstrate how these proposals can capture the DP/NP asymmetry in the availability of
AE. I adopt the well-established assumptions in (58) plus the claim in (59).

(58) a. Derivations proceed successive cyclically and cycle is defined by phase (cf.
Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2008)).
b. The operation Transfer96 sends the complement of a designated phase head to the
PF component (Chomsky (2000, 2001)).
c. Argument Ellipsis, being one of the elliptic constructions, is characterized as a PF
phenomenon, implemented by PF deletion (see also section 4.3).
d. When an element is sent to Spell-Out, the PF component can decide either to spell
out the element properly or spell it out as null (does not realize it phonologically)
(cf. Holmberg (2001)97)
e. No scattered deletion: in a single Spell-Out domain (SOD), all the elements are
either realized properly or realized as null.

In addition to the assumptions adopted in (58), I also make the claim in (59).

(59) vP is a phase in English (and, more generally, DP languages) while VP is a phase in
Japanese, Korean, and MC. (See below for an explanation why this is the case.)
96

Transfer is sometimes also called Spell-Out. While the latter emphasizes the mapping to the audio
sensory (PF) component, the former is a neutral term for the mapping to the interfaces, including PF and
LF.
97
While I adopt the insight in Holmberg (2001), the system in Holmberg (2001) is different from what I
assume here. In his system, the complement of a phase head is not sent to spell-out. Rather, the whole
phase is sent to spell-out when the next strong phase is introduced. I will only adopt the idea that ellipsis
can be viewed as zero-realization in PF.
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Given that ellipsis is now characterized as zero pronunciation/zero spell-out in the
PF component and given that only the complement of a phase head is sent to Spell-out, it
follows from the assumptions in (58) that only the complement of a phase head can be
elided, i.e. ellipsis only targets complements of phase heads. This is the assumption
adopted by many people, including Boeckx (2009), Gengel (2009), Takahashi (2011),
Wurmbrand (2012) etc98.
Let us discuss English and Japanese as two examples and examine how the
assumptions adopted here can explain the general paradigm of ellipsis and the asymmetry
regarding the availability of AE in these languages. Consider English first. English is a
DP language, so vP is a phase, according to (59). Moreover, it has generally been
assumed that CPs and DPs are phases in English. Therefore, the complement of these
phase heads, VP, IP, and NP respectively, are the spell-out domains and are thus eligible
for ellipsis. This captures the fact that English allows VP ellipsis, IP ellipsis (sluicing)
and NP ellipsis, as shown in (60). The derivations are schematically shown in (61). In
each case, the elided part is the complement of a phase head. When it is not realized
phonologically, the effect of ellipsis is created.

(60) a. John saw someone yesterday, but I don’t know who [IP e ]. (IP ellipsis)
b. John saw 3 students yesterday, and Bill did [VP e ], too. (VP ellipsis)
c. John saw 3 students yesterday, and Bill saw 5 [NP e ]. (NP ellipsis)

98

See also Bo!kovi" (in press a) for a different view in which both phases and complements of phase heads
can be elided.
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(61) a. [CP who C [IP John saw who ]]

a’. [CP who C [IP ) ]]

! sent to Spell-Out
b. [vP Bill [ v [VP saw 3 students]]]

! IP realized as null
b’. [vP Bill [ v [VP ) ]]]

! sent to Spell-Out
c. [DP 3 [NP students]]

! VP realized as null
c’. [DP 3 [NP ) ]]

! sent to Spell-Out

! NP realized as null

On the other hand, the object argument (the whole DP) is the complement of V.
The argument is not the complement of a phase head in English. Therefore, it is not
located in a position eligible for ellipsis. When the structure is later built up to vP, VP, as
the complement of the phase head v, is sent to spell-out. To get the effect of AE, the DP
will have to be realized as null while the rest of the spell-out domain (V and VP) is
properly realized. However, this derivation is not allowed, given the no-scattered-deletion
condition in (58e). The derivation is shown in (62). AE is thus correctly predicted to be
impossible in English, as in (63)99.

(62) a. [vP v [VP saw 3 students]]
!sent to Spell-out

*a’. [vP v [VP saw

[DP 3 students] ] ]

! realized properly ! realized as null

(63) *John saw 3 students yesterday, and Bill also saw [DP e ] (= 3 students).
99

A remark is in order here. I have assumed that V does not raise to v in English. It is standardly assumed
that it does, except in those cases where VP ellipsis takes place (cf. Lasnik (1999)). Under this analysis, V
could raise to v in (63). VP ellipsis cannot be employed to derive (63) due to whatever is responsible for the
incompatibility of VP ellipsis and V raising. DP ellipsis (AE) is still blocked as explained in the text.
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MC and Japanese, on the other hand, do not have the DP projection, as argued in
Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012) and chapter 2 of this thesis. According to (59), VP is a phase in
MC and Japanese. The direct object, as the complement of a phase head, is thus eligible
for ellipsis. The derivation is shown in (64). AE is thus possible in Japanese and MC, as
shown in the examples in (65).

(64) a. [VP sawV [NP 3 students]]

b. [VP sawV [NP ) ] ]

! sent to Spell-Out

! realized as null

(65) a. Zhangsan kanjian-le san-ge xuesheng. Lisi ye
Zhangsan see-asp

3-CL student

kanjian-le [ e ]

Lisi also see-asp

‘Zhangsan saw 3 students. Lisi also saw (3 students).’
b. Taroo-ga

san-nin-no gakusei-o

Taroo-nom 3-CL-gen

mita. Ziroo-mo [ e ] mita

student-acc saw Ziroo-also

saw

‘Taroo saw 3 students. Ziroo also saw (3 students).’

In essence, the asymmetry between English (and other DP languages) and
Japanese and MC regarding the availability of AE is attributed to a difference in the
phase-hood of V and v. The difference in the phase-hood in turn contributes to the
difference in what counts as a Spell-Out domain (and thus what can be elided). The
assumptions in (58) plus the proposal in (59) can thus capture the asymmetry in AE.
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Having illustrated how the difference in the availability of AE can be captured
from the difference in phase-hood (V vs. v), in the next section I will discuss why (57) is
related to (59). In other words, why does English (and other DP languages) have vP as a
phase while Japanese, Korean, and MC (all NP languages) have VP as a phase?

4.2.3 Phases and the DP/NP parameter

In this section, I will discuss how the difference in phase-hood (V vs. v) is
connected with the DP/NP parameter. Specifically, why does the presence of D block the
presence of AE? I will argue that the correlation can be established from two other claims
made in the literature. I will discuss these below.

4.2.3.1 On the definition of phase

In this section I will discuss the definition of phase. Chomsky (2000, 2001) argues
that phases are propositional categories, such as CP and vP. There have been a lot of
proposals that argue that phases should be defined contextually, meaning whether a
certain phrase is a phase or not is not rigid/absolute. Rather, it depends on the
environment it occurs in (cf. Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005), Takahashi (2011),
Bo!kovi" (2005, in press a), Wurmbrand (2012), among others).
Takahashi (2011) makes an interesting claim that phases are determined by Case
assignment/valuation. Specifically, he proposes that vP is a phase only when it assigns
Case. I will briefly review his argument below.
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Takahashi (2011) examines the nominative/accusative alternation in Japanese,
which has received many analyses in the literature. The paradigm is shown below in (66).

(66) a. Taroo-ga

migime-dake-o

tumur-e-ru

Taroo-nom right.eye-only-acc close-can pres
‘Taroo can close only his right eye.’
b. Taroo-ga

migime-dake-ga

(*only>can, can>only)

tumur-e-ru

Taroo-nom right.eye-only-nom close-can-pres
‘Taroo can only close his right eye.’

(only>can, can>only)

As shown in (66a) above, when the object bears accusative case, the marker dake
‘only,’ which is attached to the object, must take scope below the modal can. On the
other hand, when the object bears nominative case, as in (66b), dake ‘only’ can take
scope both above and below the modal can. The traditional analysis (see Tada (1992),
Koizumi (1995), among others) assumes that, when the object bears accusative case, it
stays inside vP to get case-marked. This is why dake ‘only’ takes scope lower than the
modal can, which is assumed to be located in the T domain. When the object bears
nominative case, it moves out of vP to the TP domain where it gets marked with
nominative case. This is why dake ‘only’ can take scope higher than the modal can. The
existence of the can>only interpretation is assumed to be the result of scope
reconstruction. In other words, there are two possible case-marked positions for the
object, either the vP domain or the TP domain. Since dake ‘only’ is attached to the object,
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it can take scope either above or below the domain of can, depending on where the object
is case-marked and interpreted. The structure is represented in (67).

(67) a. [ SubjNOM [vP Obj1ACC PRO [VP t1 V ] v ] T ]
b. [ SubjNOM Obj1NOM [vP (PRO) [VP t1 V ] v ] T]

However, Saito and Hoshi (1998) show that this analysis cannot be correct (see
also Takahashi (2011)). The relevant examples are given below in (68).

(68) a. Taro-ga

sakana-o

Taro-nom fish-acc

kashou-dake-de

taber-are-ru

pepper-only-with

eat-can-pres

(Takahashi (2011))

‘Taroo can eat fish with only pepper.’

(can>only)

‘It is only pepper that Taroo can eat fish with.’

(*only>can)

b. Taro-ga

sakana-ga kashou-dake-de

Taro-nom fish-nom

taber-are-ru

pepper-only-with eat-can-pres

‘Taroo can eat fish with only pepper.’
‘It is only pepper that Taroo can eat fish with.’

(?can>only)
(only>can)

(68) differs from (66) in that the marker dake ‘only’ is not attached to the object
fish. Rather, it is attached to the adjunct with pepper. However, (68) behaves alike with
(66) in the relevant interpretations: When the object bears accusative case, as in (68a), the
sentence only has the can>only reading. When the object bears nominative case, as in
(68b), the sentence is ambiguous between the can>only and the only>can readings.
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Under the assumption that arguments move to be case-marked and adjuncts do not, it is
not clear why (68) patterns alike with (66). The ambiguity of scope readings between
only and can needs another explanation.
Based on this, Takahashi (2011) makes the assumptions in (69) below to account
for the paradigm.

(69) a. vP is a phase if v assigns (accusative) case. If v does not assign case, vP is not a
phase.
b. –dake ‘only’ is a quantifier and needs to undergo quantifier raising (QR).
c. QR is phase-bound.

In both (66a) and (68a), the head of vP assigns accusative case to the object,
which bears the accusative case –o marker. By (69a), vP will then be a phase. The
elements to which –dake ‘only’ is attached (the object in (66a) and the instrumental
adjunct in (68a)) undergo QR. However, since vP is a phase and QR is phase-bound, they
cannot QR over vP. Therefore, (66a) and (68a) only have the can>only reading. On the
other hand, the fact that the object bears nominative case marker in (66b) and (68b)
suggests that the accusative case is not assigned in vP, which means that vP in (66b) and
(68b) is not a phase. The elements bearing the –dake ‘only’ marker are thus free to
undergo QR over vP to some higher position in the structure. This explains why the
only>can reading is possible in both (66b) and (68b).
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While I do not share the idea that v assigns Case in Japanese, I will take
Takahashi’s (2011) insight that Case assignment/valuation determines phases and make
the proposal in (70).

(70) XP is a phase iff the head X bears uninterpretable Case features and the features are
checked off100.

4.2.3.2 On the difference in the nature of Case assignment

Having claimed that phases are determined by Case assignment, following
Takahashi (2011), I will further claim that there is a fundamental difference in the nature
of Case assignment between English (and other DP languages) and Japanese and MC.
Specifically, I make the two proposals in (71) and (72).

(71) Parallelism of Case Feature Checking
Structural Case must be checked by a functional head; inherent Case
must be checked by a lexical head.

(72) a. Case features in English (and, more generally, other DP languages) are
structural and are located in D.
b. Case features in Japanese and MC are inherent/contextual and are located in N.

100

See Takahashi (2011) for a suggestion how this can be extended to the phasehood of CP, under the CPTP association analysis.
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Some remarks are in order here. As discussed in more detail below, for Japanese
and MC I assume that accusative and dative are inherent cases (cf. Kikuchi and
Takahashi (1991)), but that nominative and genitive are contextual cases (cf. Saito (2007,
2011)). Inherent and contextual Cases share the property that they are licensed by Merge,
not Agree. However, while inherent cases must be checked by a lexical head, as in (71),
contextual Cases are not checked by a case feature on a corresponding head, but are
licensed by their structural context101.
(71) and (72) set up a parallelism: if Case features are located in a
lexical/functional head in the nominal domain, they are located in the lexical/functional
head in the clausal domain. With these proposals, let us examine how the difference in
phase-hood (V vs. v) is related to the DP/NP parameter. First, consider English. Case
features in English are structural and thus located in D. By the parallelism in (71), they
must be checked by a functional head, namely, v. After checking of the Case features, v
will become a phase, by (70). This is reminiscent of the system in Chomsky (2000) where
the Case features are checked off (as a reflex) via Agree with v. The fact that v is a phase
head in English has the direct consequence that the direct object DP cannot be elided,
because it is not the Spell-out domain, as discussed above in the previous sections.
On the other hand, in Japanese and MC, Case features are inherent/contextual and
are thus located in N. By (71), the object’s case features will be checked by a lexical
head, namely, V. When the NP object merges with V, the relevant case features are

101

Under the CP/TP association analysis, this may have implications for whether CP is a phase in
contextual case languages like Japanese and MC, if C has no Case features to check.
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checked off through Merge (cf. Saito (1982, 1985))102. This will have the effect of
making VP a phase in Japanese and MC, given (70). The NP object, being a complement
of a phase head, will be sent to Spell-Out and can be later realized as null, giving rise to
the effect of AE. Therefore, AE is available in Japanese and MC.
In essence, the proposal of parallelism in Case feature checking in (71) and the
difference in the nature of Cases in (72) will result in the difference in phase-hood (V vs.
v), which in turn contributes to the difference in the availability of AE. The differences
discussed above are illustrated in the table in (73).

“checker” of Case
(73)

Type

Checking Method

v

Structural

Agree

V

Inherent

Merge

features
English (and other
DP languages)
Japanese, Korean,
Chinese

In fact, there is evidence that the Case system in Japanese works differently from
the one in English. Saito (1982, 1985) suggests that nominative and genitive case in
Japanese may be “contextual cases,” which means that the case on nominals is checked
and deleted when the NP is merged with a projection of T and N, respectively. This is
why Japanese allows multiple subjects and multiple genitives because every NP merged

102

The reader is referred to Saito (1982, 1985, 2007, 2011, among others) for further discussion that
nominative and genitive Case may be contextual cases and that accusative and dative Case are inherent
cases in Japanese. They are checked off via Merge, not Agree.
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with the projection of T and N gets nominative case and genitive case, as shown in (74)
and (75).

(74) a. Yama-ga

ki-ga

kirei-da

(Saito (2007))

mountain-nom tree-nom pretty-is
‘It is in the mountains that tree sare pretty.’
b. Bunmeikoku-ga

dansei-ga heikinzyumyoo-ga

mizikai

civilized country-nom male-nom average life span-nom short
‘It is in civilized countries that the male population has a short life span.’

(75) kyonen-no Hanako-no Taroo-no hihan

(Saito (2007))

last year-gen Hanako-gen Taroo-gen criticism
‘Hanako’s criticism of Taroo last year’

Moreover, it is also suggested in Kikuchi and Takahashi (1991) (see also Saito
(2007)) that dative and accusative may be inherent Cases, closely tied to theta-role
assignment. They are thus checked off by lexical heads such as V103.
What is implied here is that traditional Case particles in Japanese are not reflexes
of abstract structural Case, as also argued in Fukui and Sakai (2003), An (2009), Saito
(2011).
Having illustrated how the proposals and the assumptions adopted above can
capture the asymmetry in the availability of AE in Japanese and MC, but not in English, I
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There are some potential problems of this proposal, though. I will discuss some of them below in section
4.2.6.
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will give some supporting evidence for these proposals in the next section and argue that
the proposed theory makes correct predictions regarding some interesting paradigm in
Turkish and MC.

4.2.4 Evidence from Turkish and Mandarin Chinese

Recall that AE was analyzed above as zero pronunciation of the complement of a
phase head in the PF component and, under the assumption that only the complements of
phase heads can be transferred and sent to Spell-Out, it follows that only complements of
phase heads can be elided. In other words, only object AE is possible since objects are
complement of phase heads (V) in Japanese and MC. Subjects, on the other hand, are not
complements of (phase) heads. It is predicted that subject AE should not be possible.
This prediction is indeed borne out and gains support from Turkish and MC
subject AE. While Turkish allows object AE, it does not seem to have AE of subject NPs.
The relevant examples are given in (12), repeated here as (76).

(76) a. Üç

ö)retmen Can-ı

three teacher

ele+tir-di.

John-ACC criticize-past

‘Three teachers criticized John.’
b. e Filiz-i-yse

[&ener & Takahashi (2009), p.10]

öv-dü.

Phylis-ACC-however praise-past
(Xquantificational reading)

‘lit. However, e praised Phylis.’
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As noted in &ener & Takahashi (2009), the null subject in (76) does not allow the
quantificational reading. The only available reading is the strict reading, where the three
teachers who criticized John are the same set of three teachers who criticized Phylis. This
may be the result of the presence of a null pronoun, not AE, since a null pronoun is
always a possibility in Turkish for subjects. The discrepancy in the availability of object
AE and the non-availability of subject AE in Turkish receives a straightforward account
under the proposal here. Recall that only complements of phase heads are eligible for
ellipsis. Subjects are generated in [Spec, VP] or [Spec, vP], not in complement positions.
As a result, subjects in Turkish cannot be elided and subject AE is not available, leaving
null pro as the only option, which will give rise to the strict, non-quantificational reading.
Similarly, MC does not allow subject AE, either. The relevant examples are given
below in (77) and (78). The null subjects in (77b) and (78b) only have the strict reading,
not the sloppy and the quantificational reading.

(77) a. Zhangsan renwei [CP [NP ziji-de xiaohai ] yihou yinggai dang yisheng]
Zhangsan think

self-gen child

later should be doctor

‘Zhangsan thinks that his child should be a doctor in the future.’
b. Lisi zeshi

renwei [CP [NP e ] yinggai dang lushi]

Lisi whereas think

should be

lawyer

‘lit. Lisi, on the other hand, thinks that e should be a lawyer.’
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(OKstrict, Xsloppy)

(78) a. You san-ge laoshi
have 3-CL

renwei Lisi hen congming

teacher think

Lisi very smart

‘There are 3 teachers who think that Lisi is smart.’
b. Dan [NP e ] que
but

renwei Zhangsan hen

whereas think

ben

Zhangsan very stupid

‘lit. but e thinks that Zhangsan is stupid.’

(Xquantificational)

Following the reasoning above, the lack of a sloppy reading and quantificational
reading for the null subjects in (77) and (78) in MC is also directly captured since
subjects are not in complement positions. Subject AE is thus not allowed. The available
options for null subjects in MC include a null pro, and a variable bound to a discourse
topic. In this respect MC and Turkish behave in the same way. The lack of subject AE in
MC and Turkish lends support to the theory proposed here where only spell-out domains
(complements of phase heads) may be elided.

4.2.5 On subject ellipsis in Japanese, and PP and CP ellipsis

Under the theory proposed above, it is expected that no language should allow
subject AE since subjects are never in complement positions. However, as mentioned in
chapter 3 and in section 4.1.1.2 above, Japanese and Korean allow subject ellipsis,
differently from Turkish and MC. The examples of subject ellipsis in Japanese are
repeated below as (79), taken from Oku (1998).
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(79) a. Taroo-wa [ zibun-no kodomo-ga eigo-o

hanasu to] itta

Taroo-top self-gen child-nom English-acc speak that said
‘Taroo said that his child spoke English.’
b. Hanako-wa [ e furansugo-o hanasu to] itta
Hanako-top

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

French-acc speak that said

‘lit. Hanako said that e spoke French.’

Here, the existence of a sloppy interpretation (which means Hanako said that
Hanako’s child spoke French) indicates that the null subject in (79b) is not a null
pronoun since a pro will only give rise to the strict interpretation. While this seems to be
a problem for the proposed theory, I will show that it is actually not a problem. The
seeming subject ellipsis is just an illusion.
Recall that it was discussed in chapter 3 that there are at least 4 ways to derive
null arguments: (1) null pro (2) deep anaphora104, such as a null topic (as in Huang
(1984)), (3) V-stranding VP ellipsis (4) AE. To give support to the existence of AE, it is
necessary to find constructions where the other 3 derivations are excluded. The
availability of the sloppy/quantificational reading will exclude the null pro analysis, but
not the other two. In chapter 3, I argued that the quantificational reading in MC directly
excludes the deep anaphora (null topic) analysis, too, given that MC has an additional
constraint that excludes indefinite topics. This is shown in (80) below. Since MC does not
allow indefinite topics, as in (80c), the availability of the quantificational reading in (80a)
cannot be derived from deep anaphora. It must be derived from surface anaphora (either
VP ellipsis or AE).
104

To distinguish it from null pro, I use the term deep anaphora to refer only to null topics here.
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(80) a. Zhangsan kanjian-le san-ge xuesheng. Lisi ye
Zhangsan see-asp

3-CL

student

kanjian-le e

Lisi also see-asp

‘lit. Zhangsan saw 3 students. Lisi also saw e .’

($quantificational reading)

b. [3 student]topic … Lisi also saw tvariable

c. *san-ge xuesheng1, Wo zuotian
3-CL student

I

kanjian-le e1

yesterday see-asp

‘lit. 3 students, I have seen e yesterday.’

However, this additional constraint to exclude null topic is not observed in
Japanese, which differs from MC in that Japanese allows indefinite subjects and topics,
as shown in (81) below. The structure in (81c) is thus a potential derivation for (79b).

(81) a. Taroo-wa san-nin-no
Taroo-top three-CL-gen

gakusei-o

mita

student-acc saw

‘Taroo saw three students.’
b. San-nin-no

gakusei-o

Taroo-wa

three-CL-gen student-acc Taroo-top
‘lit. three students, Taroo saw t .’
c. [3 student]topic … Taroo

tvariable saw
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t

mita
saw

In other words, the seeming availability of the sloppy interpretation in (79b) is
just an illusion and need not necessarily be derived from subject ellipsis. Rather, it may
have the derivation in (82) below, where the null topic binds a variable in the embedded
subject position. In short, the fact that Japanese (and Korean) allow indefinite
topics/subjects opens up the possibility that, in addition to null pro, null subjects can also
be derived from deep anaphora (null topics).

(82) ([zibun-no kodomo-ga]1)null topic Hanako-wa [ e1 furansugo-o hanasu to] itta
self-gen child-nom

Hanako-top

‘lit. Hanako said that e spoke French.’

French-acc

speak that said
(OKsloppy)

Based on this, I argue that the availability of sloppy interpretation in (79b) in
Japanese is a result of deep anaphora, not subject ellipsis. Therefore, Japanese is not a
problem and is still consistent with the theory presented here where subject ellipsis is not
allowed.
It should be noted that Shimamura (2012) also gives an argument that Japanese
does not have subject AE. He uses a bound variable in embedded subject positions and
shows that the bound variable reading is not available with subject AE, as shown in (83).

(83) a. Iti-kumi-no dansi1-ga san-nin ijoo
one-CL-gen boy-nom 3-CL
hanaseru

more.than

to] omotteiru

speak.can C

think
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[CP [ soitu1-no tomodati-ga] eego-o
he-gen friend-nom Engish-acc

‘More than three students in Class 1 think that his friend can speak English.’
b. Ni-kumi-no dansi-mo san-nin ijoo
two-CL-gen boy-also 3-CL

[CP e eego-o

more.than

omotteiru

hanaseru to]

English.acc speak.can C
(*bound variable reading for soitu)

think
‘lit. More than three students in Class 2 also thinks that e can speak English.’

Shimamura (2012) further shows that the quantificational reading is not available
for null subjects, either, as in (84). In this respect, Japanese behaves alike with MC. The
lack of subject AE in Japanese further lends support to the proposal here that only
complements of phase heads can be elided and that there is no subject AE.

(84) a. Yamada-sensee-wa [CP [san-nin-no gakusee-ga]
Mr. Yamada-top

eego-o

hanaseru

to]

3-CL-gen student-nom English-acc speak.can that

omotteiru
think
‘Mr. Yamada thinks that three students can speak English.’
b. Tanaka-sensee-mo [CP e eego-o
Mr. Tanaka-also

hanaseru

to] omotteiru

English-acc speak.can C think

‘lit. Mr. Tanaka also thinks e can speak English.’

(*quantificational reading)

Having discussed subject ellipsis in MC and Japanese, I will discuss PP and CP
ellipsis below. It was noted above that AE targets arguments (and not adjuncts),
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regardless of the category of the arguments. Therefore, not only DP/NP, but also PP and
CP, can be elided. Some of the relevant examples are repeated below.

(85) a. Taroo-wa [CP zibun-no teian-ga
Taroo-top

Hanako-o

odorokasu to]

self-gen proposal-nom Hanako-acc surprise

that think

‘Taroo thinks that his proposal will surprise Hanako.’
b. Ziroo-mo [CP e ] omotteiru
Ziroo-also

think

‘Ziroo also thinks (that his proposal will surprise Hanako).’

(86) a. Zhangsan renwei [CP Lisi shi yi-ge
Zhangsan think

hao

laoshi]

Lisi be one-CL good teacher

‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi is a good teacher.’
b. Danshi Wangwu que
but

bu

renwei [CP e ]

Wangwu whereas not think

‘But Wangwu does not think (that Lisi is a good teacher).’

(87) a. Taroo to

Hanako-ga

otagi

kara meeru-o

uketotta

Taroo and Hanako-nom each.other from e-mail-acc received
‘Taroo and Hanako received e-mail from each other.’
b. Ken to Yumiko-wa [PP e ] tegami-o uketotta
Ken and Yumiko-top

letter-acc received

‘Ken and Yumiko received letters (from each other).’
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omotteiru

(88) a. Zhangsan fang-le yi-ben

shu

[PP zai ziji-de fangjian li ]

Zhangsan put-asp one-CL book

at self-gen room

in

‘Zhangsan put a book in his room.’
b. Lisi zeshi

fang-le yi-fu

hua

[PP e ]

Lisi whereas put-asp one-CL painting
‘Whereas Lisi put a painting (in his own room).’

(OKstrict, OKsloppy)

How is this possible? Under the theory proposed above, after the object argument
merges with V and checks off the case feature, VP becomes a phase in Japanese and MC.
The object is thus the Spell-Out domain and eligible for ellipsis. However, it is not clear
that PP and CP bear case and can check case against V. If this is not the case, ellipsis of
PP and CP should not be possible.
I suggest that the availability of deep anaphora in MC and Japanese provides a
way to capture the so-called PP ellipsis and CP ellipsis. Specifically, just like null NP
topics can create an illusion of subject ellipsis, (null) PPs and CPs as topics can also bind
a variable, to create the effect of PP and CP ellipsis. The structure is schematically shown
in (89) below. Moreover, we have independent evidence that CPs and PPs can be moved
and serve as topics in MC and Japanese, as in (90) and (91).

(89) a. [CP … ]topic subject … V tCP
b. [PP … ]topic subject … V tPP
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(90) a. [CP Mary-ga

sono hon-o

Mary-nom that

yonda to]1 [ John-ga

book-acc read

that

t1

John-nom

itta]
said

‘lit. that Mary read that book, John said.’
b. [PP Mary-kara]1 [ John-wa t1 hon-o
Mary-from

John-top

uketotta]

book-acc received

‘lit. From Mary, John received a book.’

(91) a. [CP Zhangsan yijing si-le ]1 [ Lisi dao xizai hai bu yuanyi xiangxin t1 ]
Zhangsan already die-asp

Lisi till

now still not willing believe

‘lit. Zhangsan is dead, even now Lisi is not willing to believe.’
b. [PP zai zhuozi shang]1 [ Lisi fang-le yi-ben
at table

on

shu

t1 ]

Lisi put-asp one-CL book

‘lit. On the table, Lisi put a book.’

From this, PP and CP ellipsis is accounted for. The profound usage of deep
anaphora in these languages provides a situation where a (null) PP and CP topic can bind
a variable, creating the effect of CP and PP ellipsis105. The paradigm presented here is
thus still consistent with the analysis where only complements of phase head may be
elided. The fact that Japanese seems to allow subject ellipsis and that MC and Japanese
105

Recall that I use the unavailability of the quantificational reading in (80) as a test for a (null) topic. Since
the so-called PP ellipsis involves null topics now, it is predicted that the elided PP should not allow the
quantificational reading in MC. This prediction is indeed borne out, as shown below in (ib), which does not
allow the quantificational reading. This is expected since the use of an indefinite topic is prohibited here.
(i) a. Zhangsan [PP zai san-zhang zhuozi shang ] fang lazhu
Zhangsan
at 3-CL
table on
put candles
‘Zhangsan put candles on three tables.’
b. Lisi zeshi
[PP e ] fang hua
Lisi whereas
put flowers
‘lit. whereas Lisi put flowers’
( Xquantificational reading)
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seem to allow PP and CP ellipsis is derived from the fact that they are all topic-prominent
languages and that PP and CP topics are available.

4.2.6 Potential problem

Before concluding this section, I will point out one potential problem for the
proposals made here, which concerns VP ellipsis constructions in English that do not
involve case checking, such as sentences with unergative verbs or those with CP
complements, as shown in (92) below. If checking of the case features determines phasehood, it seems that vP in these cases will not be a phase since the case feature on v is not
checked, assuming that CPs do not need Case. (See, however, Bo!kovi" (1995) for the
claim that CPs in English can have Case, which suffices here106.) VP will not be the
complement of a phase head and should not be elided then, contrary to facts.

(92) a. John danced, and Bill did [VP e ], too.
b. John thought Mary has left, and Bill did [VP e ], too.

4.2.7 Interim Conclusion

To summarize, in this section I have proposed a new theory of AE based on the
notion of phase. The central idea is that there is a categorial difference in the traditional
noun phrase (DP vs. NP). I have argued that this difference leads to a difference in

106

It may matter here that many unergative verbs in English in different contexts can assign Case, as in He
danced himself silly.
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whether VP is a phase or not and hence the possibility of AE across languages. I argued
that this claim can be deduced from other independently motivated assumptions,
including the cyclic nature of the derivation and Transfer. The asymmetric behavior with
respect to AE between English and French on one hand and Japanese and MC on the
other hand is captured, given a parallelism condition on feature checking, which forces
the Case feature on D in DP languages to be checked against v, which in turn makes vP a
phase and prohibits the possibility of AE since only vP, but not VP, is a phase. In this
respect, I adopted the suggestion in Takahashi (2011) regarding the definition of phase
and argued that it has the effect of making vP a phase in English and VP a phase in MC
and Japanese. Furthermore, I argued that the lack of subject ellipsis in Turkish and MC is
directly predicted under the theory proposed here, given that subject, not being
complement of phase heads, cannot be elided. Lastly, I argued that the seeming subject
ellipsis in Japanese as well as PP and CP ellipsis can be derived as a result of deep
anaphora, which is consistent with the theory proposed here.
In this section, I have proposed a theory of AE that implicitly assumes the PFdeletion approach of AE (i.e. ellipsis is characterized as zero pronunciation of the
arguments in the PF component). In the next section, I will discuss some of the
arguments in the literature for the LF-copying approach and argue that there are potential
problems for these arguments and that they do not necessarily support the LF copying
approach.

4.3 On the Mechanism of Argument Ellipsis
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After discussing the theory of AE in the previous sections, I turn to the
mechanism of AE in this section and focus on the question of how AE is implemented
and executed. Putting aside the non-structural approach (cf. Culicover and Jackendoff’s
(2005) Simpler Syntax Hypothesis), there are at least two dominant approaches to
ellipsis, the LF-copying approach and the PF-deletion approach.
It should be noted that, apart from Ohtaki (2011), all the approaches reviewed in
section 4.1 (Oku (1998), Li (2008, 2009), and Saito (2007)) assume the LF copying
approach to AE107. Oku (1998) gives AE and Japanese scrambling a unified analysis.
Following a suggestion made in Bo!kovi" and Takahashi (1998) for scrambling, Oku
(1998) treats AE as involving LF copying of the argument from the antecedent clause to
the elliptic site, which has the same mechanism as LF movement of “scrambled”
elements under Bo!kovi" and Takahashi’s (1998) analysis. This option is possible under
the assumption that '–positions are weak features in Japanese and can be checked at LF.
Saito (2007), in his attempt to establish an association between AE and the lack of
agreement, also assumes the LF copying approach. The idea is that the argument that has
participated in a feature checking in the antecedent clause will be inactive for further
feature checking after it is copied into the elliptic site. Therefore, AE, implemented
through LF copying, is not available in languages with agreement.
As discussed in the above section, an implicit assumption in the analysis proposed
here is that there is a deletion operation in the PF component (i.e. the argument is realized
as null in PF), which is different from the assumptions adopted in other approaches. In

107

To be precise, Li (2008, 2009) didn’t call the relevant construction AE. Rather, she used the term TEC
(True Empty Category) and the relevant constructions were not limited to null argument constructions. But
she did assume that there is no structure in the syntax and adopted the LF copying approach to TEC.
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the section below, I will therefore review Shinohara’s (2006) argument for the LF
copying analysis of AE and point out some potential problems with it.

4.3.1 Arguing against LF-copying

In this section, I will review one argument for the LF copying analysis of AE
from Saito (2007), taken from Shinohara (2006). It will be argued that the argument
encounters some potential challenges, after considering a wider range of data. Essentially,
there are several ungrammatical examples that are predicted to be grammatical under the
LF copying analysis, posing a challenge to such an analysis.

4.3.2 Shinohara’s (2006) argument

While the mechanism of LF-copying is an essential part of Oku’s (1998) analysis,
he didn’t give specific empirical arguments for it. Saito (2007), on the other hand, gives
one argument in favor of the LF copying analysis, which he attributes to Shinohara
(2006). Shinohara (2006) gives an argument for AE as LF copying in Japanese based on
the (im-)possibility of CP ellipsis with scrambling. The relevant examples are shown
below in (94) and (95). As discussed above in the previous sections, CP ellipsis in
Japanese is available and allowed, as shown again in (94b). On the other hand,
scrambling out of a CP that is elided by AE is impossible, as shown in (95). (It is
irrelevant whether an identical element is scrambled in the antecedent clause. In fact,
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(95b,c) are still ungrammatical even if the antecedent clause (95a) does not involve
scrambling.)

(94) a. Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga
Taroo-gop

hon-o

katta

to]

itta si

Hanako-nom book-acc bought that said and

‘Taroo said that Hanako bought a book’
b. Ziroo-mo [CP e ] itta
Ziroo-also

said

‘Ziroo also said (that Hanako bought a book.)’

(95) a. Hon-o1

Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga

book-acc Taroo-top

t1 katta

Hanako-nom

to] itta ga

bought that said though

‘Taroo said that Hanako bought a book.’
b. *Zassi-o2

Ziroo-wa [CP e2 ] itta

magazine-acc Ziroo-top

said

‘Ziroo said (that Hanako bought a) magazine’
c. *Sono hon-o2
that book-acc

Ziroo-wa [CP e2 ] itta
Ziroo-top

said

‘Ziroo also said (that Hanako bought) that book.’

Shinohara (2006) claims that this provides argument for the LF copying analysis
for AE. Assuming Saito’s (1989) radical reconstruction analysis of scrambling, Shinohara
(2006) claims that the antecedent clause would have the LF representation as in (96a),
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with the scrambled phrase reconstructing back to its original position. Therefore, LF
copying of the embedded CP to the second clause will result in ungrammaticality, since
the second clause will have two instances of the embedded object108. The structure will
look like the one in (96b). The sentence initial NP will not be theta-marked, a violation of
the theta-criterion, hence the ungrammaticality.

(96) a. Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga
Taroo-top

hon-o

katta

to] itta ga

Hanako-nom book-acc bought that said though

‘Taroo said that Hanako bought a book.’
b. *Zassi-o2

Ziroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga

magazine-acc Ziroo-top

hon-o

katta

to ]

itta

Hanako-nom book-acc bought that said

‘lit. Magazines, Ziroo said that Hanako bought a book.’

On the other hand, under the PF-deletion analysis, it is not clear why (95b) is
ungrammatical. It should be possible to scramble the object out followed by PF-deletion
of the embedded CP. We know independently that extraction out of elliptic site is
possible, as in the sluicing cases (ex. I heard John bought something, but I don’t know
what1 [ John bought t1 ])109. Shinohara (2006) further claims that the LF copying theory
correctly predicts that the second conjunct becomes grammatical when it does not involve
scrambling, as in (97). After reconstruction, the full embedded CP in (97a) may be copied

108

There is one stipulation that Shinohara has to make, which is radical reconstruction happens before LF
copying so that the reconstructed element will be copied. Otherwise, LF copying will just copy a CP with a
gap and there shouldn’t be a problem. It is not clear why this stipulation should hold, though. (i.e. If
reconstruction and LF copying are both LF operations, they should be randomly ordered.)
109
This is not always the case. See the discussion in Bo!kovi" (in press a).
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to (97b). Since there is no scrambled object in (97b), the sentence is grammatical, as
expected (no '–criterion violation).

(97) a. Sono hon-o1
that

Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga

book-acc Taroo-top

t1

Hanako-nom

katta

to] itta ga

bought that said though

‘Taroo said that Hanako bought that book.’
b. Ziroo-mo [CP e ]
Ziroo-also

itta
said

‘Ziroo also said (that Hanako bought that book).’

While Shinohara’s (2006) paradigm is interesting, it faces some potential
empirical challenges, as discussed below.

4.3.3 Non-reconstructing cases

In Shinohara’s (2006) paradigm and analysis, the obligatory reconstruction (undoing) property of scrambling in the antecedent clause plays a crucial role here. It is thus
predicted that if the moved element in the antecedent clause does not reconstruct back
(for independent reasons) but stays in its surface position, copying of the embedded CP to
the elliptic site should be allowed, as shown in the structure in (98), because the copied
CP will contain a gap that can host the scrambled element in the second clause.
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(98) a. Object-1

Subject-1

b. Object-2

Subject-2

c. Object-2

Subject-2

[CP …gap… ]

verb-1

e

verb-2

[CP …gap… ]

verb-2

However, such prediction is not borne out. I will examine several constructions in
which the moved element has been independently claimed to stay in its surface position
and, yet, AE in the second clause is still not licensed. These constructions will thus cast
doubt on the validity of the argument. The first construction involves wh-movement, and
the relevant examples are shown in (99) below, taken from Takahashi (1993).

(99) a. John-wa [CP Mary-ga
John-top

nani-o

tabeta ka] siritagatteiru

Mary-nom what-acc ate

Q

no?

want-to-know Q

‘Does John want to know what Mary ate?’/‘What does John want to know whether Mary ate?’

b. Nani-o

John-wa [CP t’ Mary-ga

what-acc John-top

Mary-nom

t tabeta ka] siritagatteiru
ate

no?

Q want-to-know Q

‘#Does John want to know what Mary ate?’ / ‘What does John want to know whether Mary ate?’

Takahashi (1993) argues that the paradigm in (99b) involves real wh-movement in
Japanese. It allows only the wh-question reading, but not the yes-no question reading for
the matrix clause. This is different from (99a), which has the in-situ wh-element and
allows both the wh-question reading and the yes-no question reading in the matrix clause.
Takahashi (1993) argues that the overtly moved wh-element stays in its surface position
to take scope there. This is why (99b) only allows the wh-question reading.
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If Takahashi (1993) is correct, we predict that sentences involving an overtly
moved wh-element to an interrogative CP should be able to license AE, since the whelement does not reconstruct and stays in its surface position to take scope. This
prediction, however, is not borne out, as shown in (100) below. (100b), while
grammatical, does not have the relevant reading “what does Peter want to know whether
Mary ate”. Rather, it only has the “what does Peter want to know” reading, which does
not involve AE. This is unexpected under the LF copying analysis.

(100) a. Nani-o

John-wa [CP t’ Mary-ga

what-acc John-top

Mary-nom

t

tabeta ka] siritagatteiru
ate

no?

Q want-to-know Q

‘#Does John want to know what Mary ate?’ / ‘What does John want to know whether Mary ate?’

b. Nani-o

Peter-mo [CP e ] siritagatteiru

what-acc Peter-also

no?

want-to-know Q

‘#What does Peter want to know whether Mary ate?’ / ‘What does Peter want to know?’

Another construction involving non-reconstructing elements has to do with
binding conditions. Nishigauchi (2002) observes that (94) is grammatical with coreference between John and kare ‘he.’ This is unexpected if the scrambled element
always undergoes reconstruction. Whatever the analysis, we may take the fact that there
is no Condition C violation in (101) as an indication that the moved element stays in its
surface position and does not reconstruct.
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(101) [ John1-ni-tuite-no dono hon]2-o kare1-ga [Hanako-ga t2 ki-ni-itteiru ka] sitte-iru
-about-gen which book-acc he-nom

-nom

like

Q knows

‘lit. Which book about John1, he1 knows Hanako likes ’

This then provides us with another test to see whether obligatory reconstruction
plays a crucial role in the licensing of AE. Since the moved element stays in its surface
position, there should be no conflict in '–role licensing when the embedded CP is copied
into the elliptic site. However, the prediction is not borne out, as in (102).

(102) a. [John1-ni-tuite-no dono hon]2-o kare1-ga [Hanako-ga t2 ki-ni-itteiru ka] sitte-iru
-about-gen which book-acc he-nom

-nom

like

Q knows

‘lit. Which book about John1, he1 knows Hanako likes’
b. *[Bill1-ni-tuite-no dono hon]-o

kare1-mo [CP e ] sitte-iru

-about-gen which book-acc he-also

knows

‘He also knows which book about Bill, (Hanako likes).’

The ungrammaticality of (102b) shows that, even when the moved element stays
in its surface position and does not reconstruct back, the embedded CP cannot be
elided/null. Similar to the wh-question paradigm, this is unexpected under the LF copying
analysis of AE, which predicts that (102b) should be grammatical.
The third set of examples that might be problematic for the LF copying analysis
has to do with quantifier scope interactions. As shown below, (103a) only has the *>+
reading. This is expected if scrambled elements always undergo reconstruction to its base
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position, hence the *>+ reading. Miyagawa (2006), building on a discovery of Abe
(2005), demonstrates that the obligatory reconstruction effect of scrambling is not always
attested when there is another scope element in the embedded clause, as in (103b). So
(103b) differs from (103a) in that the +>* reading is only available in (103b).

(103) a. Daremo1-ni
everyone-dat

dareka-ga

[John-ga

someone-nom

t1

kisusita to] omotteiru

John-nom

kissed

C

thinks

‘Everyone, someone thinks that John kissed.’
b. Daremo1-ni

dareka-ga

(*+>*, *>+)

[futari-no kodomo-ga

everyone-dat someone-nom 2-gen

t1 kisusita to] omotteiru

kids-nom

kissed

C

thinks

(OK/??+>*, *>+)

‘Everyone, someone thinks that two kids kissed.’

We can take this as indication that the scrambled element in (103b) does not
reconstruct back and test whether AE is licensed in such an environment. Similar to the
previous two paradigms, AE is not licensed in this environment, which is unexpected
under the LF copying analysis. The relevant examples are shown in (104).

(104) a. dono gakusei-ni aru sensei-ga [ futari-no kodomo-ga t kisusita to] omotteiru
every student-dat some teacher

2-gen

kids

kissed

‘Every student, some teacher thinks that two kids kissed.’
b. *dono kangofu-ni-mo aru
every nurse-dat-also

ishia-mo

some doctor-also

[CP e ] omotteiru
thinks

‘Every nurse, some doctor also thinks that (two kids)’
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C thinks

(104b) patterns alike with (100b) and (102b) in that it is ungrammatical, even
though all three examples involve some scrambled/moved elements that, for independent
reasons, do not undergo reconstruction. The ungrammaticality of these examples thus
poses a potential problem to the LF copying analysis. The comparison is summarized in
the table in (105).

(105)
Movement?

Reconstruct?

Grammatical?

Predicted?

Scrambling

$

$

X

$

Wh-movement

$

X

X

X

$

X

X

X

$

X

X

X

Binding
Condition
Quantifier
Scope

From the discussion above, it might be safe to say that there is no direct
correlation between whether the moved element undergoes obligatory reconstruction and
whether the AE sentence is grammatical or not, as evidenced by the comparison in the
middle two columns in (105). While Shinohara (2006) and Saito (2007) use the
obligatory reconstruction property of scrambled elements plus the theta-criterion to
account for the ungrammaticality of the initial paradigm, the other cases show that this
account does not hold on empirical grounds. The ungrammaticality of sentences
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involving scrambled elements and CP ellipsis thus cannot be taken as evidence for the LF
copying analysis of AE.
Given that there is no good argument for the LF copying analysis, as shown
above, I will simply assume that ellipsis involves PF-deletion, as was assumed above, and
that the argument that is elided is receiving zero realization in the PF component.

4.3.4 Capturing the paradigm: deep anaphora

If obligatory reconstruction does not play a role in explaining why extraction
followed by CP ellipsis is bad, why is (95b), repeated here as (106b), ungrammatical?

(106) a. Hon-o1

Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga

book-acc Taroo-top

t1

Hanako-nom

katta

to] itta ga

bought that said though

‘Taroo said that Hanako bought a book.’
b. *Zassi-o2

Ziroo-wa [CP e2 ] itta

magazine-acc Ziroo-top

said

‘Ziroo said (that Hanako bought a) magazine’

If we compare the table in (105), it seems that the ungrammaticality is directly
tied to whether movement takes places or not (the first and the third column from the
left). In other words, as long as movement takes place, CP ellipsis always results in
ungrammaticality. I claim that this follows from the analysis proposed above that CP
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ellipsis is not truly ellipsis. Rather, the effect is created by a (null) CP topic binding a
variable, creating the effect of ellipsis. The structure is given in (89), repeated as (107).

(107) [CP … ]topic subject … V tCP

As argued above, this use of topic-variable binding analysis is an instance of deep
anaphora, which has been argued to be a discourse pro-form with no internal structures.
Therefore, it is not surprising that movement out of such pro-forms always results in
ungrammaticality (i.e. nothing can move out of a single node with no internal structure).
In this respect, (the so-called) CP ellipsis resembles the case of Null Complement
Anaphora (NCA) in English, which has been argued to be a case of deep anaphora (cf.
Grimshaw (1976), Depiante (2000), among others) and which also disallows extraction.
The relevant examples are given in (108) and (109), taken from Shopen (1972) and
Depiante (2000). (108) shows that verbs such as refuse and agree take an NCA as their
complements and (109) shows that movement out of NCA is not allowed.

(108) a.When mother told him to clean up his room, Tommy refused ______.
b. When Mary said she was going to change careers, Anne agreed ______.

(109) a. *Mary wondered which conference talk Tommy refused to attend and Susan
wonders which colloquium talk Anne refused _____.
b. *Susan asked which house Anne agreed to donate and Peter asked which car
Tommy agreed ______.
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The ungrammaticality of (106b) thus resembles that of (109a,b). Therefore, it is
expected that when there is no movement involved in the second conjunct, the sentence
will be grammatical, as repeated here in (110).

(110) a. Sono hon-o1
that

Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga

book-acc Taroo-top

t1

Hanako-nom

katta

to] itta ga

bought that said though

‘Taroo said that Hanako bought that book.’
b. Ziroo-mo [CP e ]
Ziroo-also

itta
said

‘Ziroo also said (that Hanako bought that book).’

The ungrammaticality of (106b) and all the ungrammatical sentences that involve
movement followed by CP ellipsis (e.g. wh-movement, binding condition, quantifier
scope, etc., as those listed in (105)) thus receive a straightforward account if the so-called
CP ellipsis is an instance of deep anaphora so that movement out of it is never allowed.
This lends support to the analysis proposed above.
Having pointed out some of the problems in the argument for LF copying from
Shinohara (2006) and shown that CP ellipsis is an instance of deep anaphora, I will
discuss some of the theoretical implications of my analysis in the following section.

4.4 Discussion and Theoretical Implications
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The theory of AE developed here is tied to the absence/presence of DP, which
leads to a difference in Case feature checking, which in turn affects whether vP or VP is a
phase and thus whether AE is allowed or not. The analysis has some theoretical
implications. In this section, I will discuss three implications of the theory.

4.4.1 Why “Argument” Ellipsis?

As the term suggests, Argument Ellipsis (AE) refers to the fact that only
arguments, not adjuncts, may be elided. Moreover, as Oku (1998) already pointed out,
AE behaves differently from VP ellipsis in that lower adjuncts are not included in the
interpretation. These all indicate that the domain of AE includes only arguments, not
adjuncts. But why is that? Other types of ellipsis, such as VP ellipsis or sluicing, always
target one particular type of category, such as VP or IP. However, AE appears to be
category insensitive and its domain appears to include different kinds of categories.
I have, however, argued that it is not exactly the case: “Argument Ellipsis” can
affect elements of different syntactic categories, including object NP, subject NP, PP
arguments, and CP arguments because Argument Ellipsis is an umbrella term that covers
genuine object ellipsis and deep anaphora, which give rise to the effect of subject ellipsis,
PP ellipsis, and CP ellipsis.
In the current theory, only the complement of phase heads that checks feature
with V can make VP a phase, be transferred to Spell-Out, and receive zero pronunciation
in the PF component. This gives the effect of ellipsis. In other words, only objects may be
“elided.” (The lack of subject ellipsis in Turkish and MC supports this claim.) As shown
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above, the seeming subject ellipsis is analyzed as involving deep anaphora, a topic
binding a variable in subject position, giving rise to the effect of quantificational reading
and the illusion of subject ellipsis. Similarly, it has been argued above that PP ellipsis and
CP ellipsis are both instances of deep anaphora, which are extensively used in the
languages in question.
Furthermore, the current theory also explains why adjuncts are not included in
AE. Adjuncts cannot occur in complement positions, so they cannot be affected by
genuine object ellipsis. Moreover, adjuncts, by definition, are adverbials, not nominals.
Therefore, deep anaphora cannot affect adjuncts either because they cannot be bound (by
a topic). AE as a combination of genuine object ellipsis and deep anaphora thus excludes
adjuncts.

4.4.2 Relation to Saito’s (2007) account

While I argue against Saito’s (2007) account of AE implemented by the checking
of uninterpretable features and the LF copying mechanisms (cf. section 4.1), I do think
that Saito’s (2007) observation is correct that AE is generally only possible in languages
without agreement. The analysis proposed here is also consistent with this observation
and may partly explain why this generalization should hold.
Since AE now includes genuine object ellipsis and deep anaphora (topic binding),
we should examine whether these two can only occur in languages without agreement.
Let’s examine object ellipsis first. I assume the proposal made above regarding Case
features can be extended to other (agreement) features. On the assumption that there is no
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“inherent agreement” (like inherent case), then the relevant agreement features should be
located in functional heads like v. The presence of agreement feature in v can be taken to
make vP, but not VP, a phase after feature checking is done. This excludes the possibility
of genuine object ellipsis. This captures why AE is only allowed in languages without
agreement, in accordance with Saito’s (2007) proposal and observation.
Second, for the use of deep anaphora, it has been proposed in Huang (1984),
citing Ross (1982), that languages may be classified into three types: hot, warm, and cool
languages, on the basis of the explicitness with which they express certain anaphoric
elements. For example, English is a hot language because empty arguments are generally
not allowed, except in subject position of non-tensed clause. English has a stricter
requirement on how anaphoric relation can be expressed. Spanish, for example, is a warm
language because it allows empty pronouns in subject positions of a tensed clause (but
not in object positions or non-subject positions). Chinese, on the other hand, is a cool
language since it allows empty arguments almost everywhere. The problem is how to
account for the occurrence of empty pronouns in Chinese. Given that it has absolutely no
verb-subject or verb-object agreement, it cannot be attributed to the “Taraldsen
generalization” which ties the occurrence of empty arguments to the Spanish type rich
agreement paradigm.
Huang (1984) suggests that one of the properties that differentiates cold languages
like Chinese, Korean, and Japanese from hot languages like English is the “topicprominent” vs. “subject-prominent” distinction. He observes that all the “cold” languages
that freely allow empty arguments are all topic-prominent languages, for reasons not
clear yet. So Huang observes that there is an implicit correlation between the lack of
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agreement and the profound use of topics. This correlation, in fact, is predicted by the
current theory. If AE is taken as the cover term to include deep anaphora (discourse
topics), it is not surprising that AE is only allowed in languages without agreement.
Huang’s (1984) observation is thus consistent with the theory here.

4.4.3 Does every NP language allow AE?

In this chapter and in the sections above, I have examined and discussed the
theory of AE. I argued that the notion of DP plays a crucial role in the (non-)availability
of AE in the sense that the existence of DP will prescribe the allocation of Case features
and make vP a phase in such a language. AE is thus not allowed. Therefore, AE is limited
to languages without DPs.
While the existence of DP will exclude the possibility of AE, the question to be
asked is whether NP languages always allow AE. The answer seems to be no. As shown
in section 4.1 above, SC has been argued to be a NP language and, yet, does not allow
AE, either. The relevant examples are repeated in (111) below. (As mentioned above,
there may be some speaker variation here regarding whether the sloppy reading is
available in (111b).)

(111) a. Jovan voli svoju mamu
John likes his

mother

‘John likes his mother.’
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b. I

Bil voli

[NP e ]

and Bill likes
(OKstrict, *sloppy)

‘And Bill also likes (his mother).’

As shown above, pure omission of arguments (AE) in SC is not allowed110, even
though SC is also claimed to be an NP language (cf. Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012)). Given that
the DP/NP distinction is tied to whether vP/VP is a phase (hence the possibility of AE), it
must be the case that vP (rather than VP) is a phase in SC. This indicates that the
uninterpretable features are located in the functional categories in SC, too. In other
words, if the theory proposed in section 4.2 is correct, it would follow that vP is a phase
in SC, even though SC is an NP language. The division can be shown in the paradigm
below in (112). While DP languages necessarily have vP as phases, NP languages can
differ in whether they have VP or vP as phases. Only those with VP as phases allow AE.

110

While SC does not allow AE, it does allow other types of elliptic construction, such as NP (or N’)
ellipsis and VP ellipsis, as shown in (i) and (ii) below. However, Bo!kovi" (in press b) argues that
sentences like (ib) do not involve true ellipsis (i.e. surface anaphora).
(i) a. Jovan voli svoju mamu
(ii) a. Jovan je kupio tri
knjige ju$e
John likes his
mother
John is bought three book yesterday
‘John likes his mother.’
‘John bought three books yesterday.’
b. I
Bil voli svoju
b. I
Bil je kupio tri / I
Bil je
and Bill likes his
and Bill is bought three and Bill is
‘And Bill likes his (mother).’
‘And Bill bought three (books).’ / And Bill did, too.
It should be noted that (ib) and the two examples in (iib) are also all grammatical in Japanese and MC.
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(112)
DP Languages
(vP = phases)

NP Languages
(vP = phases)
NP Languages
(VP = phases)

AE is not allowed
(Ex. English, French, German, etc)

AE is not allowed
(Ex. SC)

AE is allowed
(Ex. Japanese, MC)

The question is: if SC is an NP language, what distinguishes it from MC so that
vP is a phase in SC and VP is a phase in MC? The discussion in the previous section may
give us a tentative suggestion. This may be related to agreement (within NPs). SC is a
language that has a rich agreement paradigm even in the nominal domain.
Demonstratives, quantifiers, and adjectives, etc, all agree with the head noun when they
modify it. On the other hand, such agreement is entirely missing in MC and Japanese.
The agreement within the nominal domain may be the reason why SC behaves differently
from MC. It may not be out of question that a functional head other than D is present in
SC to implement agreement in the TNP. Also, as discussed above, the existence of
agreement indicates the lack of profound use of topics, hence the lack of AE. In other
words, SC is not a topic prominent language. This, again, echoes Saito’s (2007)
observation that agreement plays a role in the availability of AE. Of course, this is a
tentative suggestion and a closer investigation of SC is certainly needed.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have examined the theory of Argument Ellipsis in detail. The
first section has been devoted to the previous approaches to AE, including Oku (1998), Li
(2006, 2008, 2009), Saito (2007), and Ohtaki (2011). I examined their analyses and
pointed out some problems. After that, I proposed a new theory of AE based on the
notion of phase. I argued that the parametric difference in the category of the traditional
noun phrase (DP vs. NP) and a parallelism condition on Case feature checking play the
crucial role in determining what counts as a phase in a language. In particular, DP
languages have vP as a phase. This has the effect of excluding AE, since the object
argument is not in the complement position of a phase head and not eligible for ellipsis
(the underlying assumption being that only complements of phasal heads can elide),
which is now characterized as zero pronunciation in the PF component. I further
discussed cases like subject ellipsis, PP and CP ellipsis, etc., and argued that the seeming
ellipsis here is an illusion created by deep anaphora, which involves a null discourse topic
binding a variable. After that, I discussed the mechanisms of AE, providing evidence
against the arguments for LF copying in Shinohara (2006). I claimed that the
impossibility of extraction followed by CP ellipsis gives support to the above claim that
the so-called CP ellipsis is an instance of deep anaphora. Lastly, I explored some of the
theoretical consequences of the theory as developed in this chapter, including why AE
only targets arguments, the relationship with Saito’s (20070 theory, and whether AE is
possible in every NP languages. It was argued that even NP languages should be
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parameterized into those that have vP as phases (such as SC) and those that have VP as
phases (such as Japanese and MC). AE is possible only in the latter group of languages.
In chapter 3, I have argued that AE is independently available in MC. In this
chapter, I have examined the theory of AE and have argued that the theory of AE is tied
to the notion of DP (which affects whether vP or VP is a phase). These two chapters thus
constitute the first theoretical consequence of the lack of DP, which was argued for in
chapter 2. In essence, the lack of DP is a prerequisite for the possibility of AE in a given
language. The presence of DP in a language will bleed the availability of AE.
In the next chapter (chapter 5), I will examine the second consequence of the
lack/presence of DP, which is tied to the occurrence of numeral classifier phrases.
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Chapter 5

Classifiers and DP

5.0 Introduction

In chapters 3 and 4, I have shown that Mandarin Chinese (MC) allows the
mechanism of AE and have argued that this is attributed to the lack of DP in MC. More
precisely, I have argued that the existence of DP in a given language blocks the
availability of AE in that language, under the proposal that only complements of phase
heads can be elided and that v, after checking the Case on D, becomes a phase. The direct
objects, not being the complement of v, are not eligible for AE. I have argued that, in NP
languages, V, rather than v, functions as a phase. Therefore, direct objects can be elided.
The lack of DP is thus a prerequisite for the possibility of AE. In other words, AE is
restricted to languages without DPs.
In this chapter, I will explore another consequences of the lack of DP. In
particular, I will argue that there is condition of mutual exclusiveness between articles (or
DP) and classifiers. (The definition of classifiers will be made clearer in the following
sections.) In other words, articles and classifiers cannot co-occur in a given language. I
will show that the proposal has both theoretical and empirical motivation.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 1, I discuss the notion of
classifiers and give a clearer definition of classifiers under discussion (among their
several usages in many different aspects). In section 2, after reviewing some of the
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previous analyses of classifiers, I discuss the condition of mutual exclusivity between
classifiers and articles. I argue that, functionally, classifiers may be used to carry out the
functions that are traditionally associated with articles and, structurally, classifiers also
bear similar relations to the NPs they are associated with. I argue that classifiers and
articles are both candidates to check the [+def] feature of nominal elements. Despite these
similarities, it will also be argued that classifiers are not just a notational variant of
articles. I further utilize the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) to show that
the proposed generalization regarding classifiers and articles is empirically substantiated,
after re-examining some of the controversial languages. In section 3, slightly departing
from the generalization, I take Japanese and MC as a case study and examine some of the
differences in the behavior of classifiers in Japanese and MC. In particular, I examine the
possibility for classifiers to take modification markers (–no and –de respectively) in these
two languages. I argue that the differences may be attributed to the availability of moving
the classifiers phrase (CLP). Section 4 concludes this chapter.

5.1 What is a classifier?

Classifiers, in the broadest meaning, refer to some kind of device/mechanism for
categorizing nouns. Many different types of classifier usage have been proposed. In this
section, I will first examine some of the different classifier systems that have been
proposed and then restrict the discussion to a certain type of classifiers that will be
relevant for the investigation in this dissertation.
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5.1.1 Different types of classifiers

Different languages use different devices to categorize nouns. According to
Aikhenvald (2000), there are at least three major types of classifiers, which she termed
noun classes (gender systems), noun classifiers, and numeral classifiers111. I will briefly
illustrate each type below.

5.1.1.1 Noun classes (gender systems)

In the literature, noun class, gender, or gender systems are often used
interchangeably, depending on the tradition. Here the term “noun classes” is used as a
general term to refer to gender and noun class. While the former is detected in many
Indo-European languages, the latter refers to gender-like systems that have more
distinctions in many African languages, such as Swahili. It is described as
“grammaticalized agreement systems which correlate, at least in part, with certain
semantic characteristics (particularly in the domain of human and animate referents)
(Aikhenvald (2000: 19)).”
The way noun classes are used to categorize nouns is usually done through
agreement. More specifically, some constituents outside the noun must agree in noun
class with it. This refers to other words in the noun phrase, such as adjectives, numerals,
articles, demonstratives, etc.) and/or the predicate of the clause. In other words, noun
classes can be realized in a number of different morphosyntactic environments. One
111

There are some other types, such as verbal classifiers, classifiers in possessive constructions, locative
and deictic classifiers, etc. The three types discussed above are the most commonly seen types so I will
limit my discussion to the three major types above due to space reasons.
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example is taken from Mayali, an Australian language, as shown in (1) below, where the
adjective “good” shows noun class agreement (class 2) with the noun.

(1) al-makkawarri

al-mak

CL2(fem)-lesser.salmon.catfish

(Evans 1997: 129)

CL2(fem)-good

‘that good female lesser salmon catfish’

In addition to attributive modifiers (such as adjectives), noun class agreement can
also be seen in possessive constructions, as shown in the Swahili example in (2).

(2) kisu
CL7-knife

ch-a

Hamisi

CL7-poss

Hamisi

(Welmers 1973: 175)

‘Hamisi’s knife’

One common property of the languages with noun classes is that the same noun
class marker can be found repeatedly on modifiers and on the predicates. This is
sometimes referred to as alliterative concord, as shown in the Swahili example in (3).

(3) ki-kapu
CL7-basket

ki-kubwa

ki-moja

ki-li-anguka

CL7-large

CL7-one

CL7-past-fall

“One large basket fell.”
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(Corbett 1991: 117)

The principles/criterions used to assign a noun to different noun classes can be
different from language to language. The criteria are generally governed by semantic
factors, morphological factors, phonological factors, or a combination of these. For our
purpose, it is enough to know that languages employ different methods to assign noun
classes and that the system may be complex.
Noun classes, including gender systems, form one of the most commonly seen
types of classifier in the world’s languages. Most Indo-European languages have two or
three genders, while Northeast Caucasian languages have more complicated systems of
three to five genders (Comrie 1981: 208). Noun classes and genders are present in most
African languages. The majority of Niger-Congo languages have extensive noun class
systems of up to 20 agreement noun classes. The distribution of noun classes and genders
in the languages of the world is shown in (3), taken from Aikhenvald (2000).
(3)
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5.1.1.2 Noun classifiers

The second type of classifier systems to be discussed concerns noun classifiers.
Noun classifiers typically characterize the nouns and co-occur with them within the noun
phrase. The presence of noun classifiers in a noun phrase is independent of other
constituents. One major difference between noun classifiers and noun class (+ genders) is
that there is no agreement relation between noun classifiers and the noun. The choice of
the noun classifier is usually determined by lexical selection (by the noun), not by
matching any features of the noun or other elements in the noun phrase. An example of
noun classifiers is given (4), taken from Yidiny, an Australian language112.

(4) a. jarruy
CL: BIRD
b. buri
CL: FIRE

durrguu
owl

(Dixon 1977: 480)
‘owl’

birmar
charcoal

‘(hot) charcoal’

As shown above, there is no agreement relation between the noun classifiers and
the noun. While the classifiers need to be present, they do not bear any overt matching
with the associated nouns. In addition, the choice of noun classifiers is usually based on
semantics. One example is taken from Jacaltec, a Kanjobalan Mayan language, as in (5).

112

Yidiny is one of the best described systems of noun classifiers in the world’s languages. (Dixon 1977)
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(5) xil
saw

[naj

xuwan]

[no7

lab’a]

CL:MAN

John

CL:ANIMAL

snake

‘(man) John saw the (animal) snake.’

As shown above, the noun classifiers characterizing John and snake belong to a
class of “human” and “animals,” respectively, showing that the choice of noun classifiers
is usually correlated with the inherent semantic characteristics of the nouns. One
interesting property of noun classifiers is that they can be used with anaphoric functions.
So, after the utterance of (5), it is okay to say (6) (as a way to show repetition or
reinforcement), where the corresponding nouns are omitted and only the noun classifiers
are stranded.

(6) xil
saw

naj

no7

CL:MAN

CL:ANIMAL

‘He saw it.’ = “John saw the snake.”

The distribution of noun classifiers in the languages of the world is shown in (7),
taken from Aikhenvald (2000). As shown in the map, they are mostly found in Australian
languages and some Mesoamerican languages. For our purpose, it suffices to know that
noun classifiers are a type of classifier systems with their own unique properties and are
very different from noun classes (and genders).
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(7)

5.1.1.3 Numeral classifiers

The third type of classifier systems is numeral classifiers, which may be the most
commonly recognized type of classifiers. As the name suggests, they usually co-occur
with numeral phrases. Similar to noun classifiers, there is no agreement relation between
the noun and numeral classifiers. Typical examples of this type come from Mandarin and
Japanese, as illustrated in (8a,b), where the classifier ben and satsu are used with objects
that are book-like. As shown in (8c,d), the nouns cannot be directly modified by numerals
without classifiers.
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(8) a. si-ben
four-CL
c. *si
four

shu

b. yon-satsu-no

book ‘four books’
shu

four-CL-gen
d. *yon

book ‘four books’

four

hon
book ‘four books’
hon
book ‘four books’

Numeral classifiers have several properties. First, numeral classifiers are usually
independent lexemes, but they can also be affixes to numerals (or even demonstratives, as
in MC). Second, the existence of numeral classifiers is typically associated with the
absence of obligatory plural marking on nouns, as discussed in one of Greenberg’s (1972)
generalizations. Third, differently from noun classifiers, which seem to be a closed set of
small number of items113, numeral classifier systems can be much more productive. For
example, it is estimated that Thai and Burmese have about 200 classifiers (cf. Hundius
and Kölver (1983)) and Vietnamese has about 140 classifiers (Adams (1989)). Mandarin
Chinese has been claimed to have over 900 classifiers (cf. Zhang (2007)).
Since numeral classifiers are adjacent/attached to numerals, there are several
possible orders among numerals, classifiers, and nouns. In fact, Greenberg (1972)
establishes four possible orders in numeral classifier constructions, as shown in (9)114.

(9) a. [NUM-CL]-N: Chinese, Vietnamese
b. N-[NUM-CL]: Thai, Khmer
c. [CL-NUM]-N: Ibibio (a Niger-Congo language) (Greenberg (1972))
d. N-[CL-NUM]: Bodo (a Sin-Tibetan language) (Greenberg (1972))
113

See Dixon (1977) for the claim that Yidiny has a closed set of about twenty noun classifiers.
In the four possible orders above, numerals and classifiers are always adjacent. The other two orders
(CL-N-NUM and NUM-N-CL), in which numerals and classifiers are separate, are not allowed.
114
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Numeral classifiers will be the focus of this study and some of the finer
distinctions and variations will be discussed in detail in the following sections. The
distribution of numeral classifiers in the languages of the world is shown in (10), again
taken from Aikhenvald (2000). As shown in the map, numeral classifiers are widespread
in East and Southeast Asia languages and Oceania languages. Also, they can be found in
scattered areas in North America and in numerous languages in South America.

(10)

5.1.2 Classifiers to be discussed
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We have seen that there are different types of classifiers. It is thus necessary to
restrict the domain of discussion to certain type of classifiers that bears relation with DP.
In this chapter (and in this thesis), I will confine the relevant discussion to
numeral classifiers. A detailed examination of other types of classifiers is far beyond the
scope of this thesis and will be left for future research. However, I will carefully examine
the functions and structures of numeral classifiers and show that they bear close relations
to the notion of DP. In the discussion below, I will thus use classifiers as a short term for
numeral classifiers.
One legitimate question to ask is why there is a condition of mutual exclusiveness
between articles and classifiers. Alternatively, if there is a mutual exclusivity between
articles and a certain type of classifiers (for whatever reason), why are numeral classifiers
special? The answer, I will argue, is partly related to the similarities they share. As will
be discussed below, numeral classifiers, differently from other types of classifier systems,
exhibit similar behavior to articles, both structurally and functionally. Other classifier
systems do not have these properties. Therefore, there is no such co-occurrence
restriction between articles and other types of classifiers.

5.2 Classifiers and DP

Having introduced the different types of classifiers and having restricted the
notion of classifiers for the discussion in this chapter, in this section I will argue that
there is a condition of mutual exclusivity between classifiers and articles. I will first
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examine some of the previous analyses of classifiers and argue that they can be used to
substantiate the proposed condition.

5.2.1 Previous analyses of classifiers

While there are many traditional analyses of classifiers in MC, most of them are
descriptive in nature, focusing on the wide variety of classifiers being used in MC and
their semantic differences. I will review two recent formal approaches to classifiers,
namely Chierchia (1998a,b) and Cheng and Sybesma (1999, 2005).

5.2.1.1 Chierchia (1998a,b)

In his attempt to account for the distribution of bare NP arguments, Chierchia
(1998a,b) gives an account of why classifiers are needed. Here are some of the main
proposals in Chierchia (1998a,b). Chierchia (1998a,b) argues that nouns play a double
role of being predicates and being arguments. First, they can appear in predicate positions
(as in “They are doctors”) so they can be predicates. Second, in kind references, they can
appear in argument positions (as in “Cats are cute”) so they can be arguments. Chierchia
uses two features (e.g. [ ± pred] and [ ± arg]) to distinguish the behavior and distribution
of nouns in different languages115. Chierchia (1998a,b) argues that in [+arg, -pred] type
languages, nouns uniformly denote kinds.
There are several interesting predictions/consequences of such proposal. First, it is
predicted that in [+arg, -pred] languages, such as Chinese, bare nouns can freely appear
115

The [-pred, -arg] option is excluded since the nouns will not be interpretable.
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in argument positions, as arguments, since NPs are argumental. This prediction seems to
be correct, as shown in (11), in which (non-generic) bare nouns can appear in both
subject and object positions.

(11) a. Laoshi lai-le.

b. Wo kanjian gou le

teacher come-asp

I

see

dog asp

‘(The) teacher has come.’

‘I’ve seen (the) dog.’

Second, since NPs denote kinds, the predicate counterpart of a kind will be
assigned a mass interpretation (when they are transformed by the “U” operator). This
means that in [+arg, -pred] languages, all nouns are going to be mass. It is predicted that
plural marking is going to be absent in such languages because if every noun is mass,
then the plural function PL will not have arguments for which it is defined. This
prediction also seems to be correct, given that MC does not have plural markers116.
Third, which is directly relevant for our purpose, it is predicted that numerals will
not be able to combine with nouns directly since nouns are mass117. Therefore, “a
classifier will be necessary to individuate an appropriate counting level” (Chierchia
1998a: 354). This, of course, has been known to be correct, as shown in (12). NPs
without classifiers are generally ungrammatical.

116

As discussed in chapter 2, it is proposed in Li (1999) that –men in MC is a plural marker and is located
in Num0. As is well known, the use of –men is fairly restricted and may be influenced by pragmatic factors
such as associative-ness. It might be safe to say that it is not a genuine plural marker. The same applies to –
tachi in Japanese, whose use is also limited.
117
The claim that nouns in Chinese denote kinds and will receive a mass interpretation doesn’t mean that
they are always interpreted as mass. (This is not precisely discussed in Chierchia (1998).) For example, the
nouns in (7) are more naturally interpreted as definite/specific. This means that other factors (such as
discourse or pragmatic factors) can also affect the interpretation of nouns.
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(12) a. san-*(ben)
three-CL
‘three books’

shu

b. san-*(zhi)

book

three-CL

bi
pen

‘three pens’

Chierchia’s (1998a,b) theory provides us with a way to explain why classifiers are
always present in languages like MC. In his theory, nouns in MC are [+arg, -pred]. They
denote kinds and thus will be assigned a mass interpretation. Classifiers are therefore
needed to set a level on which appropriate counting can be based. (Mass nouns cannot be
counted unless a classifier is there to set a counting level.)

5.2.1.2 Cheng and Sybesma (1999, 2005)

The second formal analysis of classifiers comes from Cheng and Sybesma (1999,
2005). They examine the distribution and interpretation of bare nouns in MC and
Cantonese and make three main claims in the paper. First, they claim that classifiers are
always projected in MC and Cantonese. The only difference is that, in bare nouns,
classifiers are not pronounced in MC but pronounced in Cantonese. Second, departing
from Chierchia (1998a,b), who treats bare nouns as inherently argumental (of type <e>),
they argue that NPs in MC and Cantonese are still of type <e,t>. Moreover, since the
combination of CL+N can yield the definite interpretation in Cantonese, they argue that
classifiers have the same function as articles (such as the) in English and Romance
languages. In other words, classifiers function like a definite determiner. Third, while
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classifiers yield the definite interpretation, numeral phrases yield an indefinite
(quantificational) interpretation. The structures in (13) illustrate their main proposals.

(13) a.

definite NPs

b.

CLP
4
CL <<e,t> e>

indefinite NPs
NumP <<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>>
4

NP <e,t>

Num
|
[-def]

CLP
4
CL <<e,t> e> NP <e,t>

For Cheng and Sybesma (1999, 2005), the classifier is needed just like articles are
needed in English and Romance languages in that they are there for type-shifting reasons
(to turn predicates into arguments). It is made specific in their proposals that in MC and
Cantonese the definite reading comes from classifier phrases (CLP), not articles/DP.
Having examined the two previous approaches on classifiers in MC, in the next
section I will adopt some of their insights and argue that there is a generalization that
(numeral) classifiers and DP are mutually exclusive.

5.2.2 On the Condition of Mutual Exclusiveness between Classifiers and DP

In this section, I will argue that there is mutual exclusivity between CLP and DP,
as stated in (14) and represented in (15).

(14) Classifier phrases (CLP) and determiner phrases (DP) cannot co-occur in a language.
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(15) a. If a language has a classifier system, then it lacks DP.
b. If a language has DP, it doesn’t have a classifier system.

(ClP ! no DP)
(DP ! no ClP)

Some remarks are in order here. First, as discussed above, classifier here is used
as a short term for numeral classifiers, excluding noun classes and noun classifiers.
Second, “lacking DP” means that the projection of DP is missing in syntax, not just a null
DP in phonology, along the lines of the DP/NP parameter in Bo!kovi" (2008, 2012) and
some of his subsequent works.
Mandarin Chinese (MC), in fact, has already provided empirical support for the
generalization in (14) and (15). MC has numeral classifier systems and it has been argued
in Bo!kovi" (2008, 2012) and chapter 2 of this thesis that MC does not have the DP
projection, conforming to the correlation in (15a). In the sections below, I will argue that
the generalization may be captured from the principle of economy from the minimalist
program (Chomsky 1995, 2000). Specifically, I will argue that, functionally, classifiers
are used to carry out the functions done by articles in other languages, and, structurally,
classifiers also check off the relevant features of NPs, just like articles. The presence of
CLPs then excludes the presnece of DPs.

5.2.2.1 The functions of articles and classifiers

In this section, I will discuss the functions of articles and claim that classifiers can
also carry out these functions. DP is the projection of D, and it has been assumed that D
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has certain functions, including, but not limited to (a) turning predicates into arguments
(b) expressing definiteness (c) expressing possessiveness. These are examined below.
Traditionally it has been assumed that NPs are predicates (of type <e,t>) and DPs
are arguments (of type <e>). Therefore, it is expected that only the latter can appear in
argument positions, as in (16)118.

(16) a. *Student has left.
b. The student has left.

Longobardi (1994) claims that D has an individualizing or singularizing function
that can turn a predicate into an argument. Cheng and Sybesma (1999) claim that
classifiers in Mandarin (and Cantonese) are doing the same job as D (Cheng and
Sybesma (1999: p518)). This is so because classifiers in Mandarin are involved in the
expression of grammatical numbers119. In other words, classifiers have the ability of
picking out singular instances of what is denoted by N, just like articles. Classifiers thus
pattern alike with articles in that they are of type <<e,t> e> and can take NPs (of type
<e,t>) and turn them into arguments (of type <e>), as shown in the structure in (13a).
The second function that is traditionally associated with determiners is to express
definiteness, as shown in (17).

118

Recall that the possibility of bare nouns to appear in arguments positions in MC (without the presence of
articles) is one of the main reasons for Chierchia (1998a,b) to assume that bare nouns denote kinds in MC.
For DP languages (such as English), bare nominals are limited in their distribution.
119
In a sense, this is similar to the claim in Chierchia (1998a) that classifiers are needed in languages like
MC because they are used to “individuate an appropriate counting level.”
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(17) a. Dogs bark.

(generic reading)

b. The dog is barking.

(definite reading)

In Mandarin, bare nouns may be used to convey definiteness. In Cantonese, on the
other hand, an overt classifier must be present to convey definiteness, as in (18).

(18) a. Gou jintian tebie tinghua.
dog today

(Chinese)

very obedient

‘The dog was very obedient today.’
b. *(Zek) gau gamjat dakbit tengwaa
CL dog today very

(Cantonese)

obedient

‘The dog was very obedient today.’

[Cheng and Sybesma (1999)]

Cheng and Sybesma (1999) assume that there is a null head (CL0) above the NP
in both Mandarin and Cantonese. In Mandarin, the N moves to CL0 to lexicalize the null
head, giving rise to the definite reading. In Cantonese, however, there is no such Nmovement. The null head must be overtly lexicalized (for it to be ‘properly governed’).
Just like D in English, which expresses definiteness, CL also has the same function. The
existence of classifiers (overt in Cantonese and covert in Mandarin) is the source of the
definite interpretation (cf. the structure in (13a)).
The third function of articles, more precisely D this time, is that it can be used to
express possessiveness. For example, it has been assumed that the phrase John’s book
will have the structure as in (19). The genitive marker is located on D.
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(19) [DP John [D’ ‘s [NP book ] ] ]

There is an interesting property of possessive phrase, as observed in Partee (2006)
and Bo!kovi" (2012). When the possessor (John’s) precedes the numeral (three), as in
(20a), there is a presupposition that John has exactly 3 sweaters. On the other hand, when
the numeral precedes the possessor, as in (20b), such a presupposition does not exist120.

(20) a. John’s three sweaters are here.
b. Three sweaters of John’s are here.

[presupposition: John has exactly 3 sweaters.]
[No such presupposition]

On the other hand, the Chinese paradigm, as argued in Partee (2006), does not
show such a contrast, as shown in (21). Regardless of the order, there is no
presupposition of exactly 3 sweaters in either sequence in (21). In fact, (21b) even has the
presupposition that Zhangsan has more than 3 sweaters.

(21) a. Zhangsan de san-jian maoyi
Zhangsan DE 3-cl

b. San-jian Zhangsan de maoyi

sweater

3-cl

Zhangsan DE sweater

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters’

‘three of John’s sweaters’

[No such presupposition]

[No such presupposition]

120

Bo!kovi" (2012) has a generalization about the interpretation of possessors that possessors may induce
an exhaustivity presupposition only in DP languages.
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It is claimed in Partee (2006) that while the MC example in (21a) differs from the
English counterpart in (20a) in the absence of the exhaustivity presupposition, (21a) is
still a definite expression whereas (21b) is an indefinite expression, as shown in (22).

(22) a. [ Zhangsan de

san-jian maoyi ] zai zher

Zhangsan DE 3-cl

sweater

at here

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters are here.’
b. *[ San-jian Zhangsan de maoyi ] zai zher
3-cl

Zhangsan DE sweater

at here

‘Three of John’s sweaters are here.’
c. *You [ Zhangsan de san-jian maoyi ] zai zher
have Zhangsan DE 3-cl

sweater at here

‘There are Zhangsan’s three sweaters.’
d. You [ San-jian Zhangsan de maoyi ] zai zher
have 3-cl

Zhangsan DE sweater at here

‘There are three of Zhansan’s sweaters.’

As shown in (22a) and (22c), the sequence “Zhansan’s 3 sweaters” can appear in
subject position but not in existential constructions. On the other hand, the sequence “3 of
Zhangsan’s sweaters” cannot appear in subject position while it is compatible with
existential constructions, as shown in (22b) and (22d). Since Chinese has the restriction
which requires subjects to be definite/specific, the fact that (22a) is grammatical shows
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that the sequence “Zhangsan’s 3 sweaters” is a definite expression. This also explains
why it is incompatible with existential constructions, as in (23a,b).

(23) a. definite expressions ! $ subjects, % compatible with existential constructions
b. indefinite expressions ! % subjects, $ compatible with existential constructions

The comparison between English (20a) and Chinese (21a) may be summarized in
the table below in (24).

(24)
Numeral +
Possessor + numeral
possessor
English

Definite

Exhaustive presupposition

indefinite

No exhaustive
Chinese

Definite

Indefinite
presupposition

(24) shows that possessive constructions in English and MC behave differently
(with respect to the exhaustive presupposition with the sequence possessor-numeral-NP).
The differences are related: English has possession via D and it comes with an
exhaustivity presupposition. MC does not have possession via D and there is no
exhaustivity presupposition. This is consistent with the generalization in Bo!kovi" (2012)
that possessors will induce exhaustivity presupposition only in DP languages, since what
is responsible for the presupposition is D.
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Moreover, there is further evidence that classifiers can also take the function of
articles in that they can be used to express possession, as shown in the Cantonese
example in (25) to (27)121. (25) shows that the marker -ge in Cantonese is similar to -de in
MC and -‘s in English in that it expresses possession. In addition to this regular
possessive marker -ge, as used in (25), Cantonese can also use classifiers in the position
of ge “–‘s” to express possession, as shown in (26). Classifiers and possessive/genitive
markers, however, cannot co-occur in either order, as shown in (27).

(25) a. keoi ge ce
he

b. keoi ge gau

‘s car

‘his car’

(26) a. keoi gaa

ce

he

car

CL:car

‘his car’

he ‘s dog

he

‘his dog’

‘his movie’

b. keoi zek

c. keoi tou
he

‘his dog’

‘his movie’

CL:movie

din-jing
movie

b. *keoi gaa ge ce

‘s CL car ‘his car’

c. *keoi ge zek gau
he

gau

‘s movie

he CL:dog dog

(27) a. *keoi ge gaa ce
he

c. keoi ge din-jing

he

CL ‘s car ‘his car’

d. *keoi zek ge gau

‘s CL dog ‘his dog’

he

121

CL ‘s dog ‘his dog’

I thank Winnie Cheung, Pik-Yiu Chan and See-Yeem Leong for their judgments on the Cantonese
examples.
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As shown above in (26), Cantonese does not need the counterpart of English ‘s to
express possession. Rather, a classifier may be used to express possession. It should be
noted that I am not taking –ge as the counterpart of ‘s in English. It is standardly assumed
that ‘s is in D in English. –ge in Cantonese is similar to –de in MC in that they are both
used to express possession. So I am not claiming that classifiers can be used to replace
articles, but simply noting that classifiers can replace –ge and take the function of
expressing possession, as in (26).
It can be shown from the paragraphs above that classifiers may be used to express
the functions that are traditionally associated with articles, including turning predicates
into arguments (type-shifting), expressing definiteness, and expressing possessions.
Here I will propose one specific type of economy condition that will prevent
classifiers and articles from co-occurring. I assume that the principle of economy takes
effect not only in constraining possible derivations, but also in choosing the elements in
the numerations, see Speas (1990, 1995), Safir (1993), Bo!kovi" (1997, 2004b), and Law
(1991) for similar theories of economy condition. Therefore, if the functions that are
traditionally associated with Ds can be achieved by other elements (i.e. classifiers), then
the economy principle will kick in to rule out the projection of articles. To put differently,
there is no reason to posit some extra functional head/structure whose functions have
already been replaced by existing elements in the structure. The mutual exclusiveness
condition can thus be derived from the functions of articles and classifiers plus the
economy consideration122.

122

Recall that articles in languages like English may carry an exhaustivity presupposition that is not present
in languages like MC. Therefore, it is crucial to distinguish this exhaustivity presupposition from other
“features” that articles may carry. This will be made a little bit more precise in section 5.2.2.2.
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In this section I have discussed the functions of articles and classifiers and given a
“functional” account of the restriction on their co-occurrence, based on a specific
proposal of the economy principle. In the next section, I will formalize this and propose a
theory of feature checking that limits the co-occurrence of articles and classifiers from a
structural perspective.

5.2.2.2 Checking of the [ ___ def] feature

I will argue, in this section, that the generalization regarding the co-occurrence
restriction between articles and classifiers can be captured from a structural perspective.
Specifically, I argue that this is part of a bigger paradigm where multiple valuation of the
same feature is not allowed. This restriction on feature valuation is given in (28) below.

(28) Features on NPs can be checked (more precisely, valued) only once.

The central idea is that the features on NPs can be valued/checked against some
functional head at most once. In other words, checking of the same feature twice in a
given derivation is prohibited. This seems intuitive at first glance. After feature
checking/valuation, the relevant feature on the element is checked off and gone.
Therefore, it is not possible to do multiple checking of the same feature.
To be specific, I assume that the relevant NPs have an unvalued [ __ def] feature
that needs to get valued by the first available functional head that can contribute to this
feature valuation. In MC, classifiers occupy a lower position than articles (if articles were
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to be present) and will enter the structure first (this will be discussed later) and can
check/value the relevant [ ___ def] feature. After the valuation of the feature, the NPs
will be marked as [+def], for example. Further valuation of the same feature is not
allowed. In this scenario, the checking of the [ ___ def] feature is similar to the checking
of Case, which cannot be checked twice, either.
There is some evidence for the above proposal. For example, in Bo!kovi"
(2008b), it is argued that operators (in an operator-variable chain) that have checked the
operator feature cannot undergo further operator movement. This follows under the
proposal in (28) that checking of the operator feature can happen at most once (with
feature checking precedes movement). Therefore, no further checking/movement is
possible. The examples are shown in (29) and (30), taken from Bo!kovi" (2008b).

(29) a. Someone thinks that Mary solved every problem.
b. Someone thinks that, every problem, Mary solved.

+>>*
*+>>*

(30) *Who, does Mary detest?

Putting the analysis aside, many speakers allow every problem to take wider
scope than someone in (29a) according to the literature. However, it is claimed that even
these speakers do not allow every problem to take wider scope than someone in (29b)123.
This contrast can be captured under the claim that operators that have undergone operator
movement cannot check the relevant feature again, with QR and topicalization both
123

There is some speaker variation here. Not every speaker accepts (29b) under either interpretation, given
that quantifiers do not topicalize easily.
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involving operator features. Therefore, every problem in (29b) has undergone
topicalization and has checked the relevant operator features. It thus cannot undergo
feature checking again (QR) to get wide scope over someone. Similarly, wh-movement
followed by topicalization is bad, as shown in (30), since they both involve operator
features. The assumption is that the wh-phrase will first undergo wh-movement from the
object position to [Spec, CP] and check the operator feature. Further topicalization of
who requires checking of the operator feature again. In other words, checking of the same
operator feature twice is prohibited, as predicted by (28).
This gives us a tool to capture the mutual exclusiveness condition between articles
and classifiers from a structural perspective. As discussed above, both articles and
classifiers can be used to denote definite NPs (cf. Cheng and Sybesma’s (1999) structure
in (13a)). Let us take this to mean that both CL and D can check/value the [definite]
feature. NP can check/value its [definite] feature against either CL or D, but not both,
since checking of the same feature can only happen once124. The condition of mutual
exclusiveness between articles and classifiers thus can be deduced from a more general
constraint on multiple feature checking/valuation on NPs, as stated in (28). It should,
however, be noted that I am making here an assumption that is implicit in Bo!kovi"
(2008a, 2012): if a language has a DP, DP must always be used in a TNP. This means
that if the presence of DP is blocked in some contexts for independent reasons, as in, e.g.
numeral constructions in Chinese, the language then cannot be a DP language.
124

One might wonder how the [ ___ def] feature on bare nouns (without classifiers) in MC are checked. As
shown in (11) and (18a) above, bare nouns in MC can receive definite interpretations. Given that there is no
DP in MC (as argued in chapter 2 and Bo!kovi" (2008, 2012)), the definite feature may be checked by
some other mechanisms. For example, it has been proposed in Liao (2009) that this can be done through
binding, in which case the nouns will have an open position that can be bound by a null operator to get the
definite interpretation (in the same fashion that wh-elements in MC may be bound by a Q-operator to get
the interrogative reading or a polarity operator to get the polarity reading). I will assume with Liao (2009)
that the [ ___ def] feature may be checked through binding when there is no classifier.
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5.2.3 Classifiers are not a notational variant of articles

Recall that it was proposed in (14) and (15) that CLP and DP are mutually
exclusive. In the paragraphs above I have suggested that the two perform similar
functions. One may wonder then if classifiers are really articles and we are merely
dealing with different labels125. Or are classifiers and articles really distinct heads?
I will argue that classifiers and articles are indeed distinct elements/heads and not
just notational variant of articles. I will give three pieces of evidence for this. The first
one comes from the relevant ordering with numerals, as shown in (31) and (32). Articles
occur in higher, but not lower positions than numerals, as evidenced by the
ungrammaticality of (31b). This is consistent with Greenberg’s linguistic universal 20,
which restricts the order among adnominal elements126. Classifiers, on the other hand,
can only appear below numerals, as shown in (32)127. This difference in hierarchical
structures shows that classifiers and articles are distinct heads.

(31) a. the three girls

b. *three the girls

125

For relevant discussions on the relation between classifiers and articles, the reader is also referred to
Cheng and Sybesma (2012). The current work essentially takes the position of Cheng and Sybesma (1999,
2012): while classifiers can perform different functions generally associated with D/articles/determiners,
this does not mean that classifiers are Ds/articles/determiners.
126
Greenberg’s (1972) linguistic universal 20: “When any or all of the items (demonstratives, numeral, and
descriptive adjective) precede the noun, they are always found in that order. If they follow, the order is
either the same or its exact opposite.” However, this universal may not be quite correct for Chinese. See
Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) and chapter 2 of this thesis for relevant discussions on word orders.
127
While this is generally true, it is also observed in Greenberg (1972) that Ibibio, a Nigro-Congo language,
allows the order [CL-Num-N]. Further investigation is needed to determine whether CL is really higher
than Num in this language or simply a proclitic (cf. Cinque (2010)).
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(32) a. san-ben

shu

b. *ben-san

three-CL book ‘three books’

shu

CL-three book ‘three books’

The second piece of evidence comes from the intrinsic semantic properties of
classifiers. According to Loke (1997), classifiers developed from nouns and later
underwent a process of regramamticalization in which they can be used in compounds,
too. Moreover, (numeral) classifiers constitute an open word class, with more and more
new nouns being used as classifiers. According to the estimation in Zhang (2007), MC
has over 900 classifiers. This is very different from articles, which constitute a closed
word class, and the number of articles is much less than that of classifiers. This also
suggests that classifiers and articles should be treated as different entities (see also the
discussion in Wu and Bodomo (2009) for the same point).
The third piece of evidence comes from the restriction that classifiers must cooccur with numerals in MC, as shown in (33). In Chierchia’s (1998a,b) theory, this is
because NPs are mass in MC. Therefore, they cannot be counted directly and need
classifiers to individuate a level for counting. Therefore, it is not surprising that in MC
numerals, when modifying nouns, always need the presence of classifiers. This leads
Croft (1994) to analyze numerals and classifiers as one constituent. Moreover, in MC,
Japanese, Korean, etc, classifiers also need the presence of numerals, as shown in
(33a)128. This co-occurrence restriction that classifiers need numerals, however, is not
observed with articles, as shown in (34). Articles do not need the presence of numerals,

128

As is well known, Cantonese is an exception, whose classifiers can occur alone with the nouns in the
absence of numerals. I leave the Cantonese facts open. Note also that Bo!kovi" and Hsieh (2012) argue that
the classifiers that co-occur with demonstratives in Mandarin are a different type of element from other
classifiers.
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differently from classifiers. This adds another difference between classifiers and articles
and strengthens the claim that they are distinct in nature.

(33) a. *ge
CL

nuhai
girl

b. *san
‘girls’

nuhai

three girl

(34) a. the girl

c. san-ge
‘three girls’

nuhai

three-CL girl

‘three girls’

b. the three girls

Having argued for a ban on the co-occurrence of classifiers and articles and
having examined the reasoning behind it, I will investigate the empirical validity of this
ban in the next section, drawing evidence from the World Atlas of Language Structures
(WALS).

5.2.4 On Typology: evidence from WALS

The mutual exclusiveness condition between classifiers and articles, as stated in
(14) and (15), claims that no language should have these two elements together. The
World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) provides us with a tool to investigate the
empirical coverage of the constraint in (14) and (15). The relevant paradigm is shown in
the table in (35) below.
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(35)

According to the WALS (as of January 2013), there are 78 languages with
obligatory (numeral) classifier systems, which is what I am concerned with here. Among
these 78 languages, 25 are examined with respect to the availability of definite articles.
Among these 25, there are 5 languages that have definite articles distinct from
demonstratives129. While at first glance this seems to be a direct counterargument against
the correlation in (14) and (15) (since these languages have obligatory numeral classifier
system and definite articles), the ratio may tell us something. 20 out of 25 languages
(80%) that have numeral classifier systems do not have definite articles. Only 20% of
these languages have articles.

129

These 5 languages are Kana, Kosraean, Loniu, Tsimshian (coast), and Vietnamese. For the presence of
definite articles in these languages, please refer to the following references: for Kana, see Ikoro (1966). For
Kosraean, see Lee (1975). For Loniu, see Hamel (1985). For Tsimshian (coast), see Dunn (1979). For
Vietnamese, see Binh (1971).
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Moreover, if we compare languages that do not have obligatory classifiers (either
classifiers are optional or absent), the availability of definite articles is significantly
higher. In those languages in which classifiers are optional, 10 out of 24 languages
(around 42%) have definite articles. In those languages that do not have classifier
systems, 51 out of 125 languages (around 41%) have definite articles. 48% and 41% are
both much higher than 22%. Of course, we need to be more careful before concluding
that the difference is statistically significant. But the distribution above shows that there
is indeed a correlation between the possibility of articles/definite articles and numeral
classifiers.
Needless to say, the five languages above (Kana, Kosraean, Loniu, Tsimshian
(coast), and Vietnamese) still pose a challenge to the generalization in (14) and (15)
because they are claimed to have both articles and numeral classifiers. In fact, a closer
look at these languages reveals that the determiner status (or classifier status) of these
languages deserves re-consideration. In other words, it appears that these 5 languages
have been mis-analyzed by WALS as having definite articles (or as having numeral
classifiers). In the next section, I will look deeply into the nature of articles and classifiers
in these languages and argue that these 5 languages indeed do not constitute
counterexamples to the determiner-classifier generalization.

5.2.5 Re-examining the languages on WALS
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In this section, I will re-examine the status of these 5 languages to show that the
typology and classification in WALS (regarding these 5 languages) are not correct.
Therefore, they are still consistent to the generalization proposed here.
Before that, it is essential to set the base and establish what criteria will be used to
identify/evaluate articles and classifiers. For articles, I assume that it should behave like
the in English and have the following properties. First, it should be the highest projection
in the nominal domain. Second, it should be unique; there should not be more than one
instance of the associated with the same noun130. Third, it should be a closed class and the
number of articles should be limited. For (numeral) classifiers, I assume that they should
behave like those in MC and Japanese and have the following properties. First, they
should pattern with most numeral classifiers and need to be attached to numerals131.
Second, they should occupy the position structurally lower than numerals132. Third,
classifiers should be an open class and the number of classifiers should be abundant.
With these criteria set up, let us examine the five potentially problematic cases.

5.2.5.1 Kosraean

The classifier system in Kosraean is different in that the classifier is not a free
morpheme by itself. Rather, it is agglutinated with person and number features to show
130

One potential exception is the determiner in Modern Greek (and also Norwegian and Swedish), which
has multiple occurrences of determiners and may be duplicated with adjectives. I leave these cases, which
have received a number of different analyses in the literature, open here.
131
It should be noted that Greenberg (1972) observed that among the six possible combinations of Num,
CL, and N, only 4 orders is attested. The remaining 2 where Num and CL are not adjacent are not observed.
This shows that Num always has to be adjacent/attached to CL. One may take this fact to indicate that, in
the Cantonese cases where a classifier occurs without a numeral, there may in fact be a silent Num 1, which
is later dropped. However, see Cheng and Sybesma (1999) for arguments against such view.
132
Again, careful investigation needs to be undertaken to see whether the possible order CL-Num-N is the
result of movement or not.
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possession, as shown in (36). Similar to Kana (to be discussed below), the classifier
system seems to be limited here. As noted in Good and Welley (1989, p.14), there are
eight different classifier forms, and two other potential classifier forms. Also, it is not
clear that they are really classifiers like those in MC since they are always used as
suffixes to show possession. Moreover, as shown in (36) below, they look like the cases
of noun classifiers (instead of numeral classifiers) in that they do not need the presence of
numerals. Therefore, it seems safe to conclude that Kosraen does not contradict the
generalization in (14).

(36) a. aei

sehd

b. aemw sehd

CL.1s shirt

CL.2s shirt

‘my shirt’

‘your shirt’

c. aesahsi
CL.1p

sehd
shirt

‘our shirt’

Moreover, there doesn’t seem to be definite articles in Kosraean, but only
demonstratives, contrary to the claim made in WALS133. Note also that a regular complex
NP may have the order in (37), with the demonstratives appearing at the end of the
phrase.

(37) ihmw
house

koaroahroah

lap

siluh

mwoa

white

big

three dem.

‘those three big white houses’
133

WALS distinguishes languages with definite articles from those where demonstratives are used to
convey definiteness. Kosraean and other languages discussed here are all classified by WALS as having
definite articles different from demonstratives. However, in the literature I consulted, I was not able to find
examples with true definite articles that have forms distinct from demonstratives. It is thus possible that
Kosraean has been mis-analyzed/categorized as having definite articles.
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Even for the demonstratives, Good and Welley (1989, p111, fn.6) note that it is
not clear whether the demonstrative is part of the NP or is an adverbial type of
demonstrative, such as the word here in English, since “demonstratives occur only if the
speaker wishes to specify the location of an object” (Good and Welley (1989, p.8)). In
this sense, the demonstratives in Kosraean are more like a localizer, rather than a
demonstrative. Again, putting aside the status of the demonstrative, the lack of definite
articles in Kosraean and the fact that the classifier system in Kosraen is not a numeral
classifier system show that Kosraean is not a counter-example to the generalization
proposed here.

5.2.5.2 Loniu

According to Hamel (1985), “some thirty different numeral classifiers have been
identified in Loniu (Hamel 1985: p.92),” with the classifier being part of the number
word, as shown in (38). The classifier here is !an.

(38) a. (ma) + numeral root/number words + classifier134
b. ha$an
1.CL

c. maʔu$an

d. ma$ulu$an

2.CL

3.CL

134

Ma is usually present when items are being counted. According to Hamel (1985: p.92-93), “the meaning
of ma is not clear, but it may be related to the morpheme ma ‘and, with, together with,’ especially as it
never occurs with the forms for one, but is only found in the numbers from two on.”
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However, there are also reasons to believe that the classifiers in Loniu are
different from our area of research. First, while classifiers are required for low numbers,
they may be omitted in the case of “ten” or multiples of “ten” and “no examples of
hundreds used with classifiers are attested in the data”(Hamel 1985: p.95-96). This is
very different from the classifiers system in MC, where classifiers are always required,
even for high numbers, as shown in (39).

(39) san-bai-*(ben)
three-hundred-CL

shu
book

‘three hundred books’

Moreover, it is also very questionable that Loniu has articles (definite articles), as
claimed by WALS. According to Hamel (1985), an NP in Loniu may be preceded by
articles, which may be one of the following: (a) personal pronouns used as definite article
(b) quantifiers (c) the word !ihi “whatever, whichever.’ There is no separate form for
definite articles. Furthermore, the elements in question do not seem to pattern alike with
our definition of articles, where the definite article is used to express definiteness or to
pick out items from a property. As Hamel (1985: p. 145) notes: “In addition to providing
information about person, personal pronoun articles make explicit information on
number, and, possibly, definiteness. The latter is most often a function of context, and no
specific marker for definiteness is consistently used.” Therefore, it seems clear that the
so-called articles are not articles as defined above since they do not convey definiteness.
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From this, it seems safe to assume that Loniu does not have articles (like those in
English) and it is thus not a counterexample to the generalization about classifiers and
articles proposed here.

5.2.5.3 Tsimshian (coast)

Tsimshian, again, is not a counter example to the generalization for a simple
reason: Tsimshian does not have the numeral classifier system, as shown in Dunn (1979)
in (40) below, where numbers occur without classifiers.

(40) a. k’uul uwalp
one house

b. gu’pl uwalp
two

house

c. k’wili

uwalp

three

house

We can thus put Tsimshian aside. It is not crucial whether Tsimshian has definite
articles or not. Tsimshian will not pose a problem to the generalization in (14) because it
does not have the numeral classifier system.

5.2.5.4 Vietnamese

In Vietnamese NPs, the most typical structure consists of “a numeral as numerator
with a head consisting of a classifier complemented by a following noun” (Thompson
1965: p.193). It seems true that Vietnamese has a numeral classifier system, as in (41).
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(41) a. m-t

con

chó

one

CL

dog ‘a dog’

b. ba
three

cái

gh.

CL

chair ‘three chairs’

However, the article-status of Vietnamese is, again, quite controversial. For
example, while some (Tr/n Tr0ng Kim 1941; Nguy1n Tài C2n 1975b; 3inh v4n 35c
1986) claim that Vietnamese has definite articles similar to those in English and French,
others claim that these are not articles, but merely plurality markers (Emeneau (1951)).
The question can also gain some insight from non-linguistics-oriented sources, which
may be viewed as someone’s first impression toward the language. For instance, a
passage quoted from the website for learning Vietnamese is given below: “There is no
definite article in Vietnamese. To specify a particular thing from others of the same kind,
adjectives or relative clauses are used.” Also, according to several of my Vietnamese
informants, it is claimed that Vietnamese does not have definite articles or indefinite
articles (such as a).
One further example of such debate comes from the word các, which has been
analyzed as a definite article in the literature. However, as noted in Kirby (2006), các is
just a case of a pluralizer, not a definite article (see also Alves (2007) for similar claims).
Kirby notes that when các is used in conjunction with a [Cl+N] phrase, the [+definite]
reading is forced135. These two properties suggest that các may be the equivalent of –men
in MC, which can also be used to convey plurality and definiteness136 (cf. Bo!kovi" and
Hsieh (2012) and references therein). If this is true, then các is not a problem at all. To
135

In fact, this manifests the paradigm in Cantonese, as discussed above in Cheng and Sybesma’s (1999)
work, in which they argued that subjects with [Cl+N] sequence are always definite in Cantonese. It looks
like the same is observed in Vietnamese as well.
136
Similar to –men in MC, các in Vietnamese can also be attached to kinship terms to make them plural
(such as các anh ‘older brothers’).
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sum up, I conclude that Vietnamese does not have definite articles like the one in English
and is thus not problematic to the generalization proposed in (14) and (15).

5.2.5.5 Kana

It seems to be true that Kana has obligatory classifier systems, as shown in (42).

(42) a. lòb
ten

kà

kùì

CL

basket

‘ten baskets’

b. t6à
three

kà

kèrè

CL

drum

(Ikoro (1996))

‘three drums’

However, the number of classifiers in Kana is limited. As stated in Ikoro (1996,
p.89), “so far, nineteen of such numeral classifiers have been identified.” This is far less
than in classifier languages such as MC, which has been claimed to have at least 120-150
classifiers (cf. Erbaugh (1986, p.403)) to over 900 classifiers (cf. Zhang (2007, p.44)).
Therefore, it is not entirely clear whether the classifier system in Kana is like the one in
MC or like English, which sometimes also employs classifiers with uncountable nouns
such as “a stick of gum, a school of fish, a loaf of bread, a sheet of paper, etc.”
Furthermore, while WALS classified Kana as having definite articles137, there are
reasons to believe that the definite articles are not like those in English. As noted in Ikoro
(1996), there are 2 definiteness specifiers: píá, and l", both preceding the specified noun.
Interestingly (and surprisingly), “nouns specified by píá are indefinite, but appear to be

137

Note that what matters for the DP/NP parameter is the presence of definite articles in a language (see
Bo!kovi" (2008a, 2012)).
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emphatic” (Ikoro (1996), p.69)138. Moreover, píá can combine with possessive pronouns
and the referent still remains indefinite, as in (43). This shows that píá behaves
differently from the in English and may not be the equivalent of the article.

(43) píá
SPEC: PL

(44) a. *the my children

nà

kpá

my

children

‘my children’

b. *my the children

The second definiteness specifier l" refers to a singular, presupposed and definite
noun and behaves similarly to English the, as in (45).

(45) a. l7 gbárà

b. l7 gbárà gbèrè

‘the man’

c. l7 bárí

‘the lizard’

‘the fish’

However, l" also behaves differently from English the in some respects. For
example, it can combine with the (indefinite) specifier píá, as in (46).

(46) a. píá
SPEC: PL

l7

w6

b. píá

SPEC: SG

woman

‘the women’

l7

SPEC: PL SPEC: SG

n6m
animal

‘the animals’

138

It might look surprising that a noun modified by a definite specifier is indefinite (but emphatic, though).
It is possible that the definition of definite/indefinite may vary across different users.
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The article status of Kana is thus not completely clear. Furthermore, the number
of classifiers in Kana is very limited in comparison to other languages with classifier
systems, like MC. In light of this, I do not take Kana to be a clear problem to the
proposed generalization. The language, however, does require further investigation.
To summarize, the above discussion has confirmed the generalization in (47).

(47) Classifier phrases (CLP) and determiner phrases (DP) cannot co-occur in a language.
a. If a language has a classifier system, then it lacks DP.

(ClP ! no DP)

b. If a language has DP, it doesn’t have a classifier system.

(DP ! no ClP)

5.2.6 Interim conclusion

In this sub-section, I have argued that there is a mutual exclusiveness condition
between (numeral) classifiers and articles in the sense that they cannot both exist in a
language. I argued that this follows from the principles of economy based on the claim
that, functionally, classifiers may carry the functions traditionally associated with articles
and, structurally, classifiers also check the relevant features against NPs as articles do. I
further examined the data from WALS and argued that the correlation between classifiers
and articles is supported by empirical facts. After examining the languages in question in
detail, I claimed that the seemingly problematic languages in fact do not pose a challenge
to the generalization. The constraint on the co-occurrence of articles and classifiers in a
language is thus substantiated.
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In the next section, I will examine in more detail the cross-linguistic behavior of
classifiers (and other phrases in the TNP), taking Japanese and MC as a case study.

5.3 Classifiers: a comparative study

In this section, I will examine the different behavior of classifiers in Japanese and
MC. Specifically, I will argue that, despite the attested superficial differences, it is
possible to give a unified account of nominal structures in Japanese and MC, attributing
the differences to the availability of classifier movement.

5.3.1 Similarities and differences of Japanese and Chinese classifiers

Since early works like Kitagawa and Ross (1982), it has been noted that Japanese
and MC share many similarities in nominal structures. For example, they are both N0final. And they involve a modification marker (-de in Chinese and –no in Japanese).
Moreover, they require classifiers for numeral expressions. These properties are shown
below139.

(48) a. [ wo
I

zuotian

yesterday see

b. [ watasi-ga
I-nom

139

kanjian]

de

ren

de

person

‘the person I saw yesterday’

kinoo

mita]

no

hito

yesterday

saw

no

person ‘the person I saw yesterday’

(49) and (50) are taken from Saito, Lin, and Murasugi (2008), henceforth SLM (2008).
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(49) a. yong

shitou de

gongji

with

stone de

attack

b. isi-de

no

koogeki

no

attack

stone-with

(50) a. san-ben

‘an attack with stones’

‘an attack with stones’

shu

three-CL book

‘three books’

b. san -satsu

no

hon

three -CL

no

book ‘three books’

Despite these similarities, there are also several differences between nominals in
Japanese and MC140. First, after relative clauses, –de is required in MC, but –no is
prohibited in Japanese. Second, after numeral+classifiers, –de is prohibited in MC, but –
no is required in Japanese. Third, it is claimed that nominal adjuncts are allowed in
Japanese, but not in MC141. Furthermore, multiple arguments of nouns are allowed in
Japanese, but not in MC. These are illustrated below in (51)-(54).

(51) a. [ wo
I

zuotian

kanjian] *(de) ren

yesterday see

b. [ watasi-ga kinoo
I-nom

140
141

yesterday

de

person ‘the person I saw yesterday’

mita] (*no)

hito

saw

person ‘the person I saw yesterday’

no

See also the discussion in SLM (2008).
See the discussion below that the second and the third claims are not entirely correct for MC.
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(52) a. san-ben (*de) shu
3-CL

de

b. san-satsu *(no)

book

3-CL

‘three books’

(53) a. *yu-de

rain-no

tian

b. *xuesheng-de ren
student-de

hi

d. gakusei-no

day ‘rainy day’

(54) a. *manzu-de

Rome-de
c. yabanzin-no
barbarian-no

student-no

person ‘a person who is a student’
hito
person ‘a person who is a student’

Luoma-de huimie

barbarian-de Rome-de
b. *Luoma-de

book

‘three books’

rain-de day ‘rainy day’
c. ame-no

no

hon

destruction ‘the barbarians’ destruction of Rome’

manzu-de

huimie

barbarian-de

destruction ‘the barbarians’ destruction of Rome’

Rooma-no hakai
Rome-no destruction ‘the barbarians’ destruction of Rome’

With so many differences, I will restrict the discussion to the following three
questions, since they are directly relevant to the discussion of classifiers: (a) the status of
–de in MC, (b) the status of classifiers phrases in Japanese, and (c) the difference
between MC and Japanese classifier phrases.

5.3.2 Previous analysis and some potential problems
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Saito, Lin, and Murasugi (2008) (henceforth SLM) attempts to account for the
differences mentioned above by assigning MC and Japanese different nominal structures.
They make several claims, some of which are relevant for the discussion of classifiers.
First, they assume that –de is located in D0 in MC while –no is a contextual case marker
in Japanese. Second, they argue that classifiers project their own phrases in MC but are
merely adjuncts adjoined to NPs in Japanese. Third, they assume that [Spec, DP] is an Aposition.
SLM (2008) argue that the claims they make can capture at least two interesting
facts (among other advantages). First, they account for why –de cannot appear after
numeral+classifiers in MC but –no can follow numeral+classifiers in Japanese, as in
(52a,b). Second, they account for why nominal adjuncts are not allowed in MC, but are
allowed in Japanese, as in (53).
SLM (2008) argue that the first difference follows straightforwardly because –de
in MC is located in D0 and therefore should appear before, but not after, the
numeral+classifier sequence. In their system, Japanese numerals+classifiers are adjuncts
that are attached to NPs. It is thus expected that they can take –no when they are attached
to NPs, given that –no is a contextual case marker. Furthermore, given that –de is in D0
and [Spec, DP] is an A-position, it follows that nominal adjuncts cannot appear before –
de in MC. On the other hand, –no in Japanese is a contextual case marker and is attached
to any modifier adjoined to NP. It is thus expected that nominal adjuncts can appear
before –no.
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While this analysis seems appealing, it faces some empirical problems. First, the
ungrammaticality of –de following the numeral+classifier phrase cannot be attributed to
the claim that –de is D0 (and should precede the numeral+classifier sequence) because the
reverse order is also ungrammatical, as shown in (55). –de simply cannot appear in front
of the NP and the numeral+classifier phrase.

(55) a. *de shu

b. *de

de book ‘the book/a book/books’

de

san-ben

shu

3-CL

book ‘the 3 books’

Second, it is not the case that MC does not allow nominal adjuncts. It’s just that
MC has additional phonological constraints that exclude mono-syllabic constituents as
attributive or predicative modifiers. If this constraint is controlled for, nominal adjuncts
are allowed, as shown in (56) and (57).

(56) a. *gao-de
tall-de

laoshi
teacher

‘tall teacher’

(57) a. *yu-de

tian

b. hen-gao-de

laoshi

very-tall-de

teacher

‘tall teacher’ (very is semantically null)

b. da-yu-de

rizi

c. xingqiliu-de

xiawu

rain-de day

heavy-rain-de day

Saturday-de

‘rainy day’

‘a day that is rainy’

‘Saturday afternoon’

(heavy is semantically null)
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afternoon

The questions then go back to the classifiers: if –de is not D0, how do we account
for the fact that “numeral+classifier+de” is an ungrammatical sequence? Moreover, how
can we capture the different behavior of classifiers in MC and Japanese? In the next
section, I will propose a unified account for nominal structures in MC and Japanese that
still accounts for these issues.

5.3.3 New proposal

In this section, I propose the following to account for the behavior of classifiers
and the distribution of –de and –no in MC and Japanese, as shown in (58).

(58) a. –de in MC, just like –no in Japanese, is a contextual case marker142, not D0.
b. Count classifiers project their own phrases in MC and Japanese, while measure
classifiers (massifiers) are adjuncts adjoined to NP in MC and Japanese.
c. Movement of the classifier phrase is possible in Japanese, but not in MC.

I will discuss the details of these proposals below and argue that they can cover
more empirical facts than the previous analyses.

5.3.3.1 –de is also a contextual case marker, not D0

142

The same claim that –de is a contextual case marker is also made in Kuo (2009).
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There are several advantages to treating both –de and –no as contextual case
markers. First, the fact that MC also allows nominal adjuncts, just like Japanese, can be
directly captured, as shown in (56) and (57) above. This is because nominal adjuncts are
also modifiers and –de/–no will be attached to these modifiers when they occur within the
projection of N. This is, in fact, the Mod-insertion rule, as originally proposed in
Kitagawa and Ross (1982), shown in (59).

(59) Mod-Insertion Rule143:
[NP ...XP N ] - [NP ...XP Mod N ], where Mod = de/no.
,

,

Second, extending SLM’s analysis of –no and treating –de and –no both as
contextual markers can capture various similarities in their distribution in MC and
Japanese, such as the occurrence with possessive constructions (60), temporal phrases
(61), and PPs (62). The examples are taken from SLM (2008).

(60) a. Zhangsan-de taidu

b. Taroo-no taidu

Zhangsan-de attitude

Taroo-no attitude

‘Zhangsan’s attitude’

‘Taroo’s attitude’

(61) a. mingtian-de

tianqi

b. asu-no

tenki

tomorrow-de weather

tomorrow-no weather

‘tomorrow’s weather’

‘tomorrow’s weather’

143

Takahashi (2011) notes that the paradigm in Japanese is in fact more complicated than what is proposed
in Kitagawa and Ross (1982). The readers are referred to Takahashi (2011) for discussion.
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(62) a. [PP yu

Laowan] de huimian

b. [PP Haruki-to]

no intabyuu

with Laowang de interview

Haruki-with no interview

‘an interview with Laowang’

‘an interview with Haruki’

If –de in MC is indeed a contextual case marker, we predict that it is possible to
have multiple occurrences of –de (since –de will be attached to any modifier within the
projection of N0) and the orders may be switched (since they are adjuncts). This
prediction is indeed borne out. As noted in Kuo (2009), there may be multiple instances
of –de within the nominal phrase and the relevant order may be switched, as in (63)144.

(63) a. hengui

de Geruisen de zhe san-ben shu

expensive de Grissom

de this 3-cl

book

‘these three expensive books of Grissom’s’
b. hengui

de zhe san-ben Geruisen de shu

expensive de this 3-cl
c. zhe san-ben hengui
this 3-cl

Grissom de book
de Geruisen de shu

expensive de Grissom de book

I take the examples above as an indication that –de in MC should also be analyzed
as a contextual case marker, just like –no, along the lines of Kitagawa and Ross (1982).

144

(63) differs from (54) in that multiple occurrence of –de is not allowed in (54). This might be due to the
argument/adjunct asymmetry. While the elements bearing –de in (63) are adjuncts, those bearing-de in (54)
are arguments (cf. SLM (2008)). It is not clear why the arguments/adjuncts asymmetry will make such
difference, but the distinction certainly needs to be made.
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5.3.3.2 The Status of Classifiers in MC and Japanese

SLM (2008) argue that classifiers in MC differ from those in Japanese in that the
former are heads that project their own phrases and take NP as their complement while
the latter are adjuncts that are adjoined to NPs. I argue that there is no difference between
the two languages here. Rather, the difference lies between different types of classifiers.
Specifically, I argue that count classifiers project their own phrases in MC and Japanese,
while measure classifiers (massifiers) are adjuncts adjoined to NP in MC and Japanese.
In chapter 2, where I discussed the lack of DP in MC, it was claimed that
classifiers in MC head their own phrases. Moreover, it was argued that count classifiers
in Japanese exhibit the same behavior. The relevant examples are given below in (64)
through (67)145, drawing from the binding tests as discussed in Despi" (2011, in press).
(See also section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 in chapter 2 for relevant discussions.)

(64) *Ta1-de dianying rang Li-An1 hen shiwang
he-gen movie

make Li-An very disappointed

‘His movie disappoints Li-An.’

(65) You san-bu ta1-de dianying rang
have 3-cl

he-gen movie

Akiu1 hen

chuming

make Akiu very famous

‘Three of his movies make Akiu very famous.’

145

I give only Condition C data here, see chapter 2 for the Condition B data.
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(66) *kare1-no saisin-no eega-wa
he-gen

hontooni Kurosawa1-o

latest-gen movie-top really

rakutans-ase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-cause-past

‘His1 latest movie really disappointed Kurosawa1.’

(67) San-bon-no kare1-no eega-wa
3-cl-gen

he-gen

hontouni Kurosawa1-o

movie-top really

rakutansase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-past

‘Three of his movies really disappointed Kurosawa.’

As discussed in chapter 2, I assume that possessors are NP adjuncts and argue that
there is no DP. The ungrammaticality of (64) and (66) (with co-reference) suggests that
pronouns in these examples do c-command out of the adjoined NP and there is no DP in
MC and Japanese to confine the c-commanding domain of the possessor, resulting in
Condition C violation. On the other hand, the grammaticality of (65) and (67) (with coreference) clearly indicates that (count) classifiers head their own projections in both MC
and Japanese and can confine the c-commanding domain. Therefore, there is no violation
of Condition C and the sentences are grammatical with co-reference.
On the other hand, as observed in Takahashi (2011), measure classifiers
(massifiers) in Japanese behave differently from count classifiers in that there is no
Condition C violation in the relevant sentences with measure classifiers, suggesting that
measure classifiers do not projection their own phrases. They are merely adjoined to the
NP and, therefore, are not able to confine the c-commanding domain of the possessor.
The examples are shown in (68), taken from Takahashi (2011). The contrast between (68)
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and (69) suggests that count classifiers and measure classifiers (massifiers) should be
given different treatments.

(68) *Kono-naka-de, sanzyu-senti-no

kare1-no buumeran-ga

this-among-in 30-centimere-gen he-gen

Taroo1-o

boomerang-nom Taroo-acc

tyokugeki-si-ta
direct.hit-do-past
‘lit. Among these, his1 30cm boomerang hit Taroo1 directly.’

(69) (Rop-pon-no-uti-de),

san-bon-no kare1-no buumeran-ga

six-CL-gen-among-in 3-CL-gen

he-gen

Taroo1-o

boomerang-nom Taroo-acc

tyokugeki-si-ta
direct.hit-do-past
‘lit. Among six, three of his1 boomerangs directly hit Taroo1.’

Interestingly, MC also displays similar behavior in that measure classifiers
(massifiers), different from count classifiers, do not confine the c-commanding domain of
the possessor, as shown in (70).

(70) *sanshi-gongfen-de ta1-de
30-centimer-de

he-gen

qiubang dadao-le Akiu1
bat

hit-asp

‘His 30cm bat hit Akiu.’
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Akiu

The paradigm above shows that MC and Japanese have the same behavior in that
count classifiers in these two languages head their own phrases while measure classifiers
(massifiers) do not. The latter are merely adjuncts that are adjoined to NP.

5.3.3.3 Classifier movement in Japanese

In the previous sections, I have argued that (a) –de in MC, just like –no in
Japanese, is a contextual case marker and (b) count classifiers project their own phrases
while measure classifiers (massifiers) are adjuncts that are adjoined to NPs in both MC
and Japanese. I propose that (some portions of) the nominal structures in these two
languages look like the ones in (71). The two languages have the same structure, except
for the parameter setting in headedness.

(71)

Count CLP
3
3

Count CLP
3

3
CL

3

NP
3

Mass CLP

180 CM
(Chinese)

3
NP
CLP
3

NP

Mass CLP

person

NP

180 CM
person
(Japanese)

Now we can ready to tackle the last question: If, just like –de in MC, –no in
Japanese is a contextual case marker that is inserted after a modifier within the projection
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of N, why is it the case that –no can appear after numeral+(count) classifiers while –de
cannot?146 In the system of SLM (2008), this is expected, since classifiers are adjuncts of
the NP in their system. The possibility of –no after classifiers in Japanese is predicted.
However, I have argued that count classifiers in Japanese are not merely adjuncts, but
head their own projections. The possibility of –no is thus unexpected.
I will now propose a new analysis that is consistent with the system adopted so
far. I will assume that –de/–no are inserted after elements that are adjoined to NP or
another phrase within the extended projection of NP. I argue that the availability of –no
after classifiers in Japanese is due to the possibility of movement of the classifier phrase.
To be specific, the NP may move out and then the whole CLP (to the exclusion of the
noun) may move up to adjoin to some higher projection. The possibility of moving the
CLP makes CLP in Japanese able to appear in an adjoined position. Attachment of –no to
count CLP is thus allowed. I also argue that this movement is not available in MC.
It is suggested in Watanabe (2006) that the different orders between
numeral+classifier and noun can be derived from one base structure plus subsequent
movements. This is shown in (72)147.

(72) a. John-wa hon

san-satsu-o katta

John-top book 3-CL-acc

(Watanabe 2006: p.244)

bought

‘John bought three books.’
146

The impossibility of –de after classifiers in MC is expected. Count classifiers head their own projections
and are not modifiers adjoined to NP. Therefore, –de cannot be inserted by the Mod-insertion rule in (59).
If count classifiers also head their own projections in Japanese, we should expect the same to happen in
Japanese so that –no cannot be inserted after count classifiers, either. This is the puzzle to be solved.
147
The structure in (71) is slightly different from the one in Watanabe (2006) in that he uses the notion #P
rather than CLP and assumes that classifiers (CL) is the head of #P, under the assumption that classifier is a
manifestation of number morphology in Japanese. Crucially, a classifier appears only when [Spec, #P] is
occupied by a numeral (Watanabe 2006: p.253).
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b. John-wa

sansatsu-no

hon-o

katta

c. John-wa hon-o

san-satsu

katta

d. John-wa

hon-o

katta

san-satsu

The derivation in Watanabe is given in (73). However, it should be noted that I
am NOT adopting Watanabe (2006). As argued in chapter 2 and here, it is clear that
Japanese does not have DP. The structure in (73) is thus problematic. I simply adopt the
idea that movement of CLP in Japanese is a possible derivation

(73)

DP
4

D’
4
QP
D
4
Q’
3
CaseP
Q
4
Case’
3
CLP
Case
3
3
CL’
3
NP
CL

I will in fact show that all the orders from (72) can be accounted for without the
DP (i.e. if there is only one projection above CLP and CaseP (e.g. QP; I leave its precise
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nature open here.) The discussion below will thus eliminate Watanabe’s argument for the
presence of DP in Japanese. Following Takahashi (2011) and Bo!kovi" (in press a), I
assume that CaseP, which I will refer to as KP, is the complement of CL0, whose head
moves to CL0. Furthermore, I assume that this movement (K0-to-CL0) is optional (see
also Takahashi (2011) and Bo!kovi" (in press a)). The two possible structures are shown
in (74a,b) below.

(74) a.

QP
4

b.

QP
4

Q’
4

Q0

CLP
4
Num

Q0

CLP
4

CL’
4

KP
4
NP

Q’
4

Num

CL0

CL’
4

KP
4

K0

NP

CL0+K0

tK

With the structures in (74a,b), let us examine how the different orders in (72) can
be captured. First, the structure in (74a) directly captures (72c), where the case marker is
attached to NP. KP moves to [Spec, QP], deriving the order hon-o san-satsu in (72c).
Second, the structure in (74b) captures (72a), where the case marker is attached to the
classifier. KP (or even NP) moves to [Spec, QP], and K0 moves to adjoin to CL0, giving
rise to the order hon san-satsu-o in (72a). For (72b), KP moves to [Spec, QP], and then
CLP moves to adjoin to QP, in which case –no can be inserted, giving rise to the order
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sansatsu-no hon-o in (72b)148. Following Watanabe (2006), I argue that the order in (72d)
is irrelevant for our purpose because hon-o and san-satsu do not form a constituent.
Watanabe (2006) argues that the phrase san-satsu in (72d) is outside the TNP. It thus
involves a different structure and can be put aside149.
Having shown how the structures in (74a,b) and the proposal of CLP movement
can capture the different orders in (72), I will argue that there is indeed evidence for this
analysis. Recall that the binding paradigm in Despi" (2011) provides us with a test to
examine whether a certain phrase is adjoined or not. With the proposal above that (count)
CLP in Japanese may move out and adjoin to some higher projection, let us see if the
original binding paradigm can still be captured. Consider the sentences in (75) to (78).

(75) *kare1-no san-bon-no
he-gen

eega-wa

hontooni Kurosawa1-o

three-CL-gen movie-top really

rakutans-ase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-cause-past

‘Three of his1 movies really disappointed Kurosawa1.’

(76) *kare1-no eega
he-gen

san-bon-ga hontooni Kurosawa1-o

movie 3-CL-nom really

rakutans-ase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-cause-past

‘Three of his1 movies really disappointed Kurosawa1.’

148

I assume that morphological rules that insert –no prevent the presence of –o with –no (maybe even K0to-CL0 movement).
149
Watanabe (2006) refers to Kamio (1983) noting that clefting is possible with (72c), but not with (72d),
as shown in (i) below, suggesting that san-satsu and hon-o in (72d) do not form a constituent. (It should be
noted that clefting is also possible with the orders in (72a,b).)
(i) a. John-ga katta-no-wa hon-o
san-satsu da. b. *John-ga katta-no-wa san-satsu hon-o
da.
John-nom bought-C-top book-acc 3-CL
cop
John-nom bought-C-top 3-CL
book-acc cop
‘It is three books that John bought.’
‘It is three books that John bought.’
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(77) *kare1-no eega-ga
he-gen

san-bon

hontooni Kurosawa1-o

movie-nom three-CL really

rakutans-ase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-cause-past

‘Three of his1 movies really disappointed Kurosawa1.’

(78) San-bon-no kare1-no eega-wa
3-cl-gen

he-gen

hontouni Kurosawa1-o

movie-top really

rakutansase-ta

Kurosawa-acc disappoint-past

‘Three of his movies really disappointed Kurosawa.’

Let us examine how the binding paradigm can be accounted for with the structure
in (74a,b), repeated below as (79). Essentially following Takahashi (2011), I will assume
that when additional structure within the TNP is present, the possessor adjoins to the
highest phrase within the TNP.

(79) a.

QP
4

b.

QP
4

Q’
4

Q0

CLP
4
Num

Q0

CLP
4

CL’
4

KP
4
NP

Q’
4

Num

CL0

CL’
4

KP
4

K0

NP
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tK

CL0+K0

Recall that the presence of –no indicates that the classifier phrase has moved out
and adjoined to some other projections. In (75), KP moves to [Spec, QP]. The CLP later
moves and adjoins to QP (hence the insertion of –no). The possessor is also adjoined to
QP. The condition C violation is thus expected since the possessor binds out of the
adjoined phrase. In (76), KP (or NP) simply moves to [Spec, QP] and K0 moves and
adjoins to CL0. The possessor is adjoined to QP, too, c-commanding out of the QP and
giving rise to a condition C violation. In (77), KP moves to [Spec, QP]. The possessor is
adjoined to QP, too, causing a condition C violation, as expected. Lastly, in (78), which is
grammatical, KP moves to [Spec, QP]. The possessor is adjoined to QP and the CLP is
moved to a QP-adjoined position. I assume that the extra layers/segments of the QP
projection in the particular case of (78) or the numeral as a potential subject onfines the
binding domain of the possessor. Therefore, there is no condition C violation. The
discussion above shows that the proposed CLP-movement analysis in Japanese can still
capture all the examples (with different orders) with respect to the binding facts discussed
before.
The analysis proposed above can actually be simplified by eliminating most of the
movements to QP if we assume that the whole complex san-satsu ‘3-CL’ can be located
in CL0. The structures from (74) are then modified as follows. (QP could be missing in
some cases, see below.)
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(80) a.

( QP )
4

b.

( QP )
4

( Q’ )
4

( Q0 )

CLP
4

( Q’ )
4

CL’
4
KP
4
NP

CL0
san-satsu

K0

( Q0 )

CLP
4

CL’
4
KP
4
NP

CL0 + K0
san-satsu

tK

(80a) and (80b) now yield (72c) and (72a) without any movements to QP, in contrast to
the analysis suggested above. Movement to [Spec, QP] is now needed only for (72b),
which can be derived as suggested above: KP moves to [Spec, QP], and CLP adjoins to
QP. The binding facts can also be easily accounted for under this analysis: nothing in fact
changes in the account of the binding facts except that, in the cases where QP can now be
missing, the possessor would be CLP-adjoined ((76 and (77)).
It should also be pointed out that the proposal in (58b), repeated here as (81), also
makes a prediction. Since measure classifiers (massifiers) are adjuncts adjoined to NP in
both languages, it is expected that –de/–no insertion should be possible after massifiers in
both MC and Japanese. This is indeed born out, as shown in (82).

(81) Count classifiers project their own phrases in MC and Japanese, while measure
classifiers (massifiers) are adjuncts adjoined to NP in MC and Japanese.
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(82) a. san-gongsheng-de shui
3-liter-de

b. san-rittoru-no mizu

water

3-liter-no

‘three liters of water’

water

‘three liters of water’

The discussion above has given a unified treatment to MC and Japanese in that (a)
–de and –no are both contextual case markers that are inserted after any modifiers in the
projection of N0 and (b) count classifiers project their own phrases in MC and Japanese,
while measure classifiers (massifiers) are adjuncts adjoined to NP. The different behavior
of –de and –no after count classifiers is attributed to the possibility of moving the CLP in
Japanese, but not in MC.
Before concluding this section, I will simply discuss one asymmetry between
Japanese and MC and argue that it is not a problem to the proposed analysis. While both
–de and –no are contextual markers, they differ in that –de can be stranded under ellipsis,
but –no cannot, as shown below in (83) and (84)150.

(83) Wo xihuan hong-se-de
I

like

chezi. Lisi xihuan lu-se-de

red-color-DE car

Lisi like

[e]

green-color-DE

‘I like red cars. Lisi likes green (cars).’

(84) a. Taroo-wa [san-satsu-no

hon]-o

yomu

Taroo-top three-CL-NO book-acc read
150

ga
though

This asymmetry in licensing ellipsis is one of the main arguments in SLM (2008) to analyze –de in MC
as a functional head (D) and –no in Japanese as a contextual marker. As will be shown below, it is possible
to give them a unified analysis as both being contextual markers and still capture the asymmetry.
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b. *Hanako-wa [go-satsu-no
Hanako-top

hon]-o

five-CL-NO book-acc read

c. Hanako-wa [go-satsu hon]-o
Hanako-top

yomu

five-CL

yomu

book-acc read

‘Taroo reads three books, but Hanako reads five (books).’

(84b,c) shows that in Japanese NP ellipsis requires chopping –no. To capture this,
Takahashi (2011), modifying a proposal in Watanabe (2010), gives an addition to the
original mod-insertion rule from Kitagawa and Ross (1982) and SLM (2008), as in (85).

(85) [QP/KP … XP(-tense) Na] ! [QP/KP … XP(-tense) Mod Na], where Mod = no.
Mod = ! if the entire KP is deleted.

In essence, the underlined part states that –no cannot be inserted when the
complement of KP undergoes ellipsis. This can capture the fact that count numerals
cannot bear –no when KP is elided. I simply suggest that Takahashi’s addition, i.e. the
extra underlined assumption from (85), does NOT apply in MC. In other words,
differently from –no in Japanese, the contextual marker –de in MC does not have this
extra restriction. It thus can be inserted even when the NP is elided. This captures the
asymmetry between Japanese and MC.

5.4 Conclusion
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In this chapter, I have examined the second correlation associated with the lack of
DP. Specifically, I argued that there exists a condition of mutual exclusiveness between
(numeral) classifiers and articles (i.e. DP). I first discussed the notion of classifiers and
restricted the discussion to numeral classifiers, which is the focus of this study. I argued
that the condition of mutual exclusiveness follows from the principle of economy because
classifiers may carry the functions traditionally associated with articles and because
classifiers also check the relevant [ ___ def] features on NPs just like articles do. A
language then cannot have both classifiers and articles. I further examined the data from
WALS and showed that the correlation between classifiers and the lack of articles is
supported by empirical facts. Then I examined the behavior of classifiers, taking MC and
Japanese as case studies. I gave a unified treatment of the nominal structures in MC and
Japanese, which did rely on certain parametric differences in the possibility of movement
within the TNP between these languages.
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